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The Editor s Page
Remembering Tom
and Mary Greenslade

L

ast year, when a group of us at
Kenyon began to plan events for
the College's celebration of its
one hundred seventy-fifth
anniversary, a question
arose as to just what such
an occasion should be
called. We all knew that
100-year anniversaries were
centennials and 150-year
celebrations were sesquicentennials. But a one
hundred seventy-fifth
anniversary?
We were stumped. I
thought to myself, Tom
I
Greenslade would have
known this. And then I
also thought, if it weren't
for Tom, I probably
wouldn't be a member of
this group.
The first time I met the
Greenslades—Tom and his
wife, Mary—was during my
freshman year at Kenyon,
when I was introduced to
them, at a concert, by my
classmate and friend Ann
Wiester '73, a Mount
Vernon native who knew a
lot more of Gambier's
adults than the rest of us.
I'm sure I assumed the
Greenslades were long-time
residents; I didn't discover
until much later that they
had arrived in Gambier
only two years earlier, at
the end of Tom's distin
guished first career as
science supervisor for the New York City
Public Schools.
It was a homecoming for both of them.
Tom had graduated from the College in
1931. Mary, his childhood sweetheart,
had taught at Gambier High School from
1931 to 1934 after earning her bachelor's
degree at Ohio State University. Upon
their return in 1967, Tom became
Kenyon's archivist and Mary its unofficial
good-will ambassador to the alumni.
The first time I saw the Greenslades after

2

graduation was several years later, in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, at Ann's
wedding to Ray Starr '74- There was no
reason for them to remember me—1 wasn't
among their inner circle of athletic and
musical achievers—hut they did. They
greeted me warmly and made it clear that,
much to my surprise, they had been
keeping up with my "life after Kenyon."
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In fact, the Greenslades always seemed
to remember everyone, which was one of
the reasons they were such indispensable
and popular guests at alumni events—as
well as one of the reasons Tom was so good
at his work in the archives.
When I returned to Gambier as public
affairs director in 1984, the Greenslades
were among the first to welcome me back
to the village. Occasionally, I'd get a
telephone call from Mary, who, without
identifying herself, would ask, "Tom, are

you my friend.'" I quickly learned these
queries meant that I was about to be asked
to fill in for someone's spouse at a gather
ing of the Gambier Dinner Club, of which
the Greenslades were stalwart members.
Aside from that, they asked nothing of me
for the pleasure of their friendship.
In my first months back at Kenyon, I
found occasion to visit the College's
archives quite frequently in
connection with various
projects, and Tom quickly
drew me into the fascinating
world of Kenyon history.
There was the thrill of
holding in my hand a letter
written by Philander Chase
or an ancient photograph of
Rosse Hall. There was the
satisfaction of finding the
answers to more questions
than I knew I had about
campus people and places.
And there was always the
pleasure of Tom's company.
My favorite photograph
of Tom, the one repro
duced here, shows him in
the old College archives, a
window less room jn
Gordon Keith Chalmers
Memorial Library. It was a
far cry from the spacious
facilities into which he
moved in Olin Library in
1986, but Tom somehow
made it inviting, drawing
countless administrators,
faculty members, and
students into his basement
lair over the years.
As soon as Tom deter
mined that he had a willing
student of Kenyon history
on his hands, he began
encouraging me to come
along on the campus tours he conducted
for alumni, parents, and special guests of
the College. He was a masterful guide,
blending facts with anecdotes, and,
although I didn't think of it in such terms
at the time, a masterful teacher.
In September 1990, Tom died unex
pectedly at the age of eighty. A few weeks
later, Mary presented me with the blazer
Tom always wore when he led his campus
tours, the one with the heavily embroi
dered Kenyon crest on the breast pocket.
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It was a great comfort to wear that blazer
the first time 1 offered what I still think of
as Tom's tour and on many more occasions
during the past decade. When I lead tours
these days, 1 still wear the jacket, although
now I see it less as a security blanket than
as a tribute to the Greenslades.
Of course Mary, too, is gone now. In the
days, weeks, and months after Tom died,
until her own death in January 1994, Mary
was a regular visitor to all the offices in the
College Relations Division, both giving
and getting news of the innumerable
Kenyon family members with whom she
continued to stay in touch.
In memory of the Greenslades, Alumni
Council now presents the Thomas B. and
Mary M. Greenslade Award. Those
honored with the award have included the
late Tom Davidson '51 and Trustee
Emeritus Bill Stroud P'76 as well as such
beloved Kenyon administration and faculty
couples as Gloria and Tom Edwards,
Sheila and Phil Jordan, Jane and Perry
Lentz '64 P'88, and Bettye and Owen York.
This year's recipients were Juanita
Newman and her husband, Yauncey
Newman, a retired custodian and skilledtrades helper. They were cited for having
"ignored the invisible wall that too often
separates students from staff members and
established relationships that have lasted
far beyond Commencement."
Almost every institution is proud of its
heritage; many have archives. Fewer have
the kind of treasure trove that Kenyon
enjoys, donated by alumni, parents, and
friends and gathered over the years into a
coherent set of memories of the past. For
that great gift, the College has to thank
Tom Greenslade and his successors, Jami
Peelle, Carol Marshall, and Chris Barth '9 5
(the subject of a profile on page 63 in this
issue of the Bulletin). Although not a
Kenyon alumnus himself, the Greenslades'
son, Tom, a professor of physics at the
College, has carried on the family tradition
of interest in and research into Kenyon's
past, with a special focus on science.
The word, by the way, for a 175-year
anniversary turned out to be terquasqui
centennial. We decided not to use it—it
seemed a bit over the top even for this
campus of word lovers—but Dan Laskin,
the Gillege's publications director and the
Bulletin's managing editor, was able to
weave it into a poem (or the lyrics for a
drinking song):
On Kenyon's hill perennial,
Where sodden scholars play,
Our terquasquicentennial
We celebrate today.
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E-mail option
available
to Bulletin readers
The Bulletin has established an e-mail
account, bulletin@kenyon.edu, for the
convenience of readers with Internet
access. Letters to the editor, story ideas,
and other suggestions for the magazine are
welcome. Please send a daytime telephone
number with your letter so we can call you
for verification.
While the editors prefer that class notes
continue to be submitted by U.S. mail or
on alumni data sheets as in the past, the
Bulletin now provides e-mail addresses
(where available) for class agents. How
ever, class notes submitted by e-mail will
not be accepted for publication unless
accompanied by the complete address and
telephone number of the person making
the submission.
—The editors

Amid the wafting asphodel,
Ye Lords and Ladies true,
Toast terquasquicentennial
With flasks of flowing brew.
I think the Greenslades would have
smiled.
—T.S.

Feedback solicited
for accreditation
process

I

n anticipation of an on-site visit by
the North Central Association of Oilleges and Schools (NCACS) to the
Oillege on October 2-4, 2000, Kenyon
invites all members of the community to
send comments aKiuf the Gillege to the
North Central Association of Gilleges and
Schools by September 1, 2000.
Kenyon is accredited by the Gimmission
on Institutions of Higher Education of the
NCACS. The purpose of the visit is for a
team to evaluate the extent to which the
Gillege satisfies NCACS criteria for accred
itation so that Kenyon can maintain its
current status. In preparation for this visit,
the Gillege conducted a self-evaluation
process, coordinated by Professor of
Economics Bruce L. Gensemer, during the
1999-2000 academic year. The evaluation
team will assess Kenyon's strengths and

weaknesses in all aspects of college life.
All comments submitted to the NCACS
must be in writing and signed. Please send
them to: North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools, Commission on
Institutions of Higher Education, 30 North
LaSalle Street, Suite 2400, Chicago,
Illinois 60602-2504-

Letters
Giving solo parents their due
Between Kittles, diapers, and a forty-hour
workweek, I read the "Bringing up Baby" issue
of the Bulletin page by page, something I rarely
do. I am sure many of your readers identified
with the triumphs and tragedies shared within
the pages, as did I. However, while the couples
profiled are diverse, they are couples all the
same and represent society's ideal two-parent
family. Not one story included the men and
women today who by choice or circumstance
(or Kith) are solo parenting. This issue could
have been all the richer if the joys and struggles
of this group (27 percent of all households,
according to your statistics) had been included.
Name withheld by request
Editor's response: We agree. While we had
planned to include at least one article focusing
on a single parent, all our potential subjects
declined, for one reason or another, to
participate. We do hope to publish such an
article in a future issue.
Denying nature'
Naturam furca expellas usque tanurn recumt, we
learned in Lit in literature class. "You may drive
out nature with a pitchfork, but relentlessly it
keeps coming back."
This millennia-aged adage is realized in "Just
Saying No to Motherhood" in the "Bringing up
Baby" issue of the Bulletin. No, no, says
Jennifer Neiderhouser Hedden '90. "I have
never felt the twinge of maternal instinct." Yes,
yes, says the photo of Hedden, as she clasps her
beagle, Seamus, to her breast.
Once again, nature is not to K' denied.
John Martin '48
Washington, D.C.
A request
One nf the unforeseen consequences of an
increasingly e-mail-based correspondence cul
ture has Ken that many magazines, including
this one, have Ken receiving fewer letters to
the editor as readers communicate directly with
the authors of articles. The Bulletin editors
would still like to hear from our readers,
though, so we encourage you to send copies of
your e-mail messages to us. We'd like to know
what you think of our stories, and we're sure
fellow readers would K interested in your
comments, too.
—The editors
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Along Middle Path
Senior Benjamin Bagocius wins
Watson Fellowship

K

enyon senior Ben
jamin D. Bagocius
has been awarded a
$22,000 fellowship
by the Thomas J. Watson Foun
dation for a one-year indepen
dent research project entitled
"Masculinity, Femininity, and
Figure Skating." He will pursue
his studies in Canada, China,
Japan, Russia, and Sweden.
During his year-long studies,
for which the only requirement
is a five-page paper, Bagocius
will be responsible for making
all of his own travel and lodg
ing arrangements.
Bagocius was one of sixty
winners announced on March
24- He was chosen from a field
of more than one thousand
applicants from fifty selective
private liberal-arts colleges and
universities. Students must first
be nominated by their college
or university before competing
on the national level.
A native of Stow, Ohio,
Bagocius is an English major
who began skating when he
was in the fifth grade. "I think

to
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every little kid dreams of being
in the Olympics, but by the
time I got to high school, my
interests began to shift," he says
of his early skating aspirations.
"The Watson people were
impressed with the creativity of
Ben's proposal from the very
start," says Dean for Academic
Advising Jane Martindell.
"This is really an adventure of
the heart for him.
"The Watson is about stretch
ing yourself to do something
you're passionate about," she
adds. "I think this will be a

wonderful opportunity for Ben."

Bagocius says that, through
his experiences with skating, he
realized that gender roles in the
United States are lirmly estab
lished in the skating world.
The traditional rules require
that women wear skirts, men's
skating programs are longer
than women's, and it's common
for women to wear white
skates, while the men wear
black. Women are often given
more rewards for being graceful
than for their technical ability
as athletes.
"Skating is traditionally seen
as a more feminine sport. One
of the most popular male
skaters of our time is Scott
Hamilton," says Bagocius. "I
think one of the reason he's
gained so much popularity is
that he pushed hard to make
skating more traditionally
masculine. He didn't wear
sequins on his costumes."
L
Eventually, Bagtxaus
says, he hopes to attend
A graduate school in
A
poetry or creative
A
writing. "I don't want
M
a typical career," he
A
notes. "1 want to be
H
able to do what• ever interests me at
the moment."
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Anthropologist Rita Kipp named
to Oden Professorship

P

rofessor of Anthropology Rita S. Kipp,
a long-time member
of the Kenyon
faculty, has been appointed the
first incumbent of the College's
Robert A. Oden Jr. Professor
ship. The announcement was
made by President Robert A.
Oden Jr., for whom the endowed
position is named.
"1 will always be grateful to
the donor who funded this
chair and also suggested that it
bear the name it does," said
Oden. "Thankful as we are for
the generous gifts supporting
our new facilities, Kenyon is all
about people, and endowed
positions enable us to honor
some of our finest.
"From the comments of her

students and colleagues, from
the external review of her
department and much more, I
know Rita Kipp to he a superb
teacher who has worked sys
tematically to revise her courses
and teaching methods to meet
students' needs," Oden noted.
"Her teaching and research are
in happy accord with the chair's
description, which accents the
tenacity required to reach
breakthrough moments in the
holder's discipline. It is both
moving and significant that we
are now able to honor another
exemplary faculty member in
this way."
"It is a great honor to be the
first professor to hold this new
chair," said Kipp. "I'm espe
cially excited ahout the
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research opportunities this will

Sociologist George McCarthy

Will hold NEH Professorship
in Asian studies as well as in
anthropology."
Kipp, who joined the Kenyon
faculty in 1976, is a Fhi Beta
Kappa graduate of the Univer
sity of Oklahoma. She earned
her doctorate from the Univer
sity of Pittsburgh, where she
wrote her dissertation in cul
tural anthropology on "The
Ideology of Kinship in Karo
Batak Ritual," focusing on a
Sumatran ethnic group. Kipp
is the author of The Early Years
of Dutch Colonial Mission and
Dissociated Identities: Ethnicity,
Religion, arid Class in an Indo
nesian Society, among other
books and articles.
Currently serving as director
of the College's Asian Studies
Program in addition to teach
ing anthropology courses, Kipp
has long been interested in
Southeast Asia. She is also a
faculty member of Kenyon's
International Studies Program.
Kipp has conducted research
in Indonesia and Singapore
with grants from the Fulbright
Exchange Program, the South
east Asia Council of the Asso
ciation for Asian Studies, and
the College's Faculty Develop
ment Fund. Last summer, she
codirected a tour, sponsored by
the Ford Foundation, that took
nine college teachers to Malay
sia, Thailand, and Vietnam.
The Oden Professorship,
funded by an anonymous dona
tion of $ 1.5 million, was the
fifth of the six endowed posi
tions announced to date as part
of "Claiming Our Place: The
(Campaign for Kenyon." The
others are the John B. McCoyBank One Distinguished Teach
ing Chair (held by Theodore
O. Mason of the English depart
ment), the Richard M. Thomas
'53 Chair in Creative Writing
(Lewis Hyde), the Harry M.
Clor Chair in Political Science
(Pamela Jensen), the James D.
and Cornelia W. Ireland Chair
in Music (Benjamin R. Locke),
and, most recently, the Robert
P. Hubbard '53 Chair in Poetry(as yet unassigned).
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eorge "Mac"
McCarthy, professor
of sociology, has
been named to
Kenyon's National Endowment
for the Humanities (NEH)
Distinguished Teaching Profes
sorship. He will hold the
prestigious post for a three-year
term, beginning with the 2001 02 academic year.
"Mac McCarthy is a sterling
example of how great scholar
ship can coexist with distin
guished teaching, of how the
best scholars are often the most
dedicated teachers," said
President Robert A. Oden Jr.
"We are pleased to be able to
recognize him in this way."
The NEH Professorship is
awarded through a competitive
process that involves submis
sion of a proposal to a selection
committee. McCarthy's pro
posal was entitled "Democracy
and Social Justice: Ancient and
Modern."
"The selection committee
was especially impressed by
Mac McCarthy's proposal for
its ambition and scope," said
Gregory P. Spaid, associate
provost and professor of art at
the College, who serv ed as
chair of the committee. "The

members were also impressed
with his preparation for leading
students through an illuminat
ing examination ot ancient and
modern theories of democracy
and social justice."
In his proposal, McCarthy
writes that he intends to exam
ine the influence of Greek and
Hebrew traditions on the
development of American and
German social theory, with
special emphasis on issues of
democracy and social justice.
"The goal is to explore the very
foundations of our civilization
and expand our knowledge of
its major traditions as we probe
the fundamental questions that
face us in the twenty-first
century: What kind of society
do we want to live in, and what
will be its underlying institu
tions and values?"
McCarthy, who will be on
sabbatical during the 2000-01
academic year, will offer four
new courses as part ot the proj
ect, beginning with "Rediscov
ering Democracy in America:
Liberalism and Communitarianism" and "Social Ecology
and Environmental Justice:
Aristotle and the Moderns"
during the 2001-02 academic
year. The following year, he

i

Mac McCarthy

will offer "Modernity and the
Ancients: From Nietzsche to
Hahermas" and "Natural Law
and Natural Rights: Ethics and
Social Justice." The first year's
courses will he repeated in the
third year.
A member of the Kenyon
faculty since 1979, McCarthy
is a summa cum laude graduate
of Manhattan College. He went
on to earn a master's degree and
doctorate in philosophy from
Boston College and a master's
degree and doctorate in sociol
ogy from the New School for
Social Research.
A former Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Research
Fellow at the University of
Frankfurt, McCarthy has been a
guest professor at the Univer
sity of Kassell, the University of
Munich, and the Katholische
Sozialwissenschaftliche Zentralstelle in Moenchengladbach.
In 1994-95, he was a Senior
Fulbright Research Scholar in
Germany.
McCarthy is the author of
several books as well as numer
ous articles and reviews. His
book Romancing Antiquity:
German Critique of the Enlight
enment from Weber to Hahermas
was published in 1997, while
Justice Beyond Liberalism: Natural
Law and Economic Democracy in
U.S. and German Catholicism,
his second book with coauthor
Royal Rhodes, a professor of
religion at the College, is sched
uled to appear later this year.
McCarthy's most recent work,
Objectivity and the Silence of
Reason: Weber, Hahermas, and
the Methodological Disputes in
German Sociology, has just been
accepted for publication.
The first holder of the NEH
professorship was Professor of
Sociology Howard L. Sacks,
who used his three-year appoint
ment to create the "Family
Farm Project" documenting
niral life in Knox County. The
current incumbents are history
professors Peter Rutkoff and
William B. Scott, who are in
the final year of a seminar series
entitled "Great Migrations:
The African-American Urban
History Project."
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Kenyon economists take the
road less traveled

w

hether creating
an in-class
"factory" that
manufactures
peanut-butter-and-jelly sand
wiches or exploring how Peru
cornered the organic fertilizer
market in the nineteenth
century, Kenyon economics
professors are known for taking
the road less traveled in their
teaching methods.
Alys Spensley, a junior from
Minneapolis, Minnesota, thinks
such offbeat examples enliven
the teaching of economic
theories that often are perceived
as dull and difficult to grasp.
Take the peanut-butter-andjelly sandwich factory, she says.
Associate Professor of Econom
ics William R. Melick supplied
her and her classmates one knife,
a couple of jars of peanut butter
and jelly, and about ten loaves
of bread. The goal was to illus
trate the economic principle of
diminishing returns by making
the sandwiches.
"Things went okay with one
worker," recalls Spensley. "With
two, things sped up wonderfully.
With three workers, the sand
wiches were made efficiently
and quickly. However, by the
time we got to four, five, or six
workers, things were not as
pretty. In fact, our prcxfuction

with three workers was better
than with six."
Thus, an economic lesson
was learned. "And the best part
of the story was that we had
PB&J sandwiches for lunch,"
remembers a smiling Spensley.
Melick says the principle of
diminishing returns has many
implications for economists,
but he observes that "seeing
that link can be a little tricky
for students." So Melick, who
is completing his second year
of teaching at the College, bor
rowed the PB&J factory idea
from Jim Keeler, an economics
professor at Kenyon since 1984"There are so many great
teachers at the College," says
Melick. "It's a challenge for
me to measure up."
Spensley and other students
believe Melick is up to the
challenge. They benefit from
his experiences as an economist
with the Federal Reserve, where
he worked for eleven years
before accepting his appoint
ment at Kenyon. Melick was
an international-finance expert
who, in recent years, provided
weekly briefings on foreign
currency exchange markets to
Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan and the Fed's
Board of Governors.
In the classroom, Melick
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encourages students to take
much the same approach to
their work as he did at the Fed.
They study financial data, much
of it gleaned from the Internet,
to see if the predictions made
by economic models hold tme.
The key for students, he
explains, is to translate a reallife situation into an economic
model. "Economics is a hit like
mathematics or physics—the
key is to know how to set up
the problem," says Melick.
"Once the translation is made,
the actual manipulation of the
equation is not all that had."
The lessons learned in an
economics class also have value
in a number of other areas of
study, according to Brendan
Rogers, a junior from Dallas,
Texas, who is majoring in
economics. "For example, the
study of economics adds insight
to the common debate over the
relative merits of capitalism
and socialism encountered in
political science," he says.
"Also, economic reasoning is
particularly useful in English
classes
The economic
approach to Lear sheds light on
the morality of Shakespeare's
tragic character."
Spensley, an internationalstudies major, saw economic
principles illuminated in her
study of imperialism, as well as
in her work on the development
of political systems. "Courses
in anthropology and history also
tied into the things 1 was learn
ing in my economics class," she
points out.
Such connections are regu
larly made in the College's
interdisciplinary approach to
education, according to Himmelright AssiKiate Professor of
Economics David Harrington.
"Economics is a tool for under
standing policies that people
care about," he says.
As an example, he cites a
classroom discussipn about an
inner-city hospital that could
not afford to provide a powerful cancer-fighting dnig to its
patients. The pharmaceutical
company's patent gave it a
monopoly on the dnig, enabling
it to charge a high price that

covered development costs and
provided a profit to the com
pany's investors. "It became a
horror to the students that a
company's prices are above the
cost of producing something
that saves people's lives," says
Harrington.
Not all of Harrington's class
room examples are quite that
serious. After all, this is a
scholar who has studied the
economic implications of vanity
license plates and cremation, as
well as more mainstream sub
jects such as the taxation of
Social Security benefits and
the demand for housing.
"I use quirky examples in my
classes to dispel the notion that
economics is just about dry bus
iness topics—to show that it's
not just about making widgets,"
notes Harrington. "We focus on
teaching economic reasoning
skills, which are particularly
valid in business."
A member of the Kenyon
faculty since 1986, Harrington
has seen a number of his students
move on to the country's top
graduate schools of business,
including those at Harvard and
Stanford universities and the
University of Chicago. The
College's "econ" majors have
also fared well in landing
positions with Fortune 500
companies and top national
management consulting firms,
such as Andersen Consulting
and McKinsey and Company.
The finns value the students'
ability to communicate and
defend their positions, a skill
honed in the small classes and
seminars that are an integral
part of a Kenyon education.
The College "fixsters enough
competition to make students
work hard, but in a nurturing
environment where they are
still able to work with each
other,"says Harr i ngton.
"The changing nature of
labor-market economics makes
the value of a liberal-arts
education extremely high," he
says. "Agile, flexible minds are
likely to be even more highly
rewarded in the future, and that
places Kenyon graduates in an
advantageous position."
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Nathan Hara (left) with fellow students Christine J. Yoon
'03 of Harvey, Louisiana, and A. Lee Towns '03 of Union,
New Jersey

Summer program gives first-year
students a head start

T

he high school I went
to was, in my opinion,
academically behind
a typical high school,"
says James J. Greenwocxl, a soph
omore from Cleveland, Ohio,
and a member of Kenyon's first
Howard Hughes Medical Insti
tute (HHMI) Science and
Mathematics Workshop in
1998. "I graduated in a class of
one hundred students, but the
class started out in ninth grade
with about nine hundred. The
fact that I did 'well' by the
school's standards meant that I
was only 'average' by the stan
dards of most high schools."
The College offers a number
of programs that seek to ease
the transition from high school
to college for students like
Greenwood. The HHMI
program at Kenyon specifically
seeks to introduce incoming
first-year students to the study
of math and science in the
college environment. The
two-week summer program
addresses many of the elements
that are perhaps most intimi
dating about college life, from
living away from home to
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coping with academic demands.
For Greenwood and students
like him, the early introduction
to academic life at the College,
and his success in the program,
allayed some of his fears about
not being adequately prepared
for the college classroom.
While at Kenyon, the par
ticipants live with roommates
in College residence halls.
They meet future classmates,
professors, administrators, and
members of the support staff
while learning to navigate
around the campus. When
classes begin in the fall, they
already know how to find
things in the library, how to use
the computer for research and
e-mail, and where classrooms
and offices are located. They
are, so to speak, the "experts"—
the people to whom other stu
dents can turn for information
and advice. The enhanced
confidence such knowledge
confers on the program's
graduates is an asset that helps
them through an experience
that might otherwise seem
overwhelming.
"For me, one of the best

and methods, results, discussion
things about the program was
of key points, and references.
that we came together as a
In many cases, this is the first
group of strangers, hut we came
time a student has heen intro
away as friends," says Meheret
duced to the preparation of
Birru, a sophomore from Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania, who plans such a report. The reports
undergo many revisions, with
to major in biology. Birru's
plenty of instructor feedback,
comment is echix?d by nearly
until they reach the quality
all the participants. For many,
expected in one of the College's
it's a pleasant surprise to dis
lah courses.
cover that a deep friendship
In addition to the lah work,
can grow between people of
students and faculty members
different backgrounds and
meet to discuss various scien
interests in so short a time.
tific topics based on the
The heart of the program is
the introduction to the rigors of assigned readings.
"The goal of these discus
college-level academic life,
particularly in math and science. sions is to get students thinking
about some of the larger issues
During the course of the two
in science and to help them see
weeks, students engage in three
college-level laboratories, one
each in biology, chemistry, and
physics. Daily readings are
assigned, and students are also
responsible for two major
projects: a multimedia presen
tation, using PowerPoint, based
on library research on a medici
nal herb, and a formal report
from the lah experience of
their preference.
"The technology in the labs
at Kenyon just blew me away,"
says Nathan Hara, a first-year
student from Sylvania, Ohio,
who says he will most likely
Paula Turner
not major in a science. "Every
thing was at a higher level than
the ways in which science
anything I had experienced in
affects our everyday lives," says
high school."
Associate Professor of Physics
In all three labs, students use
Paula C. Turner. "We might
the skills that will be required
talk about cloning or global
in any mathematics or science
warming or the ethics of genetic
courses they attempt at the
research. We also want to help
College. These include the
the students to learn how to ask
abilities to follow a protocol,
good questions."
to generate data and record it
Because of the nature of a
accurately, to manipulate the
liberal-arts education, some of
data mathematically with the
the students who participate in
aid of computer software, and
the HHMI program will ulti
to interpret the results. Through
mately find f ields of study that
the use of a range of techniques
engage their intellect outside
and principles, students hone
the math and science arena.
their critical-thinking skill
But for all of them, their
skills that Kenyon professors
chances of success have been
emphasize across the curriculum
improved by their early intro
and that will stand the students
in gtxxl stead regardless of their duction to the campus, to the
people who make up the
ultimate choice of a field of
Kenyon community, and most
concentration.
especially to the other students
The formal lab report must
with whom they will often
include an abstract, back
remain close friends.
ground information, materials
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Debaters relish the challenges of
constructing a sound argument

consists of two debaters, with
one team assigned the "govern
ment" side and the other taking
the role of "opposition." The
judges, generally students at the
hen members of
students and that, unlike most
college hosting the competition,
the Kenyon
of their opponents—teams that
give them two topics: one is a
Debating Society have coaches, quasi-academic
serious, often political subject,
talk about the
status, and ample funding,
such as "This House believes
rigors of parliamentary debate
including scholarships—they've that Congress should return
competition, one wonders how
done it all themselves.
more power to the states"; the
anybody could see this activity
"It's been a lot of work," says
other tends to he off-beat, such
as fun. There's ritualized heck
Laura Marx '00 of Johnstown,
as "This House would eat
ling, the belittling of your ideas,
Pennsylvania, one of the soci
sushi" or "This House would
opportunistic rule-bending, sur
ety's founders. "We've learned
rock the hoat."
prise definitions of terms at the
by teaching one another and by
Each duo then has ten min
heart of your argument, and the comparing notes. When we
utes to prepare a set of three
occasional personal attack—not started, we had no idea what
speeches, each with specified
to mention the basic challenge
we were doing, so we were very
time limit (some are as short as
of having to be articulate, co
creative."
four minutes, others as long as
herent, and persuasive on your
The very existence of the
eight). The catch is that the
feet, out loud, within a fixed
society exemplifies the cheerful
government gets to pick one of
time limit, and with virtually
tradition at Kenyon of students
the two topics, while the oppo
no time to prepare.
organizing new clubs when
sition has no idea what that
And then there are the Model none exist to serve a particular
topic will be until the govern
United Nations contests, which interest. Chatting during their
ment delivers its opening
pose their own forensic (and
freshman year, Marx and Devin
speech. Thus, while the govern
personal) challenges, including Bowles '00 of Carmel, Indiana,
ment team spends ten minutes
the need for extensive back
realized they and a number of
preparing its arguments and
ground research, political
other students had fond memo
anticipating responses, the
astuteness, negotiating skills,
ries of high-school debating.
opposition must try to anticipate
and sheer stamina.
They wondered, jokingly at first, all eventualities.
A small group of students at
whether a team at the College
"For the first three or four
the College relishes these
would fly. The next year, with
minutes, you sit there and draw a
challenges. Since its founding
a handful of other students,
blank," says Marx of the meager
in 1997, the Debating Society
they decided to find out.
preparation period. "Then you
has held its own in the debate
Named for the ritualized but
and your partner start to brain
world while bringing home an
sometimes raucous debating
storm. You think of your best
astonishing victory in its first
practices of the British parlia
points, flesh out your arguments,
Model U.N. conference. The
ment, parliamentary debate
and jot down notes for an
team's success is all the more
tests the competitors' logic,
introduction and conclusion."
impressive given that many of
verbal adroitness, poise, and
In assessing the speeches,
the members are first-year
verve. Each team in a round
judges note the strength and
number of the arguments and
counterarguments made by
each team. Composure and wit
will strengthen your perfor
mance, says Marx, though she
N
has seen some teams cross the
line into condescending gibes
and personal remarks. You are
V
•
not supposed to come in with a
*
"prepared case," but occasion)
ally a team will arrive with a set
-C
i ^ a of carefully rehearsed speeches,
hoping they can bend one of
/
the topics to fit their arguments.
There are strategic considerM ations as well. You might
throw in a "dummy point," for
example, in the hope that the
• other side will waste time
A meeting of the Debating Society
shooting it down and thus fail
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to address your real points
adequately. You can define a
term in an unexpected way,
rendering the opposition's
planned rebuttal meaningless.
Interruptions for "points of
information" are allowed—and
can be used to rattle your adver
saries. In some rounds, the
audience can internipt as well,
or heckle; spectators can move
from one side of the room to
the other to show their approval
forn team's performance.
The Kenyon team has com
peted in three tournaments, two
at the University of Chicago
and one, in January, at George
town University. Facing schools
such as Princeton, Stanford, and
George Washington University,
the team has had mixed success
—Marx and Bowles went 3-2
in the first Chicago tournament,
1 -4 at Georgetown—hut has
generally finished with a
respectable showing in the
middle of the pack.
"Kenyon may not yet have a
reputation in debate," says
Marx, "but we have been able
to take on schools that are tiers
above us."
The Model U.N. team, mean
while, outscored fourteen other
colleges and universities to win
its very first contest, held last
November at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleve
land, Ohio. Formed just last fall
by Debating Society member
Rob Passmore '02 of Rtx:hester,
New York, and first-year student
Cheyne Blair of Tustin, Cali
fornia, the Model U.N. team
includes twelve students. Nine
had never participated in
Model U.N. before getting
involved at Kenyon, and of the
eight who competed at Case
Western Reserve, seven were
first-year students.
At MtxJel U.N. "conferences,"
teams of students are supposed
to represent real nations con
vincingly, dealing with actual
issues that come before U.N.
committees. Success depends
on in-depth research prior to
the conference, hut that's only
the beginning. The conference
itself involves long hours in
committee, debating, drafting
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resolutions, and negotiating.
"You're judged on your
speaking ability and also your
ability to listen and reach com
promises, to actually accomplish
something," says Passmore, a
double major in political sci
ence and economics. "Acting
ability is important, too—how
well you represent your
country's best interests."
Passmore was steeped in
Model U.N. in high school, as
was Blair. The two served as
coaches for the Kenyon team,
which represented both South
Africa and Kazakhstan at the
three-day Case Western Reserve
event. "We tried to make it as
much fun as possible," says
Blair. "We wanted to lighten
things up."
At the competition, for
example, the students deliber
ately tried to use the word "zest"
in every speech and resolution,
a quirky gesture that created
good will while making the
team memorable. In the end,
the team came away with a half
dozen individual awards as well
as a trophy for best delegation.
While it pleases Debating
Society members to be faring so
well against teams with estab
lished programs, they have seen
how wearing the do-it-yourself
approach can be. While
attending competitions, the
parliamentary debaters have
had to sleep on lounge floors in
noisy dormitories. And Marx
notes that there are times she
wishes the team had an exper
ienced coach.
Nevertheless, the society is
encouraged by the support it
has received from the campus
community, in part through
fundraisers. In gratitude, Marx
offered a five-session publicspeaking workshop for members
of the administration, faculty,
and staff, and society members
plan to offer a similar workshop
for students, who often find
themselves uncomfortable when
giving oral presentations in class
or as part of senior exercises.
"We've gotten a lot from
Kenyon, and we want to give
something back," says Marx.
She promises not to heckle.
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Fall 1999
sports in brief
Men's cross country
(1999 North Coast Athletic
Conference [NCACj Cham
pions)
A standout season for the Lords
included an NCAC champion
ship, the first in Kenyon history
in men's cross country.
Paced by first-year Lords Ben
Hildebrand and Greg Remaly,
the team stunned the field by
placing four runners among the
top thirteen finishers. Hildebrand placed fifth and Remaly
seventh, followed by sophomore
Cary Snyder in twelfth place
and junior Vince Evener in
thirteenth. First-year Lord Matt
Cabrerra contributed a nineteenth-place effort. All five
earned All-NCAC accolades.
Kenyon finished with 56
points to stun defending cham
pion and title favorite Denison
University. The Big Red tallied
63 points. Wabash College
took third place with 84 points.
All-NCAC honorees: First
team, Hildebrand and Remaly;
second ream, Evener and
Snyder; honorable mention,
Cabrerra.
NCAC Coach of the Year:
Duane Gomez.
Women's cross country
(1999 NCAC runners-up)
Another solid season for the
Ladies included numerous
highlights, as the powerful duo

of Laura Shults and Gelsey
Lynn took turns placing first
and second in nearly every race
in which they competed.
That included the NCAC
meet, where Shults took the
individual championship in a
time of 19:31.20, followed by
runner-up Lynn in a time of
19:51.50.
Overall, Kenyon placed
second in the title run, with 66
points. Defending champion
Denison University placed first
with 51 points. Oberlin College
was a surprising third-place
finisher with 101 points.
Junior Molly Sharp, who
placed fourteenth for Kenyon,
was named to the All-NCAC
team with Shults and Lynn.
All-NCAC honorees: First
team, Shults and Lynn; second
team, Sharp.
NCAC Runner of the Year:
Shults.
Field hockey
(5-14 overall, 3-9 NCAC, sixth
place)
It was a learning season for the
Ladies, under the guidance of
head coach Wendi Weimer.
The 1999 season marked Weimcr's return to the program she
coached in 1996, when she
guided the Ladies to a 14-5 fin
ish and a second-place showing
in the NCAC.
The Ladies were not far off
that pace in 1999, as seven of
the team's losses were by one or
two goals. Senior goalkeeper

Erika Prahl helped to keep
Kenyon in numerous contests
and finished the season with a
career-high 273 saves, the
second-highest single-season
effort in the College's history.
That total also increased her
saves mark to 592, placing her
third among Kenyon's all-time
stoppers.
Offensively, the Ladies
scored sixteen goals, with seven
off the stick of first-year Lady
Whitney Riepe. Sophomore
Caitlin Chun-Kennedy added
four. Riepe and sophomore
Lindsey Jones led the team in
assists, each with three.
All-NCAC honorees:
Second team, Prahl and Riepe;
honorable mention, junior
Samara Estroff.
Football
(l -9 overall, 0-6 NCAC,
seventh place)
Despite a disappointing record,
the Lords' 1999 season was filled
with highlight: highlights
that focused on senior running
back Anthony Togliatti, who
finished the season with nearly
every nishing and scoring
record in the books.
The talented runner tied or
set at least eight Kenyon records,
including single-game rushing
yards (271 vs. Earlham College),
single-season yards (1,466),
and career rushing yards (2,826).
He finished as the leading
rusher in the NCAC, averaging
146.6 yards per game. He also
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ranked second in all-purpose
yards, with the same average.
Kenyon's record was a bit
deceiving, as the Lords were
competitive nearly every time
they stepped onto the field.
Four losses were hy one or two
touchdowns.
Sophomore Kris Cheney,
junior Andrew Malone, senior
Nate Erickson, and sophomore
Ben Mellino emerged as the
workhorses for the defensive
squad. Cheney led the team in
total tackles with 131, followed
hy Malone with 107, Erickson
with 94, and Mellino with 93.
Malone led the team in tackles
for lost yards, with ten for
thirty-seven yards.
All-NCAC honorees: Firstteam offense, Togliatti;
honorable-mention defense,
senior Ian Nickey and Malone.
GTE/CoSIDA Academic
All-District IV: First team,
Togliatti; second team, Malone.
GTE/CoSIDA Academic
All-America: Second team,
Togliatti
Men's soccer
(5-12-3 overall, 1-6-2 NCAC,
tenth place)
The 1999 campaign started out
as a very promising one for the
Lords. A 3-1 victory over
Marietta College was followed
hy a strong showing in the Ohio
Wesleyan University Invita
tional, where Kenyon topped
Hope College 2-0 and Concor
dia University of Wisconsin 2-1.

Seniors Greg Stephenson and
Eric Hakeman, sophomore
Nkululeko Moyo, and first-year
Lord Tyler Perfect were named
to the All-Tournament team.
But as injuries started to
plague the Lords, so did losses.
Kenyon dropped four consecu
tive matches before seemingly
getting back on track with an
impressive 3-2 win over per
ennial national power Bethany
College.
There was only a brief time
to celebrate, however, as five
consecutive losses followed
that victory. Kenyon snapped
the skid with a 2-1 win over
Hiram College. Overall, the
Lords dropped six matches hy
one or two goals.
It was that kind of season for
the injury-hampered team,
which scored only twenty-three
goals, the lowest total since
1986, when Kenyon managed
just sixteen goals. Stephenson
led the Lords' 1999 offensive
output with five goals and two
assists. Senior J.B. Pecorak
paced the defense as goalie,
recording 108 saves.
All-NCAC honorees: First
team, Moyo; honorable men
tion, Hakeman.
Women's soccer
(8-12-1 overall, 2-6 NCAC,
seventh place)
It was a season of improvement
for a young Kenyon team that
produced the highest total of
victories since the 1996 team
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Shannon Maroney in a matchup with Ohio Northern
closed the year with a 9-7-1
record. To say the Ladies were
competitive would he an under
statement, as nine of Kenyon's
twelve losses were by one or
two goals.
A highlight of the season took
place in Sewanee, Tennessee,
where the Ladies won the Uni
versity of the South Invitational.
Kenyon opened the competi
tion with a 2-1 victory over the
University of the South and
took the championship with a
1-0 win over highly touted
Greensboro College. It was
only the second tournament
title in the history of the Ladies
soccer program.
Junior Shannon Maroney
paced Kenyon in scoring with
nine goals and an assist. Firstyear Lady Kari Vandenburg
backed that up with four goals
and two assists. Kenyon pro
tected the goal with four cap
able goalies, led hy first-year
Lady Maureen Collins. She
played in fifteen matches and
recorded 98 saves and four
shutout victories.
All-NCAC honorees:
Second team, jupior Louise
Eddelston; honorable mention,
sophomore Jess Fertig and
Vandenburg.
Volleyball
(9-24 overall, 4-4 NCAC,
fourth-place tie)

Single-match records set by
senior Maggie Beeler and
junior Stephanie Goes high
lighted the 1999 season for
Kenyon.
Beeler recorded the mark for
most digs with 41 against Ohio
Wesleyan University, as
Kenyon stunned the Lady
Bishops with a 9-15, 15-12, 1715, 15-7 setback. Goes set her
record in the same match,
recording 74 assists.
Overall, Goes finished the
1999 campaign with 1,004
assists, increasing her three-year
career total to 3,123, a Kenyon
record. Her effort eclipsed the
former record of 2,418 assists,
set by Heather Spencer '89
from 1985 through 1988.
Senior Erin Wiminers
finished the year ranked third
among the NCAC's leaders in
digs, averaging 3.99 per match.
She led the team overall with a
total of 455.
First-year player Cori Arnold
emerged as the NCAC cham
pion in blocks, with a total of
124. Sophomore Karen Orr
backed Arnold up with 70 to
claim fourth place in the
conference.
All-NCAC honorees:
Second team, Wimmers.
GTE/CoSIDA All-District
IV: First team, Wimmers.
GTE/CoSIDA All-America:
Second team, Wimmers.
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Winter 2000
sports in brief
Women's basketball
(21-8 overall, 12-4 North Coast
Athletic Conference [NCAC)
tournament champion, ninnerup in regular-season standings)
Stunning is a good word to
describe the results compiled
by the Ladies basketball team
during the 1999-2000 season.
After being tagged in pre
season polls to finish no higher
than sixth in the NCAC, the
Ladies thumbed their noses at
the coaches' poll and the media
poll. Not only did Kenyon
finish second overall in the
conference, but the Ladies also
went on to claim the tourna
ment championship by
bouncing highly favored
regular-season champion Ohio
Wesleyan University (OWU)
on the Lady Bishops' court.
The Ladies' 57-51 victory
over OWU gave Kenyon its
second NCAC tournament
championship in four years and
a berth in the National Col
legiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Division III national
championship tournament.
The Ladies motored to Wil
mington, Ohio, for a first-round
game against the Quakers of
Wilmington College, but they
dropped a 64-46 decision to
the host team.
The loss did little to put a

damper on an outstanding
season, however, as the Ladies
gave Kenyon its second season
with twenty or more victories
in women's basketball. The
first was during the 1996-97
campaign, when the Ladies
compiled a 26-2 record, the
hest ever at Kenyon.
Senior Stephany Dunmyer,
one of the team's leaders for the
past four seasons, was named
the 2000 NCAC Player of the
Year, following in the footsteps
of Karen Schell '99, who
received the same honor in
1999. Dunmyer, who received
All-NCAC honorsfor the third
consecutive year, was the
NCAC scoring champion,
pumping in 16.9 points per
game, highlighted by a seasonhigh 32 points scored against
Denison University. She also
led the league in three-point
field goals made per game (2.6)
and ranked third in assists per
game (4-2). First-year Lady
Bethy Lye ranked fifth in the
conference in blocked shots.
Coach Suzanne Helfant
completed her fifth year with
the Ladies. During that time,
she has compiled a 92-42
record for Kenyon, and she has
guided the Ladies to first or
second-place finishes in the
NCAC four times. She is the
only women's basketball coach
to produce two seasons of
twenty or more victories at
Kenyon.
All-NCAC honorees: First
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Stephany Dunmyer and friends vs. Wittenberg
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team, Dunmyer; honorable
mention, junior Jada Twedt.
NCAC Player of the Year:
Dunmyer
Men's basketball
(6-19 overall, 4-12 NCAC,
seventh place)
It was a season of learning and
improving for the Lords, who
competed for the first time
under the leadership of new
head coach Jamie Harless '95, a
former Kenyon standout.
The Lords proved to be one
of the most competitive teams
in the NCAC, pushing all of
the conference fronrrunners to
the edge. But experience came
through in most crises for the
opposition, as the young Lords
dropped numerous games that
could have gone their way on
the scoreboard.
Senior Dave Houston closed
out his career by scoring 225
total points during the season,
improving his status as a
member of the 1,000 CareerPoint Club at Kenyon. He

ranked third overall in scoring
for the Lords, averaging nine
points per game, and second in
rebounding, averaging 5.8
caroms per contest.
Sophomore Chad Plotke
emerged as the only Lord to
receive All-NCAC recogni
tion, as he was named to the
honorable-mention squad for
the second consecutive year.
Plotke led the Lords in scoring
and ranked seventh in the
NCAC, averaging 14-8 points
each outing. Junior Nate
Aldinger ranked sixteenth,
averaging 11.7 points per game.
Aldinger and Plotke loomed
as two of the most dangerous
long-range shixiters in the
NCAC. While Aldinger nailed
a team-leading seventy-two
triples during the season, Plotke
backed him with fifty-six.
First-year Lord Mike Payne
ranked sixth among the con
ference leaders in blocked
shots.
All-NCAC honoree:
Honorable mention, Plotke.
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Gelsey Lynn

Laura Shults

Men's indoor track
and field
(Lords placed ninth in the
NCAC championship meet)
Same name, different face:
That was the way runners were
seeing things in the 2000 NCAC
meet, where sophomore Cary
Snyder was stunning the field
with outstanding runs in the
3,000- and 5,000-meter runs.
Last year, it was Ryan Snyder
'99, Gary's older brother, who
was pushing for top honors in
the distance races.
This year, however, Cary
Snyder stole the spotlight from
veteran runners by helping to
pace the field in two distance
events. He was the runner-up
in both races, clocking a time
of 8:50.08 in the 3,000 and a
time of 15:16.07 in the 5,000.
First-year Lord Matt Cabrera
finished sixth (15:39.84) and
sophomore Vince Evener
placed seventh (15:41.06) in
the 5,000.
Kenyon's Ken McNish
finished seventh in the triple
jump (41-6), and Mike Weber
placed seventh in the high
jump (6-0).
All-NCAC honoree:
Snyder.

Rosser, and Sara Vyrostek in
the distance medley relay
(12:58.41) highlighted
competition for the Ladies in
the championship meet at
Denison University.
Senior Gelsey Lynn helped
Kenyon's cause with a fourthplace showing in the 3,000
(10:55.08), and sophomore
Ansley Scott topped field
events for the Ladies with a
seventh-place showing in the
high jump (4-11).
All-NCAC honorees: Kapo,
Lynn, Rosser, Scott, Shults, and
Vyrostek.

Women's indoor track
and field
(Ladies placed ninth in the
NCAC championship meet)
A runner-up finish by senior
Laura Shults in the 1,500 meter
run (4:49.12) and by the
quartet of Shults and sopho
mores Katherine Kapo, Becky
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Men's swimming and
diving
(First place, NCAC; first place,
NCAA Division III national
championship meet)
It was a quick finish to a threeday showing at Emory Univer
sity in Atlanta, Georgia, for the
Lords of swimming.
Kenyon took control of the
national championship meet
on the first day and never let
up, dominating the competi
tion for an unprecedented
twenty-first consecutive
Division III national crown.
Kenyon amassed 670.5 points,
swamping the competition in
which Denison University took
the runner-up spot with 317
points. Emory placed third
with 287 points, followed by
the University of California at
San Diego (287) and Johns
Hopkins University (224).
Fifty-two colleges and universi
ties scored overall.

Kenyon also nailed down a
fifteenth NCAC championship
earlier in the season. The Lords
placed first in nine individual
events and won three of the
five relays.
All-NCAC honorees:
Seniors Darrick Bollinger and
Genrich; juniors Baron,
Holcomb, Rushton, and Josh
White; sophomores Bonomo,
Jensen Book, and Chris Brose;
first-year Lords Boon, Daniel
Ku?pfer, Flurry Stone, and
Carlos Vega.
NCAC Coach of the Year:
JimSteen.

Kenyon finished first in ten
events en route to the impressive
showing, led by junior Tom
Rushton, who placed second
overall in individual scoring
with fifty-six points. Sopho
more Estevao Avila placed
third with fifty-three points,
junior Brett Holcomb placed
fifth with fifty points, senior
Colby Genrich was seventh with
forty-seven points, and firstyear Lord Read Btxin placed
ninth with forty-five points.
Rushton emerged as national
champion in the 500-yard
freestyle (4:28.50) and the 400
individual medley (3:56.75).
His effort in the 400 IM was
part of a 1-2-3-4 finish for
Kenyon in the event. The
Lords finished 1-2-3 in the 200
IM, led by Genrich's winning
time of 1:51.75. Boon was a
winner for Kenyon in the 200
free (1:39.18), Avila won in
the 200 backstroke with a
national-record time of 1:42.62,
and sophomore Michael
Bonomo was the national
champion in the 1,650 free
with a record time of 15:36.72.
The Lords once again
dominated the relays, winning
four of the five races—some
thing they have done six times
in the past seven years.
Kenyon's effort in the relays
was highlighted by a nationalrecord time of 3:20.39 in the
400 medley, which utilized the
talents of junior Lloyd Baron,
Avila, Rushton, and Genrich.

Women's swimming and
diving
(First place, NCAC; first place
in the NCAA Division III
national championship meet)
For the first time in many years,
Kenyon's ability to repeat as
national champion was seriously
in question as the Ladies entered
the 2000 title meet in Atlanta,
Georgia. Stiff competition was
expected from several institu
tions loaded with talent, but it
did little to deter Kenyon. The
Ladies responded with an
impressive effort that pnxluced
619.5 points, more than enough
to extend the longest champi
onship streak in women's
intercollegiate athletics to
seventeen consecutive years.
Kenyon won eight of the
twenty events and piled up
points with depth in order to
hold off strong challenges from
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Coach of the Year Jim Steen
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Leone, and Carroll combined
strokes for a winning time of
3:51.95 in the medley. It was
the same quartet that united to
win the freestyle event in a
time of 3:30.82.
Earlier in the year, the Ladies
won a sixteenth consecutive
NCAC championship by
finishing first in seven events.
Kenyon has now won twentyfour consecutive state or
| conference championships.
Carroll was the only mul
tiple-event winner tor the
Ladies, placing first in the 100
fly (:58.33) and the 200 back
(2:04-86), setting the NCAC
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Madeleine Courtney-Brooks
Denison University and the
University of California at San
Diego (UCSD). Denison once
again finished in the runner-up
spot with 417.5 points, while
UCSD placed third (355.5),
followed by Williams College
(301) and Wheaton College of
Illinois (261.5). Forty-seven
colleges and universities scored
in the meet.
Juniors Erica Carroll and
Neala Kendall, sophomore
Abby Brethauer, and first-year
Lady Ashley Rowatt were
among the Ladies who sparked
Kenyon's impressive effort. All
four finished among the top ten
individual scorers in the meet,
led by Carroll who placed third
with fifty-four points. Rowatt
followed in fourth place with
fifty-three points, while Bret
hauer was eighth with fortythree and Kendall was tenth

with thirty-eight points.
Kendall was among the
individual national champions
for Kenyon, as she placed first
in the 1,650-yard freestyle
(16:59.86). She was one of
five individual winners, led by
Carroll, who won the national
crowns in the 100 butterfly
(:57-17) and the 100 back
stroke (:58.06). Junior Sarah
Leone placed first in the 100
freestyle (:51.72), and senior
Becky White emerged as the
national champion on the onemeter diving board (378.95).
Rowatt placed first in the 200
individual medley (2:06.65)
and tix>k the runner-up spot in
the 400 1M.
Kenyon also placed first in
two relays, the 400 medley and
the 400 freestyle. Sophomore
Madeleine Courtney-Brixiks,
first-year Lady Betsy Garratt,
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Coach Steen joins the victorious Ladies in the pool.
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record in the latter.
Becky White was named the
female diver of the year, after
finishing first in both the oneand three-meter competitions.
All-NCAC honorees:
Seniors Jenny Kozak and White;
juniors Carroll, Leone,
Andreana Prichard, and Nicole
Watson; sophomores Brethauer,
Courtney-Brix>ks, and Abby
Rokosch; first-year Ladies
Garratt, Sarah Retrum, and
Claire Tindall.
NCAC Diver of the Year:
White.
NCAC Coach of the Year:
JimSteen.
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Coach Steen addresses the troops in Atlanta.
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From left: Seniors Bollinger, Genrich, and Michael Holter
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From the Hill

A British View
The following Founders' Day Address was
delivered by Sir Lloyd Tyrell-Kenyon, Lord
Kenyan and Sixth Baron of Gredington, in
Rosse Hall on October 26, 1999.

A

s soon as we came to Ohio,
everybody I spoke to told me
how honoured they felt that 1
had accepted to give the
Founders' Day Address today; I have to say
that I think that they got it wrong, since it
is I who have heen greatly honoured by
this invitation to mark such an important
milestone in the history of Kenyon
College. I feel unworthy standing here at
the moment, knowing how much more
illustrious and worthy speakers have
preceded me, highly qualified people,
some with a far more intimate knowledge
of the College, its history, its ethos, its
customs, and most importantly its people,
than I shall ever have.
It was my great-great-great-grandfather,
the second Lord Kenyon, who met Bishop
Philander Chase when he came to England
to seek funds for his vision of a new
seminary in Ohio, although Bishop Chase's
original introduction was to Lord Gam
bier, who, in turn, introduced him to my
ancestor. The trials and tribulations that
Bishop Chase endured in his quest, not
least from the American Church, which
actively opposed his venture and which
had tried to influence the thinking of the
senior churchmen in England to oppose
the bishop's activity, are well documented,
but mercifully there were many such as
Lord Gambier and Lord Kenyon with
sufficiently open minds to agree to meet
Bishop Chase and, having heard his story,
to contribute towards his goal.
Indeed from my ancestor's point of viewthere was a dividend to be gained, and I
am not referring to the great honour that
was subsequently bestowed by the naming
of the College after him. Although he was
well known both in society and in politics
at that time and was a high churchman, he
was not well known in ecclesiastical
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circles, so this occasion gave him the
opportunity to, using a word that would
surely have heen alien to him, network
with the hierarchy of the Church of
England at that time.
So it was that Bishop Chase returned to
Ohio from England with promises of funds
to commence his project. You will note
that I said "promises of funds" rather than

r

L»"

The second Lord Kenyon

just "funds": there was still a certain
suspicion in the minds of the donors, who
insisted on setting up a trust to oversee the
money. Even if he would not have
recognised the words, Bishop Chase was to
be subjected to performance target
assessment to ensure that the money was
wisely spent. If my ancestor could see the
result 175 years on, he would be left in
absolutely no doubt that the targets had
not only been achieved but exceeded •
countless times.
As I said earlier, Bishop Chase's first
introduction in England was to Lord
Gambier and not to Lord Kenyon. Lord
Gambier was the original key; if he had
not agreed to help further the bishop's
cause, we might not be here today.

Unfortunately Lord Gambier died a few
years later, in 1833, without any children,
so his title was extinguished; hut only the
title, for his memory lives on here. But it is
unfortunate that there are no heirs to see
how well the seed-corn of his contribution
has been husbanded.
I thought it a remarkable coincidence
when I looked in the second Lord Kenyon's
diary for this day exactly 175 years ago to
find not only that it was also a Tuesday hut
that he had written these words:
Heard again this morning from good
Bishop Chase dated New York
September 13th that he was to set
out on 15th for Ohio. He had seen
Bishop Moore of Virginia and B. of
Connecticut who approved his
proceedings highly. Bishop B.
exhorted him not to let his (!^hio
seminary be a branch one.
I am delighted to say that I had the oppor
tunity yesterday to see this very letter in
the display of the College archives in the
Olin Library.
So, clearly, by the time Bishop Chase
had returned from England, the opposition
from the other bishops had been removed
and, as we can see from all around us
today, there was no looking back.
Before I leave the second Lord Kenyon, I
should add that he was also well known for
his fervent desire that all children should
have at least a rudimentary education, and
with this in mind he founded a school for
seventy-five boys and seventy-five girls
some years earlier, in 1811, following a
system of teaching developed by a Dr. Bell,
who was practicing in Madras in India. Dr
Bell's principle was very simple: he
advocated what we would call a prefect
system, whereby the more educated
children taught the less well educated
ones, thereby saving great expense on
teachers. That school is still thriving,
though now with only ahout one hundred
children of elementary age.
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So it is that, by a mere accident of birth,
this link between Kenyon College and my
family has been established and main
tained for 175 years. In 1924, my grandfa
ther was able to attend the centenary
celebrations, and I have had a look
through his bundle of papers concerning
that visit to find that he was entertained
just as magnificently as we have been since
our arrival. He was amused by his inter
views with the press, which was his first
experience of reporters; even though he
was deeply involved in public life and in
politics, these were days before the press
did any more than comment on the pro
ceedings in Parliament, and the practice of
lobbying a member of Parliament or a peer
was very much in its infancy. Today, I find
things are the opposite way round: the
reporters are eager to find the slightest
divergence between an individual's
political views and those of his party as a
whole, they take every opportunity to
canvass, and they are readily prepared to
supply their own views when the indi
vidual is reticent!
One of the newspaper reports from that
time indicates the perennial problem of
the differences in the English language as it
is spoken on either side of the Atlantic:
when he was discussing the number of cars
on the roads in America, he had to ask
what a "flivver" was, and this was duly
explained to him. But this also illustrates
the ephemeral nature of our language, for I
gather the word is seldom used today. For
those of you who do not know it, it refers
to a popular make of car at that time.
My father came to Kenyon College three
times in his lifetime. The first time he was
invited to attend a conference on "The
Anglo-Saxon Tradition," and, as he had
very recently married, it became part of my
parents' honeymoon. In those days,
immediately after the war, travel was by no
means easy, and he had to have the express
permission of the Ministry of War Trans
port before he could make the journey.
I can still remember tales of this visit.
Coming from Europe, where the war had
ended but where shortages and rationing
were to continue for the best part of
another ten years, they came to America to
find the shops full of goods that were
unobtainable at home. They went on a
spending spree. My father was a very
meticulous man and had made a list of
eve rything he had bought, and he presented this to the Customs officer on his
return to the U.K. But for some reason or
other the officer asked him to read the list
out himself, which my father duly did,
though he found he could get through the
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list more quickly if he only read out every
other item, with the result that his import
tax bill was not as high as it otherwise
might have been!
He came again in 1974 for the one
hundred fiftieth anniversary and for the
third time in 1984 for the opening of the
Olin Library. Again the cordiality of the
welcomes was genuine and magnificent.
1 myself came here thirty years ago, in
1969, when, having graduated from
Cambridge, I took some months off to tour
the U.S. with a friend from Cambridge
before settling down to a job. At that time

to shape the world for the next generation.
Bishop Chase could never have imag
ined how his foundation would have
progressed, and the technological ad
vances that we have seen just in the last
few decades would have been considered
no more than the product of a very, very
fertile imagination—maybe even hereti
cal? That progress is all around us; it has a
momentum of its own and is unstoppable.
But we must all pause from time to time to
consider the consequences: previous
generations have made mistakes, often
through ignorance, but sometimes through
greed in the rush to exploit some novelty,
which, in some cases have had an irrevers
ible impact. Take the CFCs and their
effect on the ozone layer. In addressing
this unhappy legacy, you will of course
learn to question each new step, but I urge
you to make sure that that question, that
debate, is applied most searchingly
because, to use an English expression, there
is no point in closing the stable door after
the horse has bolted. At this, the dawn of
the twenty-first century, I am reminded of
the slogan on a T-shirt which my younger
son has, with these words, apparently of
nineteenth-century Cree Indian origin:
Only when the last tree has died and
the last river has been poisoned and
the last fish have been caught will
we realise that we cannot eat money.

Sir Lloyd Tyrell-Kenyon
Thank you.
the U.K. economy was going through
difficult times and there were currency
exchange controls which limited us to
sixty-five pounds each, about $150, so we
had to find some work to pay our way.
Somehow we found a job selling ice cream
in Detroit and earned enough money to
buy a car which got us all round the States,
including the Gulf states, Mexico, and
California, before returning from New
York to England, where we arrived with as
much money as we had started with!
Although the College was closed for the
summer holiday when we arrived, every
body we met made us very welcome and
nothing was too much trouble.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, I shall leave
the past and return to the present. To those
of you who are starting your first year here I
would say: enjoy yourselves. It may seem
self-evident, for who could not enjoy them
selves in such wonderful surroundings. But
your time here will constitute tar more than
mere education in whichever of the multi
tude of courses available that you have
chosen; you will form friendships that will
last the rest of your lives, and you will help

Sir Lloyd Tyrell-Kenyon, Lord Kenyon and
Sixth Baron of Gredington, trawled to Gambier
from his home in England this fall to help mark
the 175 th anniversary of the founding of the
College that hears his family's name. In addi
tion to delivering the Founders' Day Address,
Lord Kenyon toured the campus ahmg with
his wife. Lady Sally Kenyon, and, during a
number of social events, met with members of
the College community. Lord Kenyrm is the
great-great-great grandson of the second Lord
Kenyon, whose support enabled Philander
Chase to establish a seminary and college in
1824- In visiting Gambier, the current Lord
Kenyon continued a tradition begun by his
grandfather, who came to campus for the
College's centennial celebration in 1924. His
father attended the sesquicentennial in 1974
and returned ten years later for the dedication
of Olin Library. He himself visited in 1969,
following his graduation from Magdalen
College, Cambridge. A prominent gardener
uith a special interest in nbumums, Lord
Kenyon is also active m the Wrexham Borough
Council and the Committee of the Regions of
the Commission of the European Communities.
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A look at the Kenyon campus
and how it grew
by Tom Stamp '73
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Left: Norris Rahming's Gambier Post
Office mural of Philander Chase's
fateful ride with Henry Curtis.
Above: The Bishop's Palace.
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e know, at least according to legend, that
upon first seeing the hilltop that is now
home to Kenyon College, Bishop Philan
der Chase uttered the immortal words,
"This will do."
What we don't know is the tone of voice
in which he uttered them. The hilltop
Kenyon now calls home was not Chase's
first choice; in fact, it wasn't even his
second. And he had traveled a long, hard
road to get there.
When Chase first came to Ohio from
Connecticut in 1817, he settled in
Worthington, then a small village, which
had been founded by Episcopal deacon
James Kilbourne in 1793, ten years before
Ohio became a state. At the age of fortytwo, Chase had given up the comforts of
the rectorship of Christ Church in Hart
ford, Connecticut, to follow the flood of
fellow Connecticut residents into the wilds
of the Western Reserve. By 1818, Chase
had been elected the first bishop of the
fledgling Diocese of Ohio.
A man with a missionary spirit, Chase
knew that the newly opened land would
have an ongoing need for a large supply of
well-educated clergymen, which was
unlikely to come from the East. Thus, the
bishop set aKuit creating his own seminary
to fulfill that need. With the backing of
the diocese, he planned at first to locate the
institution on his own farm in Worthington,
but upon reflection decided that it would
be best to remove his students from the
"vice and dissipation of urban lite."
It quickly became apparent to Chase
that in order for his seminary to survive, he
would also need to provide education at
the grammar school and college levels.
Such a comprehensive institution would
have the benefit of being attractive to
more students, and the tuition of those in
the grammar school and college would
subsidize that of the seminarians. How
ever, the site along Alum Creek that he
had chosen for the institution was found
wanting by others in the diocese, and
Chase was prevented from pursuing his
plan there.

Despite this setback, Chase set out tor
England to raise funds, where he encoun
tered a strong enemy in New York Bishop
John Hobart, who was engaged in raising
funds there for the General Theological
Seminary in New York City. However, he
had an equally strong ally in the American
statesman Henry Clay, who introduced
him to Lord Gambier, who in turn intro
duced him to the prominent men and
Wi > men of the Anglican church—among
them Lord Kenyon and Lady Rosse—who
would become the College's earliest
benefactors.
On July 24, 1825, almost exactly a year
after he had sailed home from England,
Chase held services in the tiny village of
Mount Vernon. The next day, he rode
into the countryside with the young lawyer
Henry Curtis. Just south of Hanna Hall,
the Celtic Cross donated to the College by
the Bexley Hall Class of 1902 stands on
the site where Chase supposedly sttxxl
when he made the momentous decision to
locate his college on the hilltop. The
occasion is celebrated in the mural by
Norris Rahming, a Kenyon art professor
and administrator, that decorates the north
wall of the Gambier post office's lobby.
Many in the diocese were unhappy with
the selection, and there are some indica
tions that Chase wasn't altogether charmed
by the site, which was probably a bit less
civilised, and perhaps a bit more isolated,
than even he might have liked. (He
insisted, for example, upon calling Owl
Creek—what we now know as the
Kokosing—the Vernon River.) Neverthe
less, he immediately set about can ing a
college out of the 4,000 acres of wilderness
that the diocese had purchased. Over
time, more than 3,000 of that 4,000 acres,
plus an additional 4,000 Knight as an
investment, would be sold oft to support
the institution's operations.
The College's first buildings were rough
log structures, providing little more than
basic shelter from the elements—and
sometimes not even that. Among those
first buildings were the home of Chase and
his family, known as the "Bishop's Palace,"
and the grammar schtxd and chapel (figures
1-2), "Old Seventy-Four" (there are various
explanations for the name, ranging from
the number of windows to the resemblance
to a particular type of fighting ship), which
were located just north of where the
Church of the Holy Spirit now stands.
The first permanent building, the one
we now know as Old Kenyon (3-4), was
begun in 1827 and first occupied in 1829,
although the east and west wings, which
were redesigned by Professor Marcus
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Alexander Jackson Davis, who used it to
Tullius Cicero Wing, were not completed
describe buildings such as those he
until the mid 1830s. The construction of
designed for the Virginia Military Institute,
its massive walls, four feet thick at their
which still exist, and others that have been
5 bases, at a time when the War of 1812 was
still fresh in the minds of local inhabitants, lost to fire, neglect, and changing tastes.
There's little doubt that not only Chase
gave rise to fears that the many English
quarrymen, stonecutters, and masons at
but also other college builders of the
work on the project, as well as the students, period were looking to English, and
were in fact British soldiers building and
specifically medieval English, models for
manning a fortress on the hilltop.
their institutions. Chase's notes from his
Contrary to College legend, the bulk of
visit to Oxford make it clear that he
the structure was designed not by the famed
admired the town's colleges for their
Charles Bulfinch but by Norman Nash, an
venerability and their air of piety made
Episcopal clergyman and amateur archi
manifest; it's Ukely that other American
tect, with assistance from Chase himself.
visitors shared his sentiments and brought
We know from his writings that Chase had
them back to their campuses as well.
fallen in love with Gothic architecture,
Unlike their English counterparts,
which was closely associated with Chris
however, most American campuses of the
tianity, during his time in England, when
period remained relatively open and
he visited the colleges of Oxford Univer
outward looking, rather than closed and
sity and numerous cathedrals. Bulfinch,
inward looking. (The word campus, from
whose acquaintance Chase made while in
the Latin for field or open plain, was first
Washington seeking congressional funds
used to describe the grounds of a college in
for the College in 1828, contributed a
regard to Princeton University, then known
revised design for the steeple.
as the College of New Jersey, in the late
In February 1949, Old Kenyon was
eighteenth century.) Some of the histori
destroyed in a catastrophic fire (5) that
cal reasons for the enclosed quadrangle;
took the lives of nine students. Because
such as protection from the often-demon
the
structure's
symbolic
value
was
so
great,
strated animosity of townspeople for
A-'
there was little hesitation in deciding to
scholars in medieval times—didn't apply
M
rebuild. The walls were carefully taken
in the New World, but more importantly,
down, to allow a fireproof steel superstruc
because most American campuses of the
ture to be put in place, and then reas
eighteenth and early nineteenth century
sembled in their prefire formations. The
grew up in rural areas, space was not a
only change made to the exterior was the
major concern. At Kenyon, it's' been
placement of a row of fourth-floor dormers observed, the organization of the campus
on the south face (6).
and village owes more to Williamsburg,
Although it's difficult to substantiate
with its central axis aligned with the
our claim that Old Kenyon is the first
original building, than to medieval
Collegiate Gothic structure in America, it
English university towns.
does predate, by at least several years,
By the end of the nineteenth century,
surviving buildings in the style at other
campuses composed of one or more largecolleges. Architectural historians tend to
scale enclosed quadrangles—exemplified
date the beginning of the Gothic Revival
by those at Stanford University and the
in American to the early 1820s, when the
University of Chicago—would become
Gothic style became popular for churches,
much more popular, as would the addition
but it did not become common at colleges
of such quadrangles to existing campuses,
until
the
1850s.
notably at Duke, Princeton, and Yale
^^4
It's certain, however, that Chase chose
universities. Almost every American
the style, as he would later at his Jubilee
campus built before that time, however,
College in Illinois, to emphasize ties with
began with a single, often monumental
England and the English church. It's also
structure that housed every operation of
clear that he was keenly aware of the archi the institution. In Gambier, that building
tecture's capacity to inspire. Chase's corres
was the one we now know as Old Kenyon.
pondence with the College's benefactors is
Rosse Hall (7), the College's second
filled with lyrical descriptions of the cam
permanent building, was begun in 1829.
pus. In an 1829 letter to Lord Gambier, he The site for Kenyon's first chapel, which
wrote that "the steeple [of Old Kenyon] is
Chase imagined as a Gothic stnicture that
in good proportion, high and beautiful. ... would preside at the western edge of one
As you approach it, thoughts of the past
of the "academical squares" he envisioned
D| and future force themselves on your mind." for the hilltop, was chosen because it was
The term Collegiate Gothic was
the highest on the plateau, enjoying a
\
probably coined by the noted architect
splendid view of the surrounding countryJS
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side. By the time Chase left Gamhier in
September 1831, only the chapel's founda
tion had been laid, and it would be another
fourteen years before the structure, in much
altered form, was completed. The build
ing in its final Classical Revival style was
designed by Charles Romanoff Prezriminsky,
then a "Teacher of Modern Languages" at
the College.
Although it was no longer used as a
chapel following completion of the Church
of the Holy Spirit in 1871, Rosse Hall has
gone on to serve the College in a variety of
capacities. Gutted by fire in 1897 (8), it
was quickly rebuilt as the gymnasium not
only for Kenyon but also for the Harcourt
Place School for Girls (9). It has also been
used as a dance hall, lecture hall, a theater
for both drama productions and movies,
and, for a few memorable days in the spring
of 1970, a forum for the entire community
in the wake of the killing of four student
protestors by National Guardsmen at Kent
State University. A 1975 remodeling made
the building a first-rate concert facility and
restored its most distinctive feature, the
wood-paneled ceiling, to its former glory
after years of being hidden by acoustical tile.
Behind Rosse Hall, and now behind
Storer Hall as well, sits the College
cemetery (10), which dates to Kenyon's
earliest years. For most of the nineteenth
century, it served as the primary burial site
for the village as well as the College.
The next permanent structure to be built
on the hill was Bexley Hall (11), situated
facing Old Kenyon at the far end of the
plateau, with almost exactly one mile
separating the two buildings' front doors.
At least one historian has suggested that
Chase was inspired by the U.S. Constitu
tion in his plan to so separate his seminary
from his college. With support obtained by
Charles Pettit Mcllvaine,Chase's successor
as bishop of Ohio and president of the
College, from N icholas Vansittart, Lord
Bexley, the distinguished English architect
Henry Roberts was engaged in 1835 to
design the building. The cornerstone was
not laid until 1839, however, because the
funds for the building's construction were
needed elsewhere. Although it was first
occupied in 1843, Bexley Hall was not
completed until 1858.
Also at the northern edge ot the campus,
the Kenyon brothers of Delta Kappa
Epsilon appropriated an abandoned cabin
(12) in the wtxxls to the west ot Bexley
Hall in 1853 for their meetings and rituals.
As architectural historian Paul Venable
Turner observed in his 1984 book Campus:
An American Planning Tradition, these
students were "indulging fully the Ameri-

can romance of collegiate lite in the purity
of nature." In so doing, they were also
laying claim to the honor of owning the
first fraternity lodge in America.
When David Bates Douglass arrived in
Gamhier in 1840 as the College's third
president, he found three major buildings
on the hilltop, several private residences,
numerous temporary or incomplete struc
tures, and a general air of disarray. Piles of
discarded building materials sat next to
rotting stumps; the "investigating snouts of
roving swine," to use Kenyon historian
George Franklin Smythe's particularly
colorful description, saw to it that no
seedling was able to become firmly rooted.
The ideal of the "campus beautiful" had
been lost in the College's mid-century
scramble for solvency, hut Douglass was
determined that it would he regained. A
former West Point professor and a skilled
engineer with a passion for order, he laid
out the "College Park," constructed the
pillars and gates, and built Middle Path
(13-14) from there to Old Kenyon.
The next man to have a lasting impact
on the campus was Gregory Thurston
Bedell, who became the third bishop of
Ohio in 1859. It was he who extended
Middle Path northward from the gateposts
to Bexley Hall, and it was he who planted
the trees along its length. His wish, unful
filled, was that the northern portion (1516) of the path would he called "The
Bishop's Walk."
In the middle of the nineteenth century,
William Tinsley was perhaps the most
popular college architect in the Midwest,
designing buildings for Kenyon, Indiana
University, the University of Wisconsin,
and Wabash College, among others. A
close friend of Bedell as a result of his
work on several churches in the diocese,
he designed the bishop's Gamhier home,
Kokosing (17), in 1864. His contributions
to the campus include Ascension Hall (1819) and, in all likelihood, some details of
the Church of the Holy Spirit and the
house known as Clifford Place or Neff
Cottage (20), which now serves as the
home of the College's dean of students.
Ascension Hall is considered by Tinsley's
biographer, J.D. Forbes, to be one of the
architect's masterpieces. Built of olive
shale—the same stone used in Kokosing,
the Church of the Holy Spirit, and Christ
Church at the Quarry—the structure was a
gift of the Church of the Ascension in New
York City. Among its outstanding features
are the second- and third-floor lecture
halls—Philomathesian and Nu Pi Kappa,
respectively—which were assigned to the
College's two literary societies.
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Two of Tinsley's other surviving
buildings are also in Knox County, but not
at Kenyon. One is Christ Church at the
Quarry (21), or Quarry Chapel (sometimes
attributed to its builder, William Fish),
located about a mile northeast of Gambier
at the intersection of Quarry Chapel and
Monroe Mills roads. The other is the
Knox County Infirmary (also known as the
Knox County Home) in Bangs, which can
be glimpsed from U.S. 36. That nowabandoned structure, charitably described
by his biographer as "definitely not one of
Tinsley's more successful works," most
recently served as the home of Mount
Vernon Bible College.
Constructed between 1869 and 1871,
the Church of the Holy Spirit (22-24) was
another gift of the Church of the Ascen
sion, which Bedell had served as rector for
many years and whose rector in 1869 was
the Reverend John Cotton Smith, son of
the Reverend Thomas Smith, a former
Kenyon president. While the design of the
chapel is usually credited to Bedell and his
wife, it bears a number of the hallmarks of
both Tinsley's and Detroit architect
Gordon Lloyd's ecclesiastical buildings,
including stepped buttresses, narrow,
elongated doors and windows, and an offcenter bell tower. Its striking interior is
highlighted by such features as a barrelvaulted ceiling and decorative wall
paintings of passages from the Scriptures.
In the first quarter of the twentieth
century, several leading architects of the
period contributed notable buildings to
the campus. Probably the best known of
these was Charles Schweinfurth, a Cleve
land architect who had trained under the
great Boston architect Henry Hobson
Richardson. Many of Schweinfurth's
nineteenth-century buildings are in the
Romanesque and Shingle styles most
closely associated with Richardson, but by
the early twentieth century, when
Schweinfurth first worked for Kenyon, he
had begun to design more buildings with
Gothic elements.
Schweinfurth's first building for the
College was the Tudor Gothic Hanna Hall
(25-26), funds for which were provided by
U.S. Senator Marcus Hanna as a memorial
to his wife, Charlotte Augusta Rhodes
Hanna. Nevertheless, when he announced
the gift, Hanna said he wished the dormitory
to be called "The Politician's Barracks."
Like "The Bishop's Walk," though, the
name never caught on with the students.
Completed in 1903, Hanna is con
structed of rusticated sandstone with bold
ashlar moldings and stringcourses. The
focal point of the facade is the arched

entrance with its Perpendicular Gothic
ornament. What might have been its most
striking feature, though, was never built,
for the College decided to forgo construc
tion of a one-and-a-half-story "hall" and
billiard room—akin to the Norton Room
in Ransom Hall—that Schweinfurth had
intended for the rear of the building to
take advantage of the view from that spot
into the Kokosing Valley (27).
Also for Kenyon, Schweinfurth designed
Alumni Library (28, now Ransom Hall) to
replace Hubbard Hall, the College's first
separate library building. The most
distinctive feature of the Tudor Gothic
building is the Norton Room (29),
constructed as a reading room with funds
provided by David Z. Norton of Cleveland
(for whom the architect had designed a
residence in 1897). In its years as a library,
the building held a magazine room, a
cataloguing area, seminar rooms, and a
board room, while the bulk of the book
collection was stored in the stacks in
Stephens Hall, which had survived the
1910 fire that destroyed Hubbard Hall.
As the College's supervising architect,
Schweinfurth also took on two vast
remodeling projects. In 1913, he designed
a complete interior make-over for Bexley
Hall, then the seat of the seminary. His
alterations accommodated St. Mary's
Chapel on the building's west end and a
large lounge on the east, both with
distinctive golden-oak paneling. Similar
paneling decorated the interior of Colburn
Hall (30\ which Schweinfurth designed as
a library addition to Bexley Hall in 1904Sadly, virtually all traces of the
architect's interior work on the northern
end of campus have been obliterated. The
same is tnie of his work on Old Kenyon,
which was limited to the interior and
which was destroyed in the 1949 fire.
A tribute to William A. Leonard, the
fourth hishop of Ohio, and the memory of
his wife, Leonard Hall (31) was constructed
with $200,000 in contributions from Ohio
Episcopal churchmen. It was the campus's
first building designed by architect Abram
Garfield, a son of U.S. President James A.
Garfield. The Collegiate Gothic structure,
huilt of Glenmont sandstone, was first
occupied in September 1924Although it, too, is sometimes mistak
enly attributed to Schweinfurth, Samuel
Mather Hall (32) was actually designed by
Garfield as well. The style is Perpendicu
lar Gothic, with Brier Hill sandstone for
the main hody of the building and Indiana
limestone for the trim. At the time of its
completion in 1925, Samuel Mather Hall
was considered one of the most advanced
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science-education facilities in the country.
Just before the Market Crash of 1929
and the Great Depression put an end to
building plans on countless campuses,
Kenyon was able to construct one of its
most handsome and useful facilities. With
a gift of $300,000 from William Nelson
Cromwell and Frank Hadley Ginn for the
building itself and $70,000 from the
Diocese of Ohio for the Philander Chase
Memorial Tower, the College was able to
realize its dream of a commons to replace
the building on Chase Avenue that now
houses the Office of Development and
then served strictly—and, by all accounts,
poorly—as a dining facility.
Peirce Hall (34)was the second major
campus building to be designed by Chicago
arc hitect Alfred Granger (33), an 1887
graduate of Kenyon. (The first was
Cromwell House [36], the president's resi
dence and another gift of William Nelson
Cromwell.) Among Peirce Hall's most
celebrated features were the east terrace
(35), with its stunning view of Knox
• LI :? «
County fields and forests, and the elegantly
detailed Peirce Lounge. Like Schweinfurth,
Granger, who was noted for the artistry and
31
ease
with which he could meld motifs from
s
A
historical styles and the then-popular Arts
and Crafts Movement, was one of several
of the campus's architects to pass at the
rir r m
beginning of his career through the offices
of H.H. Richardson's firm, now known as
r *
Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott.
On the occasion of the building's
rr r
dedication in 1929, an understandably
delighted Peirce was heard to comment
that it was the last Kenyon would ever
^ need. Fortunately, it was one of the few
times in his forty-one years as president
that he could have been accused of a lack
of foresight.
Nevertheless, for a while at least, it
looked as if Peirce's prediction might be
34
accurate. During the 1930s and early
1940s, only two structures were added to
•
the campus. The Shaffer Pool Building
(37-38), with its glass-roofed pool that
gave rise to the nickname "The Glass
House," was completed in 1936. (Now
known as Bolton Dance Studio [39], it was
35
converted to that use in 1981.) The
a*.
ti Shaffer Speech Building (40), home of the
r
Hill Theater, opened in 1941.
Tf\
With Gordon Keith Chalmers at the
College's helm beginning in 1937,
however, it became increasingly clear that
31 there were several buildings that would be
I needed if Kenyon was to fulfill the
Bed
n ambitious new president's goals. Chief
• among these facilities would be a new
library, for which Chalmers chose a site
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along Middle Path that would require
moving the structure we now know as
Bailey House. Although plans were drawn
up as early as the 1940s (41), other
priorities kept the project from coming to
fruition until after Chalmers's death in
1956, with the firm of O'Connor and
Kilham being engaged to design Chalmers
Memorial Library (42) in 1961. On
October 16, 1962, a "book brigade" (43)
of community members made short work
of transferring the collection from the old
library to the new. The building, impres
sive for its time, was dedicated by one of
the late president's closest friends, poet
Robert Frost, on October 28, 1962 (44).
New athletic facilities (45) were also pro
posed in the 1940s, and they became essen
tial with the postwar student-population
explosion. In 1948, the College overcame
shortages of both building materials and
funds when it received an allocation of
half a navy drill hall from the federal
government, with the understanding that
Kenyon would pay all disassembly, trans
portation, and reassembly costs. Although
the structure arrived from Camp Peary,
Virginia, by rail, in thousands of pieces, it
was quickly erected on a flat site at the
bottom of the hill (46-47). More than
fifty years later, Wertheimer Fieldhouse
remains a serviceable, if remarkably
unlovely and increasingly problematic,
athletic facility for the College.
At Kenyon, as on many American
campuses, the 1960s were an especially
cruel time architecturally, giving us such
uncomely masonry boxes as Chalmers
Memorial Library1, Farr Hall, Gund Residence Hall, and Philip Mather Hall (48).
Other buildings of the period, including
Dempsey Hall and Bushnell (49) and
Manning halls, were at least moderately
more successful. Fortunately, a library (50)
designed in the 1960s to take the place of
Bexley's Colburn Hall went unbuilt.
With the planned introduction of the
Coordinate College for Women in 1969,
Kenyon set about building an entirely new
quadrant of the campus. Designed by the
Chicago firm of Perkins and Will to contrast
with the geometries of the existing campus,
the "women's campus" (51) when com
pleted consisted of three (of an originally
planned four) residence halls (Caples,
Mather, and McBride) and Gund Com
mons. (The nine-story Caples, which was
topped out in 1971, remains the tallest in
Knox County.) At the same time, the
College constructed the biology building,
Higley Hall (52), also designed by Perkins
and Will, and carried out a thorough
renovation of Samuel Mather Hall.
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Abbott. In 1993, students first
occupied the award-winning Woodland
Cottages (56, now the Taft Cottages),
designed by Thompson and Rose of
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Last fall, James P. Storer Hall (57),
Kenyon's first building designed by Graham
Gund, a 1963 alumnus who is now one of
the country's preeminent architects, was
dedicated, ushering in a new age for music
education at the College. Two other
buildings by Gund—the chemistry depart
ment's Robert J. Tomsich Hall and a new
home for the mathematics and physics
departments—are under construction, as
well as an addition to Higley Hall.

KENYON: GONE
OR UNBUILT
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In the late 1970s through the early 1990s,
Kenyon constructed several important
buildings and remodeled many others,
including a number of its most historic
structures. In 1978, the Bolton Theater
(53) opened with a production of Michael
Cristofer's C.C. Pyle and the Bunion Derby,
directed by Paul Newman '49. In 1982, the
Ernst Athletic-Recreation-Convocation
Center (54) redefined fitness facilities at
the College, and in 1986, Kenyon cel
ebrated the opening of Olin Library (55),
designed by the distinguished architect

Over the years, there were a number of
structures lost to fire that, unlike Rosse Hall
and Old Kenyon, were not rebuilt. Chief
among these on the main part of campus
was Hubbard Hall (58), constructed just
south of the chapel as the College's first
separate library building in 1885 (although
it was originally intended as a gymnasium
to be built on the site of Leonard Hall). In
1901, the fireproof Stephens Hall Stack
Rcx)m was added to the rear of Hubbard
Hall—fortunately, it turned out, because
Hubbard Hall burned to the ground on
January' 1, 1910. Although many valuable
portraits and historical documents were
lost, almost all the books were saved. In
place of Hubbard Hall came Alumni
Library, which was renamed Ransom Hall
in 1958 in honoring of retiring Professor of
English John Crowe Ransom, the noted
critic and poet and founding editor of the
Kenyon Review.
Some notable buildings on campus and
in the village simply outlived their useful
ness, or stood in the way of "progress," and
they were torn down. Those that housed
such once-thriving but now-defunct Gam
bier institutions as the Kenyon Military

Academy (59) and the Harcourt Place
School for Girls (60) are long since gone,
victims of fire or neglect. Among the most
notable houses to succumb to the wrecking
ball were the ones known as Douglass
House (61), the student home of such
luminaries as Robert Lowell '40, Peter
Taylor '40, and Carl Djerassi '43, which
stood on a portion of the Farr Hall site,
and "White Wing" (62, named for its
designer, the aforementioned Marcus
Tullius Cicero Wing), which made way for
Gund Commons in the late 1960s. Others
include the Gambier train station and a
former Clifford Place outbuilding that had
been moved at some point to the current
site of the Ernst Center.
Still other no-longer-extant structures,
such as the barracks (63) that once stood
on the>ite of Lewis, Gund, Norton, and
Watson halls, have gone largely unlamented. The army surplus units were
erected on the site of the former Harcourt
Place School buildings to accommodate
the College's influx of students after World
War II. Those buildings, along with the
once lovely Eubank Place, Mcllvaine's
home, were demolished to make way for
the construction of Lewis and Norton (64)
in 1953 and Watson in 1956, all with
designs by Charles Bacon Rowley and
Meade Spencer. Originally a residence
hall for Bexley Hall seminarians, Watson
was designed as an L-shaped structure (65),
but the northern wing was never built.

A FEW MODEST
PROPOSALS
A campus such as Kenyon's is a gift passed
from one generation to the next. As
architect Alfred Granger observed more
than seventy years ago, "There are two few
spots in this hustling, bustling country of
ours in which one can drink in the beauty
of both the present and the past, renew
allegiance to the ideals and traditions of
our ancestors, and at the same time feel
hopeful for the youth of the future."
This campus is one of those spots. In the
time we pass here, we need to be careful,
thoughtful stewards of the buildings and
grounds that helped create one of the
country's most beautiful environments for
learning. We need to make sure that
succeeding generations look back on this
one with appreciation and pride in its
accomplishments.
I'll end with the proposals I'll refer to as
the three Bs, based on the catchy slogans
by which I hope you can remember them.
The first of the three Bs is "Banish the
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Faux-s!" In the words of a leading expert
on historic renovation and restoration,
who just happens to he a Kenyon classmate
of mine, "Vinyl is for rain hats; aluminum
is for leftovers." The College has made
progress in treating the exteriors of its older
buildings with the dignity they deserve—as
in the Crozier Center and Palme House
(66)—hut we need to do more.
The second B is "Bring hack the porches!"
Whether it he for ease of maintenance or
some other reason, Kenyon has removed the
porches from many of those same buildings
that have been subjected to artificial siding
over the years. As old photographs of
Horwit: House, the Student Affairs Center,
Walton House, and the Kluge House on
Ward Street illustrate, more than a little
charm is lost when porches go the way of
real wooden siding and real shutters. Like
the Adirondack chairs that have become a
College symbol, porches still in existence
at Kenyon are used and used often, con
tributing in their own way to community
in Gambier.
The third and final B is "Buy Farr a
facelift!" Farr Hall is like the weather:
Everybody complains about it, but nobody
does anything about it. And those com
plaints are nothing new. They've been
around since the building was erected in
the 1960s, when townspeople complained
that the monolithic structure was out of
proportion with other village buildings. A
look at the streetscape it replaced, or a
glance around downtown Gambier today,
makes it clear they were right. Many ideas
have been suggested for retrofitting the
building to make it both more userfriendly and more viewer-friendly. Let's
choose one and get on with it.
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What does the future hold tor the Kenyon
campus? Indeed, we might well ask, what
does n hold for cainpuse> in general?
These days, with news stories about
cyber-universities, catalogs describing
online courses, and television commercials
for "classes you can take in your jammies,"
the future of the campus as a physical
entity, if not as an ideal, might seem to be
in doubt. While some in academe
welcome the notion of "campuses without
walls," others voice concern about the loss
of everyday contact between teachers and
students that can be a powerful part of the
learning experience. Already, there is a
movement afoot to preserve what is being
(Continued on page 44)
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by President Robert A. Oden Jr.

Editor's note: President Oden delivered a
version of this article as a Common Hour
presentation on October 5, 1999, in honor of
the College's 175th Anniversary.
et me begin with at once an
explication of and an apology for
my title, beginning with the latter.
Many there will be here and in
the larger Kenyon community for whom
no topic I address will have been forgot
ten. Many there are whose knowledge of
the College's history is deeper than my
own, and many there are who will know
what truly are the "forgotten moments" in
our history. Still, and we arrive now at the
explication, I have found that much of
interest in Kenyon history is insufficiently
widely known. If there are experts on our
history, there remain a number of us who
know too little and who wish to learn more.
It is an awareness of this that lies behind
my project, my title, and our observation
of the College's 175th anniversary.
A couple of additional disclaimers.
First, there is little in our history that is
beyond dispute, there is much about which
gtxxl and wise people have disagreed. Put
rather differently, our past has witnessed
historical revisions, and this process will
and should continue. I have tried through
out to rely chiefly on primary sources, but
even here one finds disagreement—so, it

will neither surprise nor distress me if you
find here commonly repeated errors or
legends. Finally, and as will be evident,
the demands of limited time mean I've had
to make lots of choices, that I've slighted
many areas of interest, that the manuscript
on which I began last winter grew over the
course of the summer to unmanageable
size. If my selections frustrate you, then act
upon your frustration and discover more.
I will begin by listing for you the "for
gotten moments" I aim to recount, trusting
my list will aid us in knowing where we've
been and where we're going:
1. Some Kenyon and Gambier names;
2. Mr. Neff and the terrible tolling of the
bells;
3. The birth of the Advanced Placement
Program; and
4. Some tragedies of the 1950s.

SOME KENYON
AND GAMBIER
NAMES
If American culture and nomenclature is a
happy amalgam of native gifts with those
from around the world, nowhere is this
clearer than in the names of our grounds,
our buildings, our streets, the hills and
waters that surround us. Hoping that by

mentioning a few of these I will pique your
curiosity and perhaps inspire you to inves
tigate others, 1 want to speak about Kokosing, Marriott, Harcourt, and Cromwell.
Can you imagine Kenyon College with
out the Kokosing? What if the river bore a
different name—as, indeed, it did for a time?
We would be without the song "Kokosing
Farewell," and hence we could be neither
like or unlike Kokosing. More painful still,
there would be no Kokosingers, or "Kokes,"
our beloved male a cappella group.
What do we know about the name
"Kokosing"? Like most folk etymologies,
distinguishing certainty from legend in our
local names is hazardous, and the philolo
gist in me confesses to being skeptically
wa ry of folk etymologies and local legends.
But here is what we think we know. We
think that the Indians' early name for the
stream below the hill was "Kokosing,"
which perhaps meant "river of little owls."
We think that the stream was usually
called "Owl Creek" when Kenyon's
founder, Bishop Philander Chase, first laid
eyes upon it. However, and for reasons
that escape us, the bishop preferred to call
the stream "Vernon River," and such is the
name that appears regularly on the maps of
the area that Chase commissioned. What
unhappy consequences would have
obtained had the bishop's name stuck. We
would all sing, on the steps of Rosse Hall

Opposite: Had Philander Chase had
his way, this lovely view would
extend over the Vernon, rather than
the Kokosing, River valley.
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and elsewhere, "Vernon Farewell." And
the Kokes: surely the Kokes would he
known as the "Verns."
Mercifully, several decades after Chase
had left Gamhier, Bishop Gregory Thurston
Bedell, who had built for himself a grand
residence in Gamhier that he named Kokosing, pressed for a return to the melodic
Indian name for the stream. His pressing
worked, Kokosing stuck, and "Vernon
River" is now largely and happily forgotten.
There are other names in our history that
are now forgotten by some of us that we
would do well to remember. What about
the proper name for the College park, Mar
riott Park, the area bounded by the gates to
the north and Old Kenyon to the south, and
what about the person behind the park's
name, George Wharton Marriott? When
Chase was in England, attempting to raise
funds for a seminary in America, and when
Chase's American foes were attempting to
hinder his fundraising efforts, Marriott
sought out Chase and offered him moral
support and more. It was at Marriott's home
that Chase was first introduced to Lord
Kenyon. It was again Marriott who intro
duced Chase to another significant British
benefactor, the Reverend Dr. Gaskin. Gaskin's help was of such moment to Chase
that the latter named a street in Gamhier
after him. We might think of these personal
and topographical relations like this: just
as Marriott Park today intervenes, serenely,
between Old Kenyon and Gaskin Street,
so, too, it was the intervention of Marriott
that introduced Chase to both Lord
Kenyon and Dr. Gaskin.
However, and demonstrating again that
not all of Chase's preferences were perfect,
it was not Chase who designed Marriott
Park as we know it today. In fact, he wanted
to allow traffic to drive right up to Old
Kenyon. He planned for the street to open
out widely in front of that glorious building
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David Bates Douglass
into a spacious area to be called Bexley
Square. How fortunate we are that Chase's
plans in this instance were not fulfilled.
If we owe the name of Marriott Park to
George Marriott, we owe the design to
another, David Bates Douglass, whose
name I hope all of you will pause to read
on the College gates. When Douglass
became Kenyon's president in 1841, he
viewed the College's grounds with fresh
eyes and discerned no reason why wagons
and carriages needed to drive straight to
Old Kenyon. It was Douglass's plan rather
to stop traffic at Wiggin Street and to force
such traffic to go around the College park
to the west and the east. We are the
forever-grateful beneficiaries of this plan.
Indeed, the spaciousness of Kenyon is
one of the chief shapers of our campus's
beauty. A helpful analogy here is the
difference between Cambridge and Oxford
universities. Because 1 was a Cambridge
undergraduate, and because Cambridge is
characterized above all by spaciousness, I
think of Kenyon as a rather Cambridge
like place. Great as are the buildings of
Oxford, and as a group they probably are
more impressive than Cambridge's struc
tures, an Oxford graduate would be deeply
puzzled were we to tell her or him that
Kenyon had a space problem. "Space
problem?" our Oxford woman or man would
say. "You have no space problem; I could
build you three or four colleges between
Peirce and Rosse halls." A Cambridge
graduate, on the other hand, would under
stand: Kenyon does have a space problem
precisely because spaciousness is among
the keys to our architectural and landscap
ing vocabulary.
To another name, Harcourt. The College
gates' inscriptions speak also of Middle
Path as a place of song. When David Bates
Douglass was Kenyon's president, there was
little tradition of singing, either here or at

any American college. German institu
tions did possess such a tradition, and it
was our students traveling abroad who
imported this tradition to the College.
One song little heard today is that which
contains the lines, "So here's to the health
of Old Kenyon/And the Harcourt girls so
dear." "Harcourt girls" in these lines is not
a reference to the women and girls whose
families were members of Harcourt Parish
and who filled the pews of the Church of
the Holy Spirit along with Kenyon faculty
members and students on Sundays. The
name "Harcourt" was first uttered in
Gamhier about 1827, when the Episcopal
Parish was founded, named after the
Reverend Sir Harcourt Lees of Ireland.
Bishop Charles Pettit Mcllvaine, who
succeeded Philander Chase both as bishop
of Ohio and as president of the College,
later built a home for himself and called it
"Harcourt Place." It stood roughly between
where Norton and Watson halls now stand.
Some years later, Bishop Mcllvaine moved
to Cincinnati, and his former home became
the Harcourt Place School of Boys.
That institution closed in the 1880s, and
there then flourished in Gamhier for about
five decades a boarding schix>l for girls, a
school called the Harcourt Place Seminary
for Young Ladies and Girls. The course of
study for Harcourt Place Seminary was
planned with the advice of Alice E. Free
man, the president of Wellesley College,
and all of the initial faculty members had
links with Wellesley. So highly regarded
was the seminary and its curriculum that for
years graduates of Harcourt Place Seminary
were admitted, without any further appli
cation or examination, to6mith, Vassar,
Wellesley, and Wells colleges. There is
even a sense in which Harcourt Place
Seminary can be called the ltKation of
Gambier's first college education for
women, this because the seminary's faculty
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was supplemented by no fewer than four
Kenyon professors and because the
seminary did offer a two-year post-highschool course.
The school closed, a victim of the Great
Depression, in 1936, and its demise was
suitably marked by an article in the Colle
gian. "Those of us who knew Harcourt,"
the articles reads, "will probably miss it....
Gambier is now given over to masculinity."
Still, Harcourt was a good idea, a very
good idea, an idea eventually reborn in
the 1960s, in a Kenyon moment that will
and should never be forgotten, that of
opening the College to women, first through
the establishment of the Coordinate College
for Women and then, shortly afterwards,
with the admission of women directly to
Kenyon. If 1 utter silent prayers with some
frequency for much that has transpired in
the College's history, for no single change
in our past am 1 more grateful than the
admission of women to Kenyon. The
change made us a far, far finer college.
Finally, in my greatly abbreviated list of
some local names, I come to Cromwell.
Given that the College was founded as an
Episcopal institution, surely, we can rightly
guess, surely Cromwell stems not from
Oliver Cromwell. It does not. The name
comes rather from William Nelson
Cromwell, a great benefactor of Kenyon
who, like a number of the College's most
generous friends, did not graduate from
Kenyon. Cromwell was a highly successful
New York City attorney, who early in his
career became a partner in the still vibrant
firm of Sullivan and Cromwell. Beginning
about the turn of the century, Cromwell's
attention turned significantly toward
philanthropy and travel. What happened
to many of us when first we drove up the
hill happened to him. He hopped out of
his car hard by the College gates, looked
about, and announced that this is what a
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college should he. He became a friend to
both the College and to President William
Foster Peirce, and over the first decades of
the twentieth century gave to Kenyon the
funds to build first Cromwell House and
then Peirce Hall.
Another personal note: it is Cromwell
House, not Cromwell Cottage. The latter
name arose both as some peoples' notion
of Cromwell's architecture and as something
of a joke. But look, please, at the engrav
ing above the door: House, not Cottage.
There are other names and places of
great interest. Let me tantalize you with a
few in closing this section. First, you
should know that the names Nu Pi Kappa
and Philomathesian were originally those
of literary societies, groups that began as
secret societies but later became more
public. Secondly, the historically accurate
name for the tower at the front of Peirce
Hall is Chase Tower, not Peirce Tower.
Like most Gothic architecture, Peirce Hall
was intended to be landscaped with
nothing but grass right to the wall and the
door. Vegetation, especially the now-large
trees, ought not be there, though the
environmentalist in me shrinks from the
thought of taking them down.

MR. NEFF AND
THE TERRIBLE
TOLLING OF THE
BELLS
Many will know that the domestic Gothic
home positioned today next to the Kenyon
Inn and in which the dean of students and
his family live is properly named Clifford
Place, though we often call it Neff Cottage
or Neff House. The Neff in question is
one Peter Neff, a successful inventor and
businessman, who lived in the house in
question from 1860 until 1888, and one of
whose daughters was named Clifford,
hence Clifford Place. Pause, please, some
time in front of Ascension Hall and note
the engraved stone at the base of a tree
near Middle Path, and you will read "Peter
Neff, 1849," the year of his graduation
from Kenyon.
If, to many of us, even to those of us who
live within a few hundred feet of the
Church of the Holy Spirit, the sounds that
accompany the passing of each quarter
hour and the music produced by these
bells on other occasions are lovely and
constant reassurances that we are, indeed,
in Gambier, the sounds were otherwise
greeted by Neff. At a length typical of
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written disputations from this era, Neff
produced in May of 1880 a nineteen-page
open letter indicating his own displeasure
with the "Gambier Chimes." Since tew,
and certainly not I, could outdo the
clarion crotchet iness of Neff s account,
allow me, please, to cite numerous passages
from this open letter.
Neff begins by noting that "the long
cherished desire of Bishop Bedell for a
chime of bells was gratified" when sums
were raised in the late 1870s to purchase
the required machinery , thus, in Neffs
words, "carrying out Bishop Bedell's high
English notions for everything appertain
ing to Kenyon College." He first takes on
the nine bells themselves, 6,161 pounds of
bells located but forty feet up from ground
level. "This location," Neff writes, "of
itself is sufficient to make all these bells a
disturbing element, and a nuisance, quite
contrary to the Christian principles
generally governing the 'sects' in avoiding
the erection of bells on their churches, as a
general thing, on account of their annoy
ance to the neighhorhixxl." He then takes
on the clock, which strikes the hours on
one of the largest of the bells, and the
"Cambridge Chime" which strikes on four
of the smaller bells the quarter hours.
"They strike," writes Neff, "in slow and
measured time, and produce harsh,
inharmonious peals. There are forty of
these strokes every hour throughout the
entire day, and the entire night, in addi
tion to the hour strokes, making 960
strokes of the 'Cambridge Chime' and 156
strokes of the clock—Pause! Think of it!
From 11 to 12 o'ekxrk at high ninin and
midnight, we have 79 strokes to tell us it is
passing from 11 to 12 o'clock—being a
total of 1,116 separate and distinct strokes
every day," yielding "vibrations and sound
waves, which roll and reverberate through
the house."
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Perhaps composing his letter to the very
sounds of these bellicose bells, Neff begins
to get his second wind. "Were these forty
quarter-hour strokes of any absolute utility,
or did they serve any necessary beneficial
purpose, or were they any part of the march
of civilization, there might be some excuse
for them; as it is, there can be no reason
able apology for the constant unwarranted
clatter
This 'Cambridge Chime' is a
cruel, inhuman torture to be under all day
and all night; they are horrid in the still
ness of the night
They have impaired
our health, and are shortening life."
If bad for all, then worse still are the
bells for those living nearby. "How cruelly
the bells are inflicting pain and disease on
those residing close by the bells, and who
cannot get away from under their pernicious
influence.... Place yourself and family in
my location, about seven hundred feet
distant.... How would you like this ding
dong every fifteen minutes?... [It is]
machinery wearing out flesh and blood to
those who have any nerves. It is too much
bell-ringing ... it is a sickening nuisance."
Certainly, Neff continues, "no country
in Europe would tolerate such bells," bells
which "it was left for the Dark Ages to
develop." Why, then, should "so quiet and
retired a retreat as Gambier" have to
endure "so peculiarly and harassingly
noisey a set of bells.7" Threatening legal
action, Neff notes that the sounds of "a pig
pen" or "the braying of an ass" would
surely be "abated by law," so why not the
"pernicious influences" of the bells?
Instead, however, of abating the noise,
Kenyon officials, writes Neff, have resorted
to "personal abuse of myself and family"
and "to systematic bulldozing all who raise
a voice against the bells." Thoughts of this
give rise to NefPs peroration. "These bells
cause a blight in their vicinity; they drive
people off the street... and depreciate the
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value of property.... They are bad enough
in the day time, producing discomfort and
injury to health, interrupting conversa
tions, interfering with business
But at
night, when all is still and quiet about the
house, and the atmosphere moist, then it is
that the pernicious effect produced is
beyond description, and beggars language
to depict their diabolism
Oh horrors!
We retire in dread, we moan in sleep, as they
artificially arouse overtaxed nature ... and
hour after hour is passed in vain efforts to
get used to the thumps."
In fact, of course, most villagers liked the
chimes. And over the years the College's
efforts to placate Neff damaged the bells.
Neff, as perhaps the above rants indicate,
had lost credibility. He was, in short, a
crank, a crank who eventually solved what
was for him almost alone a problem by
moving away, at long last out of earshot of
the dreadful bells.

BIRTH OF THE
ADVANCED
PLACEMENT
PROGRAM
We have seen, in our visits here and there
to Kenyon history, that the College saw the
birth of many fine ideas, and were there
sufficient time, we'd see more fine ideas.
College songs were a good idea. The
Harcourt Seminary and eventually Kenyon
as a college for both women and men were
very good ideas. There are other good
ideas like this, ideas now so commonplace
that we take them for granted.
One such idea is that of granting college
credit to incoming students who had taken
special advanced-placement courses in
high school. If today a half a million
students in fourteen thousand schools
world-wide participate in the official
Advanced Placement (AP) Program, none
of this was true as recently as the 1940s and
all of this is true today because of Kenyon's
leadership. Indeed, the College can
accurately be called the birthplace of the
AP Program, a program often called in the
early days "The Kenyon Plan."
In a few minutes, I will speak at greater
length about the role played by President
Gordon Keith Chalmers in leading
Kenyon to its present prominence. It was
again he who led the College and others to
consider granting advanced placement
credit to incoming students, though he was
assisted by Professor of Chemistry Bayes M.
Norton and others. An important stage in

the development of the AP Program was
"The School and College Study of
Admission with Advanced Standing," and
a doctoral dissertation submitted to
Teachers College, Columbia University, in
1967 says, of this study, that "President
Gordon K. Chalmers of Kenyon played the
key role. He initiated preliminary
meetings that led to a proposal for the
experiment; he become the first chairman
of the Central Committee of the [School
and College] study;" and he served on the
inaugural AP board until his untimely
death in 1956 (Donald Bruce Elwell, "A
History of the Advanced Placement
Program of the College Entrance Examina
tion Board to 1965," 1967). As early as
1947, Chalmers had argued publicly for
the academic upgrading of America's
schootsand colleges. In particular, he felt
that too little in-depth study of academic
disciplines, especially foreign languages,
obtained in American education.
These ideas Chalmers developed in the
final years of the 1940s until he presented
them more formally to a meeting of the
Private School Association of the Central
States on March 31, 1951, in Chicago.
That same year, Chalmers issued invita
tions to the presidents or their representa
tives of eleven colleges to further the plan
of offering advanced placement to highschool graduates who had demonstrated
their competency in various subject areas
by successfully passing "genuine collegelevel courses." The eleven colleges and
universities represented at the meeting in
New York were Bowdoin, Brown,
Carleton, Haverford, Kenyon, Middlebury,
MIT, Swarthmore, Wabajh, Wesleyan, and
Williams; several months later, Oberlin
joined the group.
Acting in accord with the recommenda
tions of a Kenyon committee chaired by
Norton, the College's faculty fonnally
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voted to participate in the nascent AP
Program in November of 1953. That
spring, a three-day conference was held, on
this hill, to discuss implementing the
program. There are, naturally, many
further details, including the assumption
by the College Entrance Examination
Board of the administration of the plan.
But what matters is the idea, what matters
is what was begun here at Kenyon. If there
are any regrets about the AP Program, my
sole regret is this: that the early name, "The
Kenyon Plan," is not that by which we
today entitle the program.

SOME TRAGEDIES
OF THE 1950s
Finally, I wish to address a fourth topic in
my account of some forgotten moments in
the College's history, that I label, with
some understatement, "Some tragedies of
the 1950s." Between early 1954 and the
spring of 1958, Kenyon learned of the
deaths of several prominent professors,
administrators, students, and the College's
president, Gordon Keith Chalmers.
Mortality, you might be tempted to
respond, is mortality; we are the animals,
perhaps uniquely the animals, who are
aware of our own mortality, so what's
remarkable about Kenyon and the 1950s?
What is remarkable is the number of those
who died unexpectedly—and often while
still at the height of their powers. What is
remarkable is the small size of the Kenyon
community in this era. And what is
remarkable is the leadership roles played
by those who died in so short a period.
During the 1950s, the College climbed
as high as we ever have climbed in national
rankings. As a nation, we are, it has often
been observed, uniquely intrigued by,
some would even say obsessed with,
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rankings: the best one hundred novels of
the twentieth century, the finest ten movies
ever, the dozen best places to eat in
Manhattan, and so forth. In the 1950s, it
was the annual Chicago Tribune survey of
American colleges and universities to
which much importance was attached, and
Kenyon was ranked third in the nation
among private men's colleges.
Much of the credit for our stature then,
whether measured by national rankings or
by other criteria, goes to Chalmers and to
the faculty members he recruited to the
College. Chalmers became Kenyon's
president in 1938 at the age of thirty-three.
He selected and appointed every new
faculty member in accord with his own
demanding criteria for scholarly accom
plishment and teaching ability. Chalmers's
own writing, the flourishing of the Kenyon
Review, and the teaching and research of
the faculty all drew worldwide attention.
Chalmers was also fortunate; interna
tional economic and political circum
stances aided him in elevating the College.
Thus, in the 1930s and 1940s even some
of the finest young scholars in the world
were desperate for academic positions.
Distinguished scholars were fleeing
Europe, eager for teaching and research
positions. Salaries in the Depression years
and beyond were low everywhere, thus
making it possible to recruit to Kenyon a
superb faculty at a cost even the finan
cially stressed College could bear.
Chalmers's own writing and his friend
ships with academics across the globe
granted to him access to the finest faculty
talent. At least as importantly, he was an
intensely learned and serious scholar who
impressed those he wished to attract to
Kenyon, and he was a superb judge of
which candidates for positions at the
College would make the best faculty
members. His own self-confidence and his
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focus upon Kenyon's central mission led
him to make many faculty appointments
with little or no consultation—with faculty
members or with anyone. In a college that
had an enrollment of four hundred and a
faculty of about forty, by about 1955,
there were, as there are today, nationally
recognized scholars in every department.
It might well and persuasively be argued
that few individual human beings have
ever placed their personal stamp on any
college or university as Chalmers did at
Kenyon. If his authoritarian style caused
deep resentment in the faculty, and it did,
equally significantly, there was nothing
like a deep administrative team to
continue his mission if he could not. Nor
was the faculty likely to accept a successor
of Chalmers's habits. Chalmers was thus, in
a sense, the College's greatest strength and
its greatest vulnerability: what would
happen in his absence?
Directly to the point of this forgotten
moment in Kenyon history, a series of
tragedies in the mid-1950s might have
destroyed the College. Even an incom
plete account of some of these tragedies
tests our sympathies. In January of 1956,
Philip Blair Rice, professor of philosophy
and one who played a key role in the
leadership of the Kenyon Review, died in
an auto accident. In May of that same
year, two students died in a plane crash
near campus. Later that same month,
President Chalmers died of a stroke. Two
months later, in July of 1956, Charles
Monroe Coffin, chair of the English
department, died of a heart attack. Rice,
Chalmers, and Coffin were each fifty-two
years old. In April of 1957, two students
died, again in an auto accident, near the
middle of the campus. A month later,
Philip Wolcott Timberlake, chair of the
English department, died of a stroke. In
(Continued on page 44)
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he Kenyon House, the first
large-scale and brick hotel in
Mount Vernon, represents a
long-lost chapter in the early
history' of Kenyon College as well as the
city. Usually, Kenyon and Mount Vernon
are treated separately in historical accounts.
However, this practice overlooks the
strong ties between the two communities,
especially between Bishop Philander
Chase, who founded Kenyon, and the
Episcopalians in Mount Vernon, such as
Henry B. Curtis, who lent strong support to
the College in its first years.
The Kenyon House was constructed in
the 1830s in order to accommodate the
increasing numbers of Episcopalians who
visited the town and the College. This
particular denomination was'predominant
in a region that was so heavily Anglo-Saxon
that Lutherans were as rare as Catholics.
For his part, Chase gave sermons as early as
June 1825 in the original Knox County
Court House, located roughly where today
West High Street enters the Public Square
in Mount Vernon.
We should emphasize that accurate
knowledge of the original and mysterious
Kenyon House in Mount Vernon slipped
into the mist of time quickly. When
George Franklin Smythe published
Kenyon College: Its First Century in 1924,

he erroneously associated this name with a
slightly older and much smaller w<xxl-frame
hotel located on the College grounds,
between Wiggin Street and Cromwell
House, the president's residence. In an
appendix entitled "The Old Hotel or
Kenyon House," Smythe describes in
considerable detail this wooden structure,
which he dates to about 1828 or 1829,
when there was a need to accommodate
students awaiting the completion of Old
Kenyon in the fall of 1829.
Not long thereafter, this two-story struc
ture, which had only five bedrooms, became
a lodge to accommodate visitors, or "out
siders," given that Chase described the Old
Hotel as "The House for Strangers." It was
the center of considerable activity, being
adjacent to the original Gambier post office,
which was essentially a coach house. A
large barn with stables was nearby for the
horses and coaches that brought the mail
and visitors from Mount Vernon daily.
The Old Hotel was the College's nerve
center, connecting it to the outside world.
People gathered at the hotel on election
night to watch the tabulation of votes and
hear reports of national elections. A place
for major social activities, the hotel hosted
receptions for distinguished visitors,
traveling musicians from other towns in
the region, even visiting baseball teams.

Students in Kenyon's dinner or eating
clubs met there as well. The College's
archives include a guest register for the
years from 1898 to 1903.
The hotel was expanded twice, the
second time with a brick addition in 1854,
a response in part to the opening of the
first rail line connecting Mount Vernon to
Sandusky on Lake Erie three years earlier.
At some point in the late 1860s or early
1870s, the Old Hotel began to carry the
name Kenyon House. However, the
building became a fairly dilapidated
structure by World War 1. After being
converted to an ice-storage facility in
1917, it was torn down the following year.
Despite its deep roots in the College's
history, this ninety-year-old hotel was not
the original Kenyon House. It is virtually
impossible to find references to the real
Kenyon House in College records precisely
because it was located in Mount Vernon
rather than in Gambier.
This writer stumbled upon the story of
the original Kenyon House while doing
research into the early history of the
Woodward Opera House, built in Mount
Vernon in 1850-51 and currently being
restored in recognition of its status as the
nation's oldest authentic nineteenthcentury theater still in existence. Old citybusiness directories indicate that in 1859,

by Peter W. Dickson '69

At left: Downtown Mount Vernon,
looking south on Main Street, with
the Kenyon House on the right
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Chronology
21 June 1825
Bishop Philander Chase gives a sermon at
the Mount Vernon Court House on the
Public Square.
June 1827
Harcourt Parish is organized in Gambier.
September 1827
Ohio Diocese meets in Mount Vernon and
approves contract to purchase 8,000 acres
for Kenyon College.
May-June 1829
Mount Vernon Episcopalians decide to
form a parish. Chase lays cornerstone for
Rosse Chapel on May 4.
September 1829
First permanent Kenyon College building
(Old Kenyon) is completed.
2 February 1830
Meeting is held to discuss building an
Episcopal church in Mount Vernon.
April-May 1830
Major meeting is held concerning the
construction of St. Paul's Church on April
12. Cornerstone laid on May 8, with
Chase presiding.
1830
A lyceum is formed in Mount Vernon to
promote literary and other intellectual
programs (although it is not the first such
organization).

the builder and owner of the theater,
Ebenezer Woodward, was living in a suite
of rooms in the Kenyon House.
But where was this mysterious Kenyon
House located.7 The directory indicates
that it was at the southwestern corner of
Main Street and the Public Square. More
precisely, it was a large brick building that
occupied the current location of the First
Knox National Bank.
Like today's bank, the Kenyon House
faced the square. It stretched the entire
block from the side on South Main Street
to the corner alley, the same alley many
alumni will remember as being next to the
front entrance to Schine's Vernon Theater,
which Kenyon students frequented to see
movies from 1938 to 1975.

Who built the
Kenyon House—
and why?
The builder and owner of the Kenyon
House was Timothy W. Rogers, a prominent
member of same circle of local Episcopa
lians, centered around Henry Curtis, who
gave strong support when Chase and the
Ohio Diocese met in Mount Vernon to
approve the purchase of 8,000 acres in
September 1827 to build Kenyon College.
Like most of these local enthusiasts, Rogers
was also a member of the earliest literary
societies formed in Mount Vernon to
cultivate the arts, such as the Thespian
Society and later the Mount Vernon
Lyceum, founded in 1830 in the midst of
all the construction activity in Gambier
associated with Kenyon.
The earliest known real-estate record

that mentions the Kenyon House cites
Rogers (1808-46) as selling an interest in
some adjacent land to a business partner
named John Hogg on August 18, 1841.
The title or deed transfer documents refer
to the building as the "said tavern called
Kenyon House."
More information can be found in N.N.
Hill's History of Knox County, published in
1881. Hill describes the Kenyon House as
the town's first brick hotel, in contrast to
the three other taverns and boarding
houses of the 1820s and 1830s. These
were the Golden Swan Inn, the Green Tree
Tavern, and the oldest, a log structure at
the northeast corner of Gambier Street and
South Main called the "War Office"
because it was used as a place of refuge
during the War of 1812.
Hill States that Kenyon House "became a
very popular hotel and was well patronized
for many years." He indicates that prior to
its construction there were some woodframe buildings on the lot, one of which
Rogers used as a private residence.
Fortunately, elsewhere in his work Hill
provides some additional, valuable infor
mation. He reproduces the text of a long
letter written in 1871 by "a gentleman now
a prominent merchant in Gambier." This
unidentified Gambier merchant relates in
exquisite detail what downtown Mount
Vernon looked like in the spring or sum
mer of 1830. There is a passage describing
the specific block where the Kenyon
House stood, although it had not yet been
erected at this point in time (1830).
What was on the site were four or five
wood-frame structures. The two closest to
South Main Street were the private
residence and business establishment of a
merchant named James B. Rogers. Then

17 August 1831
Chase appoints Rev. William Sparrow, a
Kenyon professor, as rector of the new St.
Paul's Parish. He serves in that capacity
until February 1834.
12 September 1831
St. Paul's Church opens for service. The
sale of pews begins. Chase departs
Kenyon, while construction of Rosse
Chapel remains in abeyance.
1832
Construction of St. Paul's Church is
completed.
1830-40
Businessman Timothy Rogers constructs
the Kenyon House, Mount Vernon's first
brick hostelry, sometime in this period.
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The close interconnection between Chase and
the Mount Vernon Episcopalians strongly
suggests that Rogers built the Kenyon House
not long after 1830 in anticipation of an influx
of more visitors to the county, especially
Episcopalians who wished to visit the new
college and Rosse Chapel in Gambier as well
as St. Paul's, the new, impressive church on
East High Street in Mount Vernon.

there were two or three other wood-frame
buildings to the west, toward the corner
alley that the Shine's Vernon Theater
faced for decades.
Concerning these three wooden build
ings, the unnamed Gambier merchant
states: "In one of which T.W. Rodgers kept
military goods, and in another D.D.
Stevenson kept a shoe shop." Pending
further genealogical research, it is a
reasonable assumption that Timothy
Rogers was related to James B. Rogers and
that he bought him out in order to con
struct Kenyon House.
The Gambier merchant's letter makes
clear that the Kenyon House was con
structed after the completion of Old
Kenyon in September 1829, but other
pieces of evidence strongly suggest that the
hotel was constructed not long after the
letter describing what Mount Vernon
looked like in 1830.
We know that St. Paul's Episcopal
Church on East High Street and Rosse Hall
(then known as, and intended by Chase to

be, Rosse Chapel) were under construction
simultaneously in the 1829-32 period.
The cornerstone for Rosse Chapel was
laid on May 4, 1829, and the Mount
Vernon Episcopalians (not surprisingly)
were galvanized by Chase's grandiose plans
for this new chapel, which in some early
accounts was to serve not only Kenyon but
also function as a "Cathedral for the
Church in Ohio." As is well known, Chase
was not able to complete Rosse Chapel
much beyond the basement or lower level,
which sufficed as a makeshift facility for
several years until more funds were
obtained after Chase's departure from the
College in September 1831.
Meanwhile, the Mount Vernon Episco
palians plunged ahead with their own
religious statement in stone, St. Paul's
Church. With Chase presiding at the
ceremony, the church cornerstone was laid
on May 6, 1830, almost a year to the day
after that laid for the would-be Rosse
Chapel. Unlike the latter, St. Paul's was
completed rapidly, opening in 1832. Just
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a few weeks prior to his departure, Chase
appointed on August 17, 1831, the first
rector of St. Paul's from the ranks of the
Kenyon faculty. Rev. William Sparrow,
professor of theology, went on to serve as
rector until February 1834This close interconnection between
Chase and the Mount Vernon Episcopa
lians strongly suggests that Rogers built the
Kenyon House not long after 1830 in
anticipation of an influx of more visitors
to the county, especially Episcopalians
who wished to visit the new college and
Rosse Chapel in Gambier as well as St.
Paul's, the new, impressive church on East
High Street in Mount Vernon.
If Rogers started constniction of the
Kenyon House later in 1830, then it might
have been open for business as early as late
1832 or early 1833. 1 hope further
research will enable us to discover the
actual construction date, which was
definitely well before 1841.
Although information concerning the
Kenyon House is very difficult to locate,
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Ralph Keeler, Esq.
Of the College Hotel, respectfully soli
cits the patronage of the Sambier pub
lic, and takes great pleasure in stating
that his clerk, Mr. Bob Wright, and
Katy, his sylph-like cook, will assist
him in rendering things agreeable.
Archival photographs of Gambier's
Kenyon House at two stages in its
existence, and an 1859 advertise
ment for the hotel
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we are fortunate that the Knox County
Historical Society has an invitation card
for an oyster dinner party, for bachelors
only, at the Kenyon House in early 1859.
For those visiting the College prior to the
Civil War, a night spent at the Kenyon
House would probably have provided a
lasting memory.

What led to the
demise of the
Kenyon House?
The date of the demise of the Kenyon
House was initially difficult to determine
because Hill incorrectly states that it was
torn down. The truth is that the building
known as the Kenyon House was sold in
November 1866 and the following year
became the location for a large dry goods
and clothing store until 1905, after which
it was purchased by the First-Knox
National Bank.
The name "Kenyon House" migrated to
Gambier not long after the building was
sold in 1866. The old College hotel was
sold sometime in 1868, and it appears that
the new proprietor adopted the Kenyon
House name not long thereafter.
The demise of the Kenyon House in
Mount Vernon is worth relating in some
detail. The culprit (so to speak) was Adolf
Wolff, a prominent merchant who, prior to
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the Civil War, operated a clothing store in
the Woodward Opera House building, in
the space currently occupied by the
Colonial Men's Wear shop.
Wolff needed a larger building to
accommodate his expanding business after
the war ended in 1865. He decided to
move to the Public Square, and on
November 20, 1866, he purchased the
venerable Kenyon House from Robert
Kirk, who then owned the hotel. Since he
required a large amount of space, Wolff
extended the building westward to the
alley, increasing the gallery of windows
from ten to fifteen on the upper floors.
At the time of the sale, the ground floor
side of the building, facing South Main
Street, was known as the Kenyon House
Clothing Store, under the operation of
Max Leopold. Essentially, Wolff forced
Leopold to open a new store elsewhere in
Mount Vernon in the spring of 1867. In
any event, the change brought an end to
the Kenyon House after barely three
decades of existence.
One also wonders to what extent Wolff
was motivated to purchase the Kenyon
House by a desire to evict his commercial
rival and former landlord, Ebenezer Wood
ward, who was living there as a hoarder.
The Wolff-Woodward rivalry continued
right up to the latter's death in 1883,
including fierce competition to promote
their opera houses, located on the upper
floors of their respective brick buildings.

The Kenyon House building was the
same brick building Kenyon students knew
as the First-Knox National Bank from
1905, when it first occupied the premises,
until 1955. In that year, the entire build
ing was demolished to make way for the
handsome bank that stands there today.
Thus, only three large brick buildings
have occupied this block on the southwest
side of the Public Square over the past one
hundred seventy years: the Rogers's
Kenyon House until 1867, Wolffs slightly
expanded version of that same building
until 1955, and the current First-Knox
National Bank building to the present.
Our rediscovery of the long-lost Kenyon
House, and our reconstruction of its
historical context, fills a major gap in the
early history of the College, particularly its
close relationship with the Episcopalian
community in Mount Vernon but also
with the town's residents generally. The
fact that the name of the most prominent
brick building in the town bore the name
of the college in Gambier served to
underscore the close bonds between the
two communities in the years prior to the
Civil War.
Peter Dickson, a native of Mount Vernon, is
an independent researcher and scholar living
in Arlington, Virginia. He has been active in
the continuing efforts to restore the Wood
ward Opera House. This article is copyrighted,
with all rights reserved.
Below: The one-time Kenyon
House building, shortly before it
was demolished to make way for
a new First-Knox National Bank.
The Vernon Theater is at right,
the old Hotel Curtis at left.
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Ice Story: Shackleton's
Lost Expedition
by Elizabeth Cody Kimmel '86
Clarion Books, New York
ne of the great true adventure stories of
the early twentieth century, when
"explorer" was still a recognized career, is the
tale of Sir Ernest Shackleton's 1914 expedition
to Antarctica. After his ship, the Endurance,
was trapped in ice, and the crew escaped in
three lifeboats to a barren island, Shackleton
rook five men in one of the boats, sailed eight
hundred miles, crossed a mountain range on
foot, found help, and returned to rescue the
others. In Ice Story, Elizabeth Cody Kimmel
sets out to recount the adventure for young
adults, but her narrative skills, coupled with the
hxik's handsome design—including a generous
collection of photographs—make the volume a
compelling experience for adults of any age.
Kimmel has a deft touch for pacing, and she
brings the story to life through character
sketches, anecdotes, quotations from diaries,
and irresistible details, ranging from the recipe
for a concoction called "hoosh" to the fact that
seal's blood and artist's oil paint can be mixed
into a paste for caulking. Ice Story is a fine
introduction to a remarkable episode in the
history of heroic exploits.

Washington, D.C
Past & Present

f 'fVlrrI Prw/fr

ind more than a hundred vintage photographs of Washington, D.C., rephotograph
the same sites from the same vantage points,
and place the results side by side. It is an
appealing idea, and photographer-writer Peter
R. Penczer has executed it meticulously. The
results are fascinating on many levels. Starting
with panoramic views of the city taken from the
Washington Monument, and then focusing on
particular neighborhoods and blocks, Penczer
not only chronicles the transformations of the
capital but also offers insights into modernity as
well as the past. The juxtapositions allow us to
see starkly how charm can be lost, how decay can
be reclaimed, and, perhaps most striking, how
time sometimes leaves streetscapes unchanged.
Together with the photos, Penczer's carefully
researched and very informative captions
constitute a document that Washington-area
residents and lovers of the city will value.
Beyond its local interest, though, the btxik is
full of historical references—the first transoceanic airship flight, by the Graf Zeppelin, in
1928; a parade honoring unidentified victims of
the explosion of the U.S.S. Maine; the devas
tating riots of 1968. Moreover, it throws into
relief artifacts of the modern age, such as the
high-rise and the automobile, that we take for
granted. Sometimes jarring, always interesting,
Washington, D.C., Past and Present helps us to
understand who we are.
Lt LUBIRD KlICHRES
TIIK NOUDI.KllLADS

by Peter R. Penczer '83
Oneonta Press, Arlington, Virginia
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Stern Stewart's Economic
Value Added: The Real Key
to Creating Wealth
by A1 Ehrbar '68
John Wiley and Sons, New York

to
Lulubird Euchres the
Noodleheads
Translated by John Hurd Willett '64
Harlin Quist Books, Paris

T

Washington, D.C., Past and
Present

with "sillybles, palindromes, paragrams,
amphibologisms." John Willett, a retired
foreign-service officer who lives in Paris, has
created not so much a translation as a free
wheeling adaptation of L'ile du droit a la caresse,
by the French journalist Daniel Mermet. Puns
and wordplay abound in the original, and
Willett made the wise (indeed, essential)
decision to invent equivalents rather than
attempt a literal rendering. Thus, to take the
simplest of examples, "C'etait le 32 octembre,
un mardimanche" becomes "the first Tuesunday
in Octobuary." The pictures, by Henri
Galeron, capture the same almost-surreal
spirit—a spirit, which Willett has conjured
from letters and words and linguistic passion, of
outrageously creative fun.

he title alone should suggest the dazzling
invention to be found in this book, a
slender, beautifully produced volume that poses
as a work for children but that actually, through
pictures as well as words, becomes a quirky,
comic manifesto for linguistic playfulness.
"Until the noodleheads attacked, until those
spellmonging orthographs blitzed us with their
penjets, everything was sleepyhead on Nuzzle
Island." So the story begins, of fleets of
"penmanships" and "flying pluperfects"
threatening Nuzzle, where the inhabitants
prefer "to pepperpot speech" as they see fit.

E

conomic Value Added, or EVA, an
approach to measuring corporate perfor
mance, has received enough attention in recent
years that most business executives are probably
familiar with the term. Many, however, have
(inly a vague notion of what this "revolution in
management" is all about, according to Al
Ehrbar. Ehrbar, a financial journalist and a
senior vice president at Stern Stewart and
Company, the management consulting firm
closely associated with EVA, has written a book
that explains the concepts behind EVA, using
plentiful examples to illustrate the system's
advantages. In simplest terms, EVA differs from
most other performance measures by including a
charge against profit for the cost of all the
capital a company employs. In clear, readable
prose, Ehrbar contends that EVA can guide
every decision a company makes, fostering
greater success for the company and all of its
employees. His examples range from the pro
duction of granola bars at Quaker Oats to the
manufacture of floor tiles for Armstrong World
Industries. His book makes a strong case that
EVA is a vital strategy for "iastilling a wealthbuilding culture" in companies worldwide.
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Bruce Kinzer

Bruce Kinzer named
to history faculty as
department chair

B

ruce Kinzer, a leading teacher and
scholar of British history, has been
appointed to the College's history
faculty and the chairmanship of the
Department of History. The appointment,
which followed a national search, was an
nounced by President Robert A. Oden Jr.
"We are confident Bruce Kinzer will bring to
Kenyon and the history department the deft
scholarly touch and quietly effective leadership
skills that he has already so amply demonstrated
in his remarkable academic career," said Oden.
"His colleagues are unanimous in their praise of
his careful, comprehensive scholarship and his
masterful serv ice as a department chair. The
entire College is grateful to Professor of History
Michael Evans and his committee for their
tireless work in bringing this crucial search to
such a splendid conclusion."
Currently a professor of history at the Univer
sity of North Carolina (UNC) at Wilmington,
where he served as chair of the history depart
ment from 1991 to 1995, Kinzer has a special
interest in the nineteenth-century English
philosopher and economist John Stuart Mill.
Before joining the UNC Wilmington faculty in
1984, he taught at Canada's McMaster Univer
sity from 1980 to 1984 and worked as a post
doctoral fellow in the John Stuart Mill Project
at the University of Toronto from 1976 to
1980. He has also taught at Corpus Christi
College of Oxford University.
Kinzer is the author of The Ballot Question in
Nineteenth-Century English Politics (1982), A
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Moralist In and Out of Parliament: John Stuart
Mill at Westminster, 1865-1868 (1992, with
A.P. Robson and J.M. Robson), and a forth
coming volume on Mill and the Irish Question.
Editor of The Gladsumian Turn of Mind: Essays
Presented toJ.B. Conacher (1985) and Public
and Parliamentary Speeches (1988, with J.M.
Robson), he is also the author of numerous
articles and reviews and a frequent contributor
to professional conferences.
A graduate of Eastern Michigan University,
Kinzer holds a master's degree from the Uni
versity of Michigan and a doctorate from the
University of Toronto.
"Thanks to the extraordinary efforts of my
fellow members of the search committee, we
were able to identify, in the person of Bruce
Kinzer, a truly exceptional fit to the needs of
the history department," said Evans, chair of
the search committee. "We are both delighted
and excited that he has accepted the appointment as chair."
Serving along with Evans on the search
committee were Assistant Professor of History
Jeffrey A. Bowman, Associate Provost and Himmelright Associate Professor of Economics
Kathy J. Krynski, Professor Emeritus of Classics
William E. McCulloh, Provost and John
Crowe Ransom Professor of English Ronald A.
Sharp, and Associate Professor of History
Wendy F. Singer.
"I have the greatest confidence that Bruce
Kinzer is the right person for this important
position," said Sharp. "He will be a first-rate
chair of the history department, as well as a
major addition to Kenyon's roster of outstand
ing teachers and scholars."

Jennifer Bruening
appointed director
of athletics

J

ennifer E. Bruening, who has served for
the past year as interim director of
physical education and athletics, has
been named to the post on a perma
nent basis. The announcement was made by
President Robert A. Oden Jr. and Dean of
Students Donald J. Omahan '70.
"I am very pleased that Jennie Bruening has
agreed to accept this very important position,"
said Omahan. "She has served with great
dedication and skill as interim director, pro
viding excellent leadership on sometimes
difficult issues. We are confident that Jennie is
the right person to guide the department into
the future."
Bruening came to Kenyon in 1995 as head
coach of the women's volleyball team, a post
she will continue to hold. She has also served
as associate director of athletics and senior
women's administrator and taken on roles with

Jennie Bruening

the women's basketball program, the Kenyon
Student Athletes (a group she founded), and
the Kenyon Athletic Association. Bruening
was named interim director with the departure
of the former director of athletics, Robert
Bunnell, last spring.
"I'm excited to be able to expand my role as
the permanent athletic director," said Bruening.
"The department is moving in a positive
direction, with the expansion of our facilities
and the evolution of our staff. I'm pleased to
have the opportunity to lead the department
through the upcoming changes."
A cum laude graduate of the University of
Notre Dame, Bruening holds a master's degree
in English from Morehead State University,
where she was assistant volleyball coach. She
was recently awarded a doctorate by the sportsmanagement program at Ohio State University,
where she studied the socialization of AfricanAmerican women and its effects on their
participation in sports.

New campus master
plan presented to
community

o

n May 2, during Common Hour,
members of the community gathered
in Higley Auditorium for a presen
tation of the campus master plan
being developed by NBBJ, an architectural and
planning firm in Columbus, Ohio.
The session began with introductory remarks
by President Robert A. Oden Jr., who noted
that the new plan is an updated version of one
completed ten years ago. He said that the
primary impetus for the revision is the need for
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new and renovated athletic-fitness-recreation
facilities and that the primary challenge given
to NBBJ was to provide guidance on how to
add to the campus without detracting from it.
"We must have first-rate facilities for the
support of our first-rate faculty and student
body," said Oden. "Over time, that will entail
construction of more new buildings, including
residence halls that conform to changes in
student desires and needs regarding their living
arrangements."
Comparing those at the opposite poles of the
issue to warring fundamentalists, Oden addressed
one of the most contentious topics to arise any
time campus planning is discussed, that of
parking. "We need to find a balance between
banning vehicles altogether and allowing
parking everywhere," said Oden. "Neither of
the extremes is a viable option."
Oden also noted that plans are currently
being made for a new building, to be designed
by architect Graham Gund '63, to house the
finance division. Other scheduled projects
include restoration of the Rosse Hall steps to
their original configuration, completion of a
design-standards manual under the supervision
of Associate Provost Gregory P. Spaid '68, and
installation of additional campus sculptures,
including crows by Peter Woytuk '80 on the
roof of Ransom Hall.
Vice President for Development Douglas L.
Givens, who is soon to become managing direc
tor of the new Philander Chase Corporation,
said that the planning process has been, and will
continue to be, "an open and public process."
Before introducing the NBBJ principals, he
noted that the firm had been chosen for the job
following a national search for a qualified
planning group.
Representing NBBJ for the presentation were
A.J. Montero, Kathy Kelly, and Pat Bowman,
who stressed the cooperative nature of the
process when he stated that the plan "was done
with, not for, the College community." Bowman
said that, in creating the plan, current needs—
includingathletic-fitness-recreation facilities,
student-activity spaces, housing, administrative
offices, special-purpose facilities, and parking—
were viewed in the context of the history and
character of the campus and the College's goals.
Noting that all physical changes must be
thoughtful and well-planned on a campus like
Kenyon's, Kelly spoke about solving the need for
improved athletic-fitness-recreation facilities, a
project in which she has been deeply involved
with members of the College community. The
outdoor tennis courts currently under construc
tion, the first aspect of the project to come to
fruition, are expected to be followed by indoor
courts on an adjoining site as well as additions
to and renovations of the Ernst Center and
Wertheimer Fieldhouse.
Montero addressed the firm's planning for
the new Horn Gallery and the Brown Family
Environmental Center's education center, for
which construction is scheduled to begin in
May. In both cases, he noted, efforts were
made to give the buildings a rural quality in
keeping with their locations.
(Continued on page 44)

E-admissions: A change in the landscape
viewbooks, as well as thousands of additional
pages of information. On the Kenyon web site,
prospective students can listen to the Chamber
Singers, keep track of the construction of the
Much has changed in
^ m
the admissions field in new natural-sciences buildings on "Chem
Cam," peruse the Collegian and other publica
the last ten years.
tions, play with molecular models, read about
Applicant pools have
(and sometimes hear and watch) student
increased at many
colleges, in some cases projects, and even check the notoriously fickle
weather in Gambier.
dramatically, not only
For better and worse, e-admissions removes
because of an upswing
the information filter of the admissions staff. By
in the college-bound
searching the directories we provide, prospec
high-school population but also because of the
tive students can locate and, using e-mail,
phenomenon of submitting larger numbers of
correspond with friends who attend. They can
applications. Coaching for the SATs and the
communicate directly with faculty members via
ACT has reached new levels of sophistication.
Independent educational consultants who advise e-mail and ask about courses, facilities, and
postgraduate plans of their majors.
students on a fee basis are now commonplace
That doesn't mean admissions officers are
almost everywhere. And a cottage industry of
exe mpt from electronic relationships, though;
service providers, from graphic designers, to
indeed, we welcome them. E-mail, list-serves
marketing consultants, to video producers, is
and chat rooms, all of which allow for direct
blossoming in every corner of the country'.
Of all the new wrinkles in college admissions, links with students, are regularly used by admis
sions staffers to create more personal lines of
though, e-admissions is both the newest and
communication with prospective students.
potentially the most profound.
Who benefits from e-admissions? Students
What is e-admissions? Broadly, e-admissions
and their families, certainly. They are more
encompasses those aspects of the admissions
knowledgeable about colleges. The on-line
process that have been influenced by the
searches, while not flawless, do help students
advent of the Internet. While students and
find colleges that fit their interests, including
their families still talk with counselors, friends,
ones whose names they had not previously
and relatives during their college search, they
heard. Requests for information are handled
turn increasingly to the World Wide Web.
There they find not only the web sites of almost quickly. And international students now have
every college and university in the United States a much easier time of getting college informa
tion and completing an application.
(and even many abroad) but also countless
On-line applications are easy to complete,
"matching" services. To use these matching
and they are a blessing for those students who,
services, students enter data about themselves,
like me, have nearly illegible handwriting—and
which is then matched with data provided by
poor spelling skills. They also remove some of
colleges, yielding—at least in theory—a list of
the drudgery and redundancy of filling out
suitable colleges.
applications. Furthermore, they ensure that
While Kenyon's admissions jffice still
receives thousands of letters and telephone calls students no longer are tied to the unpredicta
bility of the postal service.
requesting information, we now receive more
Oilleges and universitiesare beneficiaries
information requests via e-mail. Even before
also. We can get our message out to students
many of these students request information,
we miss when we use more traditional commu
they have visited our web site to learn more
nication strategies. Employing the hill capa
about the College.
bilities of the web, we can demonstrate our
When the application deadline approaches,
distinctive features. And information can be
do students still panic, stay up late into the night
kept current; we don't have to wait until the
polishing their essays and wracking their brains
next publication cycle to update information.
for one more way of letting us know why we
As e-commerce and "dot-com" companies
ought to admit them? Yes. And do they then
have permanently changed the way businesses
rush to the post office to make sure the post
operate, so, too, has e-admissions reshaped the
mark matches the deadline date? Not necessarway higher education—and its clients—conduct
ily. Rather than rushing to the post office, in
the college-admissions process. The challenge
many cases they can simply press the "send"
to keep up, to know what is happening in the
button on their computers to speed their on
field, to evaluate the myriad opportunities that
line application to the colleges of their dreams.
spring up seemingly daily can be daunting (as
How have these innovations affected college
admissions? Prospective students have immedi can the cost). But it is also very exciting.
College admissions will never be what is was
ate access to much more information on colleges
even a few years ago, and we think that is, by
than ever before. Many web sites contain
and large, a gtxxl thing.
everything traditionally found in catalogs and
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by John W. Anderson
Dean of Admissions
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Faculty news
Anthropology-Sociology

Rita Kipp attended the Midwest Conference on
Asian Affairs in September 1999 at Michigan
State University in East Lansing. She was the
discussant for papers in a panel entitled "Cultural
and Political Issues of Indonesia and Malaysia."
Kipp also attended the American Anthropo
logical Association meeting in Chicago, Illinois,
in November, where she was a discussant on a
panel dealing with "Inequality, the State, and
the Meanings of'Tradition': Cases from South
east Asia and Melanesia." She enjoyed a break
fast in Chicago with Jennifer Cameron '95, a
graduate student in anthropology at the Uni
versity of Illinois. George "Mac" McCarthy has
been named to Kenyon's National Endowment
for the Humanities (NEH) Distinguished
Teaching Professorship (see "Along Middle
Path" in this issue of the Bulletin). After taking
a sabbatical during the 2000-01 academic year,
he will hold the prestigious post for a three-year
term beginning in 2001-02. McCarthy recently
learned that his two latest books have been
accepted for publication. Objectivity and the
Silence of Reason: Weber, Habermas, and the
Methodobgical Disputes in German Sociobgy will
be published in the fall of 2000 and Justice
Beyond Liberalism: Natural Law and Economic
Democracy in U.S., Irish, and German Catholic
Social Thought will be released the following
spring. In January, the humanities and social
sciences divisions of Prentice-Hall jointly
honored two books by John Macionis—
Sociology and Society: The Basics—as "Bix)k of
the Year." The award is given to books that
have an unusually great impact on a discipline.
A Spanish-language version of Sociobgy, pub
lished in 1999 by Prentice-Hall Hispanoamericana in Mexico City, has been added to the
textbook's list of foreign-language translations.
In March, Macionis was an invited speaker at
the annual meeting of the Eastern Sociological
Society in Baltimore, Maryland, where he
discussed the consequences of new information
technology, especially as it relates to education.
On December 31, Edward Schortman and
Patricia Urban left Gambier for Honduras, where
they will remain until July 1, 2000, leading the
Kenyon-Honduras Semester. Eleven current
Kenyon students and three alumni are with
them, trying to get used to a very small town
(the twin "cities" of Petoa and Pueblo Nuevo
have, at most, eighteen hundred inhabitants)
and the usual vagaries of life in a rural area.
Excavations started in late January at the large
site of El Coyote, which, they hope, will receive
a more dignified name from the municipal
authorities in the near future. Urban and
Schortman left Honduras briefly in April to
present three papers (on ceramic production,
distribution, and use in the Late Classic Naco
Valley; labor organization and control on the
part of the Naco elite; and a review of the Early
Classic Period in southeastern Mesoamerica) at
the Society for American Archaeology meetings
38

in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. They will also
serve as discussants for a fourth session.

Art and Art History

The thirteen participating artists worked
directly on the walls of the gallery, within a
specified space and with a time limit. Snouffer's
contribution was a continuation of her obser
vances of everyday objects, although this piece
incorporated a new element: a caricature of
extreme proportions.

Sarah Blick will host a session on "The Arts of
Regional Pilgrimage Centers in Medieval
England and Northern Europe" at the ThirtyFifth International Congress on Medieval
Studies at Kalamazoo, Michigan, in May. Join
Biology
ing her as cohost will be Rita Tekippe, a visiting In December, Kathryn Edwards attended a
assistant professor of art history at Kenyon in
meeting of the American Society of Cell Biology
1998-99 who is now at the University of Central
in Washington, D.C. There she saw Stephanie
Arkansas. On sabbatical this year, Melissa
Levi '98, who presented her research from Case
Dabakis is at work on her new book, The
Western Reserve University in poster form, and
Women of Rome: American Sculpture and the
also met with Rebecca Voorthuis '94, who is
Eternal City, 1850-1890. During the month of
now an optometrist working in three locations
August, she held a Smithsonian Short-Term
in the D.C. area. Former Kenyon biology
Fellowship at the National Museum of American
professor David Marcey was there as well, and
Art, and in March 2000, she returned to
Edwards reports he is working on more RasMol
Washington, D.C., to complete her research as
molecular tutorials for publication. Edwards,
a U.S. Capitol Historical Society Fellow. This
who will be on sabbatical as of July 2000, is still
summer, under the auspices of a Kenyon Summer raising boxers and Jack Russell terriers, and her
Stipend, Dabakis plans to visit Rome for two
boxer Rynwards Red Emma just became a
weeks. Claudia Esslinger held an artist's
champion. Siobhan Fennessy presented a paper
residency in Dresden, Germany, during the fall
entitled "A comparison of wetland biological
of 1999. She worked at the Grafikwerkstadt
indicators with the hydrogeomorphic func
(Printmaking Workshop) in Dresden and
tional approach" in Washington, D.C., at the
visited Berlin, Prague, and London to research
January 2000 meeting of a U.S. Environmental
the relationship of old and new technology. In
Protection Agency (EPA) technical committee
August, Esslinger presented a solo showing of her of which she is a member. The committee,
video installation "Barriers" at Ohio Wesleyan
known as the Biological Assessment of Wetlands
University. In September and October, she
Workgroup, was formed to develop biological
presented her "Civil Divination" in Cleveland,
indicators to use in evaluating the health of
Ohio, at a group show on video projection
wetland ecosystems. During the meeting, she
called "Physical Landscapes: Between Btxly and
was also asked to be the lead writer on a technical
Mind" at the Spaces gallery', and in January
paper the EPA will publish summarizing the
2000, she participated in a group show in Salt
scientific progress that the group has made.
Lake City, Utah, called "This Is the Place."
Christopher Gillen and two of his students,
Esslinger will present another solo exhibition,
Daniel Bowles '00 and Sara Gage '00, are authors
"Retopia," at the University of Cincinnati
of a poster presented at Experimental Biology
School of Design Art and Architecture from
2000 in San Diego, California, in April. The
April 14 to June 2. Martin Garhart was an
poster, which describes research Bowles and
invited participant in the Thirty-Second Annual
Gage have done in Gillen's lab, is entitled
Invitational Art Auction at the Yellowstone
"Measurement of nibidium ion transport using
Art Museum in Billings, Montana, held in
ion chromatography in the shore crab, Carcinus
January 2000. He also completed a print for an
maenas, and Sf9 cells." A paper cowritten by
invitational group print show at the Southern
Harry Itagaki titled "Peripheral and central
Graphic Association Conference in March
structures involved in insect gustation" appears
2000 at the University of Miami in Coral
in Microscopy Research and Technique, Volume
Gables, Florida. One of his prints will go into
47: 401-415. He also tells us Mark Walsh '95
the university's permanent collection. Garhart
(Washington University), Heather Heerssen '97
is currently working on a series of large oil
(Harvard University), and Louis D'Amico '97
paintings—landscape, figure, and still-life
(Duke University) have all recently passed their
composite images—that he calls "Love Songs."
Ph.D. qualifying exam-inations. "In other
In late February, Barry Gunderson learned he
news," Itagaki continues, "in our efforts to stave
had won a public sculpture commission for the
off aging, a number of our faculty members have
city of Cleveland Heights, Ohio, to build and
taken to running with a vengeance. Chris
install a sculpture in front of their community
Gillen and Pat Heithaus recently ran a fifteenlibrary in the "commons" area. His submission
mile race in Columbus in snow flurries, twentywas a double archway composed of four figures
degree temperatures, and twenty-five-mile-perwhose extended arms form the arc. As with
hour winds, while Ray Heithaus opted for a
most of his work, the piece will be a welded and
half-marathon in Florida. Last fall, Ray, Pat,
painted aluminum sculpture, and it will stand
and I ran as a team in the Columbus Marathon,
about twelve feet tall. Gunderson expects to
garnering some press in the Mount Vemon News
complete the sculpture by next fall. Karen
for the unusual team name of 'Hornworms."' In
Snouffer, whose January 1999 exhibit "Ordinary- October, a course taught by Joan Slonczewski
Vanities" appeared in Kenyon's Olin Gallery,
entitled "Biology in Science Fiction" was
participated in a January-February 2000 group
featured at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute
show at Allegheny College in Meadville, Penn
Program Directors Meeting as an innovative
sylvania, entitled "8-Hour Drawings, Part II."
approach to general-science education. She
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was recently awarded a three-year research grant
for "Acid and Base Stress in Escherichia coli" by
the National Science Foundation. At the
American Society for Microbiology annual
meeting, in Los Angeles, California, in May,
Slonczewski will chair a session and present an
invited paper on "Global Gene Expression:
Microarrays and Proteomes." Also in May, she
will present a guest lecture on "Biology in the
Space Age" at the National Space Societymeeting in Tucson, Arizona.

Chemistry

Several students who have worked with Scott
Cummings as Summer Science Scholars or
during the academic year have presented their
research results at recent conferences. Mauricio
Cortes '99, now at the University of Chicago,
and Christopher Fry '99, now at Johas Hopkins
University, presented talks on photochemistry
and photophysics at the National Conference
on Undergraduate Research at the University of
Rochester in April 1999. At the Tenth Annual
Argonne Symposium for Undergraduates in
Science, Engineering, and Mathematics, held in
November 1999 at Argonne National LaKiratory in Illinois, Jessica Carney '00 gave a talk on
work with platinum (II) terpyridine complexes,
and Sara Beddow '02 gave a talk on the photo
chemistry of cisplatin. Beddow also presented a
poster at the Central Ohio Undergraduate
Research Symposium at Capital University in
Columbus, Ohio, in October 1999. Cummings
attended the Oesper Symposium on photo
chemistry at the University of Cincinnati in
October, and on April 26, 2000, he presented a
departmental seminar tor the chemistry depart
ment of the University of Akron entitled "From
Artificial Photosynthesis to Light-Activated
Drugs: Excited State Chemistry of Platinum(ll)
Complexes." In June 1999, Rosemary Marusak
gave a presentation entitled "Iron Complexes of
Cardioprotective ICRF Compounds: Solution
Thermodynamics and DN A Cleavage Activity"
at the American Chemical Society Midwest
Regional Meeting in Columbus, Ohio. In July,
she presented the same material at the Inter
national Conference on Biological Inorganic
Chemistry in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Her
subject was the product of work done with
Kenyon students Ndeye Khady Diop '99,
Thomas Magliery '96, Lizaheth Vitellaro '97, and
Mount Vernon (Ohio) High School teacher
Paul Arnold. Last summer, Manisak supervised
four Summer Science Scholars—Mark Wilson
'00, Jennifer Fraley '01, Scheroi Taylor '01, and
Ansley Scott '03—whose work was funded by
the American Cancer Society-Ohio Division.
Also working in her lab was Beloit College student Seth Levine, son of Kenyon Professor of
Psychology Michael Levine. In March, Marusak
and Fraley will present work entitled "Solution
studies involving iron complexes of the cardioprotective ICRF compounds: Preliminary elec
trochemical investigations of FelCRF -247" at
the American Chemical Society Two Hundred
Nineteenth National Meeting in San Francisco,
California. Marusak, who is presently chair of
the chemistry department, has had two research
articles accepted for publication in 2000, one in
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From Russia with love: Natalia Olshanskaya
joins the Kenyon faculty

I

n 1992, Natalia Olshanskaya, then a
professor of Russian at the University of
Odessa, was invited to teach for a year at
St. Andrews University in Scotland. The
U.S.S.R. issued an exit visa for a year-long
business trip, the University of Odessa granted
her a twelve-month leave, and Olshanskaya left
her native country with just a suitcase in hand.
Eight years later, with one academic oppor
tunity leading to another, Olshanskaya has not
returned to Russia. Although she didn't set (Hit
to emigrate, the Kenyon professor ot Russian
now embraces her American life, cherishes her
green card, and looks forward to becoming a
U.S. citizen.
Passionate about travel, Olshanskaya was
Kirn in a country with notoriously closed
Kirders. Government approval to participate in
international conferences in her field was rarely
possible to secure. Despite several years of
employment as an English-Russian translator
and responsibility for teaching the Englishhistory course at Odessa, the Soviet govern
ment repeatedly denied her permission to travel
to England. When she was finally granted per
mission in 1989, following years of fruitless
applications, Olshanskaya remembers alighting
on English soil and bursting into tears.
The Odessa native's westward odyssey tcnik
her from Scotland to Williamsburg, Virginia,
where she taught at the College of William and
Mary for four years. Since arriving at Kenyon
in 1997 to fill a visiting position, Olshanskaya
has been appointed to a tenure-track position.
Now, having purchased a new home near
Gambier, she and her daughter, Ksenia, a senior
at Mount Vernon High Schixil, are putting
down roots.
Olshanskaya says the adjustment to American
culture was harder than moving to Scotland, in
is

H
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Natalia Olshanskaya

large ways and small. "In European universities
and in Russia, for example, there is but one
shoe color—black—and 1 still have this blackshoe style," she confesses, wryly glancing down
at her footwear, which is indeed black. The
dress code is merely the most obvious expression
of an unwritten code of professorial conduct
that governs throughout Europe and Russia.
Olshanskaya says she likes the comparatively
informal American campuses, which encourages
closer relationships among colleagues as well as
between professors and students.
Logistically, the biggest adjustment to
American culture was learning how to drive.
Growing up in Odessa, where she also attended
college, earned her Ph.D., and pursued her
career, Olshanskaya had needed neither car nor
driver's license. In Scotland as well, she walked
the two miles between her apartment and the
university. Bur as there is virtually no living in
America without a car, the lite-long pedestrian
learned to drive shortly after her arrival in the
United States.
"I am still proud of myself every time I get the
behind the wheel," she declares. "And where 1
used to be amazed that friends would drive their
cars from one store to another at the mall, 1
now do the same!"
Of course, shopping at the mall in and of
itself constitutes a distinctly American form of
recreation. As Olshanskaya observes, "In
Europe, you go for a walk in the center of town
on a Saturday night. Here, you go to a shopping
mall. And this is what I do too. For my
daughter's eighteenth birthday, I am taking her
shopping. Shopping for what? What do you
need? This consumerism has become part ot us.
It's infectious, and it's tun. 1 like it!
America has also provided Olshanskaya the
opportunity to indulge her love of film. Although
she had access to illegal Kxiks in the Soviet
Union, videocassettes were more difficult to
come by, and in any case no one had a VCR.
"There were huge gaps in my education
connected with cinema," she says. "So I'm
rediscovering it for myself," with the help of
local rental shops. In addition to intellectual
films, Olshanskaya gobbles up comedies and
"films that all Americans know, like the Hollywot >d musicals, which are wonderful in their
own way and very much resemble Soviet films
of a certain period."
Olshanskaya's film education proceeds in part
under the tutelage of her husband, l3on
Monson, whom she will soon welcome to the
Kenyon community. A professor ot French at
the College of William and Mary, he will teach
at Kenyon for the next two years as a visitor in
the modern languages and literatures depart
ment. So, she can continue to cook for two,
even when Ksenia goes off to college in the tall.
Americanization is hardest to accomplish
inside the home, Olshanskaya finds, especially
(Continued on /xige 45)
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the journal Inorganica Chimica Acta and one in
the Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry. Elizabeth
Ottinger has received a Cottrell College Science
Award of $33,874 from the Research Corpora
tion, a foundation for the advancement of
science and technology. The prestigious award
will support a project entitled "Design of peptides
that inhibit the activity of protein tyrosine phos
phatase SHP-2." Ottinger, an organic-chemistryspecialist who also teaches in the biochemistry
and molecular-biology programs, will conduct
her research with assistance from students, both
during the academic year and as part of the
Summer Science Scholars Program.

Classics

In mid-January, Cliff Weber went to New York
City to hear the first American performance
since 1971 of Richard Strauss's penultimate
opera, Die Liehe der Danae. Strauss completed
the work in 1940 to a libretto by Josef Gregor,
whom a recent commentator has described not
only as a "dim librettist" but also as "a fusty
classical scholar." At the performance, Kenyon
was represented both in the audience and
backstage, by Joseph Fouse '99 and Reed
Woodhouse '70, respectively. Woodhouse is
the vocal coach of the singer who sang the title
role, Lauren Flanigan.

Dance and Drama

Wendy MacLeod and her play Sin, which ran
at INSIDE gallery in Cleveland, Ohio, for four
weeks in October 1999, were featured in the
Sunday, October 3, edition of the Plain Dealer.
The story discussed the plot of Sin, as well as
MacLeod's career and current work as a writer
and executive story editor for the Warner
Brothers television series Popular. MacLeod's
newest play, Schoolgirl Figure, will have its
premiere at the Goodman Theater in Chicago,
Illinois, in April. The Goodman characterizes
the play as "a scathingly funny look at the
ultimate high-school clique and their obsession
with obtaining the perfect size-four figure."
MacLeod is currently on a leave-of-absence
from Kenyon, living in Los Angeles, California,
and focusing her energy on the pnxiuction of
Popular. Margaret Patton, professor emeritus of
dance, has retired from the College to work in
the field of light opera and opera. She has been
working for Opera/Columbus in its educational
outreach program and directing a children's
opera called Monkey See Monkey Doo, which
had its Columbus premiere in December with
eighty children participating. Patton will also
direct Strauss's The Gypsy Baron in July 2000 at
the Southern Theater for the Columbus Light
Opera Company, and she has been asked to
direct and choreograph Die Fledermaus for
Opera/Columbus at the Palace Theater in
November 2000. Jonathan Tazewell and
Thomas Turgeon emerged from behind the
scenes to perform in February's Kenyon College
Dramatic Club presentation of Shakespeare's
Othello. Tazewell performed the title role and
Turgeon played the villain, Iago. Also partici
pating in the production was Daniel Turner *99,
who played Desdemona's father, Brabantio.
Harlene Marley directed.
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Economics

In July 1999, Priscilla Cooke presented a paper
at the Western Economic Association annual
meeting in San Diego, California, entitled
"Changes in Intrahousehold Labor Allocation
to Environmental Good Collection: A Case
Study from Rural Nepal, 1982 and 1997." In
September, she traveled toGoteborg University
in Sweden for a repeat presentation.

English

A poem by Erin Belieu, "Choose Your Garden,"
was selected for inclusion in The Best American
Poetry 2000, published by Scribners and edited
by Rita Dove. On February 1, Jennifer Clarvoe
gave a Common Hour reading at Kenyon from
Opposites, her second manuscript, completed
during her sabbatical last year. A poem by
James Kimbrell entitled "Blackberry Winter"
appears in the February 2000 issue of Poetry.
P.F. Kluge was recently named a contributing
editor of National Geographic Traveler, a bi
monthly magazine published by the National
Geographic Society. In February, he headed for
Louangphrabang, Laos, to do a piece for the
periodical. Earlier, Kluge and his wife, Pamela
Hollie, welcomed the millennium on Pohnpei
Island in the Federated States of Micronesia,
site of Kluge's Peace Corps sen-ice. He also
revisited the island of Saipan and the Republic of
Palau. "It's like stepping back into a soap opera,"
Kluge says. "You've missed some episodes, but
you know the characters and you know the
story. In that way, it's also like returning to
Gambier." Sergei Lobanov-Rostovsky has
returned to Gambier after spending last year in
England as the resident director of the KenyonExeter program. In January, he attended a
Midwest Faculty Seminar at the University of
Chicago on "Shakespeare and Film." LobanovRostovsky's third novel, Cold Steel Rain, is
coming out in the fall from Putnam under his
pseudonym, Kenneth Abel. An article by Kim
McMullen entitled "'That the Science of
Cartography is Limited': Historiography, Gender,
and Nationality in Eavan Boland's 'Writing in
a Time of Violence"' will appear this year in the
special Irish women's writing issue of Women's
Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal. McMullen
will also deliver a paper on two recent Irish
films at the international narrative conference
in Atlanta, Georgia, in April. Both essays form
part of a book-length manuscript, tentativelyentitled "Decolonizing Rosaleen: Gender,
Sexuality, and Nationality in Contemporary
Irish Literature," to which she is dedicating her
sabbatical this year. Next fall, McMullen, her
husband, Alan Narovec, and their son, Conor,
will travel to England, where she will be the
resident director of the Kenyon-Exeter program.

History

Clifton Crais is organizing the next Northeast
Workshop on Southern African Studies, to be
held in Burlington, Vermont, in October. The
three-day conference is unusual in that it is
organized around intensive discussion of precirculated papers. It is the only conference of
this kind in North America for scholars working
on Southern Africa. Crais will present a paper

entitled "The Other Conversion: Alternative
Visions of Nation in South Africa." In
November, Crais was elected to a seat on the
Granville, Ohio, village council. Ellen Furlough
has resigned from the faculty to accept an asso
ciate professorship in history at the University
of Kentucky in Lexington. She encourages
former students and colleagues to stay in touch
at furloug@pop.uky.edu (please note that there
is no "h" in the address). As codirector of
Kenyon's School-College Articulation Program
(SCAP), which helps prepare student
primarily from large inner-city high schools in
Cleveland, Ohio—for college, Peter Rutkoff
has spent the last three years helping found
what he calls a "national organization of SCAPlike programs." This fall, the National Alliance
of Concurrent Enrollment Partnerships
(NACEP) became a reality with twenty-plus
members. Last summer, along with William
Scott, he organized and taught workshops for
public-school teachers in Cleveland, based on
the three-year series of National Endowment
for the Humanities-funded "North by South"
seminars the two have been presenting at the
College. Funding for the Cleveland workshops
was provided by grants from the Cleveland
Foundation, East Ohio Gas, and the Ohio
Humanities Council. In January 2000, Rutkoff
and Scott traveled with this year's "North by
South" students to Birmingham, Alabama, and
environs for a week's fieldwork, and in March
they visited Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for a
week. New York Modem: The Arts and the City,
cowritten by Rutkoff and Scott and published
in June by Johns Hopkins University Press, was
feted in November at Bloomberg News in New
York City, thanks to Matthew Winkler '77,
Bloomberg's editor-in-chief. Two of Rutkoff s
short stories will be published this summer, in
Nine and Story Quarterly. Roy Wortman spent
the fall semester as a visiting researcher and
lecturer at the Saskatchewan Indian Federated
College, Regina Campus, in Saskatchewan,
Canada. In late October and early November,
he was invited to the Department of Aboriginal
Education at the University of Saskatchewan,
where he addressed a graduate seminar on curricular issues, met with administrators from the
university, and visited with the Indian Teacher
Education Program and the Saskatchewan
Urban Native Education Program. He also
attended Assiniboine Indian ceremonies at Fort
Peck, Montana, and at the Carry-the-Kettle
Band Reserve in Saskatchewan. Wortman
recently received an appointment to serve on
the evaluation committee for the Ford Founda
tion Predoctoral Fellowships for Minorities.

Mathematics

Bradley Hartlaub, who continues to work with
the Advanced Placement program in statistics,
has been invited to serve on a committee for a
major American Statistical Association initiative
in undergraduate statistics. He is also working
on a book project, with Doug Wolfe of Ohio
State University, to provide a non-calculus-based
introduction to statistics from a nonparametric
point of view, more widely applicable than more
traditional approaches. Hartlaub and Wolfe are
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the first to attempt to implement this approach
at the introductory level. Not to be outdone by
the biology department, Hartlaub and two stu
dents, Llewellyn Jones '01 and Bridgit McVie
'01, represented the math department in last
fall's Columhus Marathon. Judith Holdener is
enjoying her work with modeling growth in
biological systems. Last summer, she studied the
mathematical principles governing tree growth
with Summer Science Scholar Llewellyn Jones,
and she expects to work with two students
during summer 2000—one continuing the work
in tree growth, one studying spider webs.
Kenyon Dissertation Fellow Keith Howard has
defended his dissertation at Vanderbilt Univer
sity on the modeling of diseases. Most of his
dissertation work dealt with the disease aplastic
anemia. Albin Jones, new to the College this
year in a tenure-track position, is a 1999-2000
Project NEXT (New Experiences in Teaching)
Fellow. NEXT is a national network of newfaculty members who explore important issues in
mathematics teaching, sponsored by the Math
ematical Association of America and the Exxon
Education Foundation. He is currently working
with data-structures students on a project to
create a web-based checkers game that will
eventually include a computer player. Brian
Jones, along with Brad Hartlaub and Zaven
Karian of Denison University, is the recipient
of a grant from the Andrew Mellon Foundation
to develop exploratory computer modules to
support instruction in the calculus-based "Proba
bility and Mathematical Statistics" sequence.
Jones is implementing these modules for the
first time in "Mathematical Statistics" this spring.
He plans to leave Kenyon at the end of this
year to become a full-time stay-at-home father
for his daughter, Noelle (now almost three),
and the new Jones son or daughter expected in
August. Carol Schumacher is at work on a
second edition of her book Chapter Zero:
Fundamental Notions of Abstract Mathematics, to
be released by Addison-Wesley-Longman later
this year. She continues work on 'The Analysis
Tree," a metric space-based introduction to
Real Analysis that she hopes to finish over the
next year, and she has started a project with her
husband, Associate Professor of Physics Benja
min Schumacher. Their Surprises at Infinity will
discuss the role of self-similarity and self-reference
in the mathematics of the infinite and, unlike
Carol's other books, it will be aimed at a general
audience. Stephen Slack has been working on
computer animations and 3D-drawings to
enhance the visual intuition of students in
third-semester calculus. He says, "The drawings
in 'Calculus C are bigger, better, and more
colorful than ever!"

Modern Languages and
Literatures

Jianhua Bai, who is on leave this year, is serving
as the chair of the Academic Committee (similar
to the role of program chair) for the Interna
tional Conference on Chinese Pedagogy to be
held in Wuhan, People's Republic of China, in
June. He will read a paper on the integration of
multimedia technology into the Chinese curric
ulum and also serve on the review committee for
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the conference proceedings. In October, Bai
presented a paper on the integration of culture
into the advanced curriculum of Chinese as a
foreign language at Columbia University's
International Conference on Chinese language
teaching and learning. In November, he chaired
a panel and presented a paper entitled "The
spiraling principle and the Chinese curriculum"
at the American Council for Teachers of
Foreign Languages/Chinese Language Teachers
Association annual conference at Dallas, Texas,
and he was invited to evaluate the simulated
SAT1I Chinese test developed by the Associa
tion of Chinese Schools. After serving as an
outside evaluator for the promotion committee of
the East Asian Studies Department of Brown
University in February, Bai went to Western
Michigan University in March to lecture on
social and cultural aspects of learning the
Chinese language.

Music
Theodore Buehrer attended the national con
ference of the Society for Music Theory, held in
Atlanta, Georgia, in December. The highlights
included a paper session on the analysis of the
music of Duke Ellington and a paper on the use
of rhythm in Chopin's dance music. Thanks to
the new Music Computer Classroom in Storer
Hall, this spring Buehrer is able to offer for the
first time a course entitled "Introduction to
Computer Music and MIDI," in which students
have the opportunity to explore the basics of
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface)
systems and common music software applications
such as Cakewalk (music-sequencing software),
Finale (music-notation software), ET Drill (eartraining software), and Sound Forge (soundediting software). The Music Computer Class
room is also where all of the department's musictheory courses are taught. This past summer,
Jane Ellsworth, adjunct instructor of wood
winds, presented a paper entitled "English Clar
inet Music, 1800-1870: Reclaiming a Repertory"
at the conference of the International Clarinet
Association in Oostende, Belgium. She also
performed as a guest artist at Grand Valley State
University in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in Sep
tember and as a soloist with the Knox County
Symphony in November, performing Rossini's
"Introduction, Theme, and Variations" for clari
net and orchestra. Ann Stimson, adjunct
instructor of flute, will perform at the National
Flute Association Conference this August in
Columbus, Ohio. She plans to perform "Pacific
Variations III," a piece for flute and interactive
electronics by Columbus composer Marc Ainger.
In the piece, her flute sound goes through a
microphone to a computer and then speakers.
The computer executes a series of soundprocessing programs, such as reverberation, pan
effects, added frequencies, and other distortions,
which take place at specific moments of the
flute score, making the flute sound much more
powerful and flexible—like a "superflute."

Philosophy

Andrew Pessin is trying to make the name of
Nicholas Malebranche more widely known in
philosophical circles. Pessin considers Male-

branche the most important philosopher in
seventeenth-century France in the period after
Descartes, but he is only infrequently studied
today. Two of Pessin's articles on aspects of
Malebranche's work will be published in March,
in The British Journal for the History of Philosophy
and in Religious Studies, a philosophy of religion
journal. He is next investigating the implications
of his work on Malebranche for the exegesis of
Descartes's views on the causal powers of mind
and matter.

Physics

Kenyon's early physics-teaching apparatus is the
subject of an article by Thomas Greenslade pub
lished in December in the journal Rittenhouse
under the title "Collection Profile: Visits to
Apparatus Collections I: Kenyon College."
litis is the first of a new series of articles he is
writing on visits to apparatus collections. The
second article is about the large collection at
Traasylvania University in Lexington, Kentucky,
which he visited in November. In February,
Greenslade visited the U.S. Military Academy
at West Point, New York, to photograph their
early apparatus and give a lecture on nineteenthcentury physics. In March, he attended a
meeting of the North Carolina section of the
American Association of Physics Teachers and
lectured on the history of photography and on
early physics teaching, and on the way home he
stopped to look at apparatus collections at
Virginia Military Institute and Washington and
Lee University in Lexington, Virginia. Greenslade's article "Scientific Travels in the Irish
Countryside" has been accepted by Physics in
Perspective. Franklin Miller recently reprinted
his textbook College Physics in response to
requests from professors at several institutions.
The book had gone through six editions since
its first publication in 1959, but the publishers
took it out of print. In an unusual move, Miller
decided to reprint the next-to-last edition,
which he and others felt had a better page layout
and, as a side benefit, would be less expensive
for the students to buy. Benjamin Schumacher
presented a talk on "Optimal Signal Ensembles"
at the special session on Quantum Information
and Computation at the American Mathemati
cal Society's national meeting in Washington,
D.C., in January. He tells us this was one of
the rare occasions when both professors Schu
macher, math and physics, could be found at
the same conference. In March, Schumacher
gave an invited colloquium on quantum
information theory at the Santa Fe Institute in
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Political Science

Joseph Klesner, who is serving as chair of the
faculty- this year, has contributed a chapter
entitled "Legacies of Authoritarianism: Political
Attitudes in Mexico and Chile" to Democracy
through Latin American Lenses: Citizen Views
from Mexico, Chile, and Costa Rica, edited by
Roderic Ai Camp and published this year by
the University of Pittsburgh Press. He gave
presentations of this material at the Instituto
Tecnologico Automomo de Mexico in Mexico
(Continued on page 44)
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Alumni Council news
Ballot yields new
Alumni Council
members, trustees

R

esults of the 2000 alumni ballot have
been announced by the Office of
Alumni and Parent Relations and
Annual Funds. The names of the
two new alumni trustees and four new members
of Alumni Council were to be made public at
the annual Alumni Awards Luncheon during
Reunion Weekend.
The new trustees, who will serve a nonrenewable four-year term, are Brackett B. Denniston
'69 and Ellen C. Turner '80.
Denniston, of
Fairfield, Connecti
cut, is vice president
in charge of litigation
and compliance mat
ters worldwide for the
General Electric Com
pany. A graduate of
Harvard Law School
and former chief legal
counsel for Governor
William F. Weld of Massachusetts, he has also
been a partner in a law firm and a prosecutor in
charge of white-collar crime for the U.S. Attor
ney's Office, both in Boston. Denniston has
been an active volunteer for the G)llege since
graduation, serving as a member of Alumni
Gmncil from 1991 to 1994 and currently work
ing as a career-network and admissions volun
teer. He has been a class agent for his class,
chair of his tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth class
reunions, and a committee member for each of
his reunions. Denniston, who has also served
as a regional association officer, was a recipient
of the Distinguished Sen'ice Award in 1983
and the Extern Sponsor Award in 1987. He
has been involved in numerous other volunteer
activities in his stints in the public and private
spheres, including service as chair of various
bar, governmental, and local committees.
Turner, of Northfield, Massachusetts,
is director of student
services at Northfield
P «K
Mount Hermon
School. She has also
been a teacher and
counselor at the
Peddie School in
d
New Jersey and at
Northfield Mount
Hermon and an associate director of admissions
at Kenyon. Turner, who earned a master's
degree from Harvard University after leaving the
College, has served as vice president and presi
dent of Alumni Gmncil and as an admissions
chair. A member of her fifth, tenth, and
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fifteenth class-reunion committees, she is
currently a member of her twentieth-reunion
committee and a career-network volunteer. In
1995, Turner was a recipient of the Alumni
Admissions Award. Her other activities include
service on the board of Dial-Self, a community
organization working with at-risk youth.
Those elected to Alumni Gmncil on the
2000 ballot are David S. Barrie '74, R. Hutchias
Hodgson Jr. '61, Mary Kay Karzas '75, and Yiji
Shen Starr '91.
Barrie, of Moreland
Hills, Ohio, and Hong
*'
\
Kong, is vice president
tor the Asia/Pac ific
!S>
region for the Eaton
Girporation. A mem
ber of his twentiethand twenty-fifth
reunion committees,
he served as gift chair
for both reunions.
Barrie led the Class of 1974 as it won the
Thomas Cup for the largest gift and set the
record for a twentieth-reunion gift and again as
it won the cup for its twenty-fifth reunion class
with the largest class gift in Kenyon history. A
past president of the Toledo Regional Associa
tion, he has also been an admissions and phonathon volunteer. Barrie has been active as a
member and trustee of numerous charitable and
civic boards and organizations during his career.
Hodgson, of
Atlanta, Georgia, is
w
chainnan and chief
executive officer of
Paradise Foods, Inc.,
which has franchised
•i.
Heavenly Hamstores
throughout the
United States. Holder
of an M.B.A. from
the Harvard Business
Schcxil, he formerly worked for the G>ca-Cola
Company, advancing from an executive traineeship through twenty-three years of increasingly
demanding management positions in Canada,
South Africa, England, Belgium, France, the
United States, and Hong Kong and ending as
vice president of marketing for the Far East.
Hodgson currently serves as a class agent and as
an admissions and career-network volunteer. In
19%, he served on his thirty-fifth reunion
committee. A member of the Kenyon Athletic
Association, Hodgson was inducted into its
Hall of Fame in 1999.
Karzas, of Culver, Indiana, is in her fifteenth
year at the Culver Academies, where she is
deputy director of development, working with
Culver's $ 150-million capital campaign. Until
July 1998, she directed the Culver annual
funds, which generated more than $2.3 million
annually. Karzas has also been director of
development and alumni relations at Chatham
Hall in Virginia and assistant director of alumni

<y

affairs and assistant
director of develop
ment at Kenyon. A
class agent, she has
been active as an
admissions, careernetwork, and phonathon volunteer, as a
member of her
twentieth- and
twenty-fiffh-reunion
committees, and as chair of the Chicago
Regional Association. Karzas was awarded the
Distinguished Service Award in 1977 and the
D. Morgan Smith Award for Outstanding Class
Agent in 1995. Since 1984, she has been
involved with the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education activities, especially
District Five, for which she serves as chair.
Starr, of New York
City, is a senior man
ager for Ernst and
Young. A fellow of
the Society of
Actuaries, she also
serves as an actuarial
consultant to lifeinsurance companies.
Starr is a member of
the New York City
Regional Association Steering Committee as
well as a career-network volunteer. She is a
former member of the Columbus Regional
Association Steering Committee and a past
admissions chair. Starr and her husband, David
H. Starr '90, chief technology officer with the
Blue Dolphin Group, have a six-year-old
daughter, Emily.
Appointed to Alumni Council as the recentgraduate representative is Kathleen S. Birck '00
of Sykesville, Maryland, who will be a student
in the nurse-practitioner program at the
University of Pennsylvania.
Other members of Alumni Council, in addition to those just elected, are: J. Edward Ball '88
of New York City, a playwright and writer;
John J. Buckley Jr. '66 of Murphysboro, Illinois,
president and chief executive officer of
Southern Illinois Healthcare; Dmald G. May
'42 H'98 of Kalamazoo, Michigan, medical
director of Visiting Nurse and Hospice Services
there; Megan O'Dmnell Patton '84 of Fairview
Park, Ohio, a manager with Ernst and Young;
Deborah Johnson Reeder '85 of Mount Vernon,
Ohio, an ophthalmologist with Central Ohio
Eye Surgeons; William P. Russell '62 P'91 of St.
Charles, Illinois, a certified financial planner
with Advance Capital Management; Jonathan
E. Tazewell '84 of Gambier, an assistant profes
sor of drama at Kenyon; Samuel P. Todd Jr. '47
P'76 of Cincinnati, Ohio, a retired physician;
Eileen Shaver Tuttle '86 of Plain City, Ohio,
who is self-employed with Digital Xesto; Lisa
M. Volpe '88 of Washington, D.C., a wireless
(Continued on page 45)
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Shawn Dailey

with pride that Diiley says he built his wife a
hope chest as a wedding present when they
were married almost three years ago. He also
makes picture frames, shelves, and tables.
Dailey's office reveals his penchant for
antiques, including a circa 1920 camera, a globe
from the 1940s, and a guitar of his father's. "1
just love it," he says of the guitar, as he feels its
wood finish. "It has so much character. And
guitars are like wine; they grow better with age."
While Dailey appreciates antiques, he doesn't
classify himself as a collector. "Many collectors
are preservationists," he says. "We like to use
things and we don't hesitate to modify some
thing if necessary. If we buy a corkscrew from
M
the 1920s, we're going to use it to open wine.
^6 m
v
It's not going to sit on a shelf."
The future looks to hold some farming for
Dailey, as he wants to have enough land some
day to plant an orchard and produce most of his
own food. "I hate to call myself a naturalist
because that kind of implies something, but we
like growing our own food," he says. Farming
aside, Dailey's top ambition for the future is to
lead a life that's relatively free of stress. No
stranger to hard work, he draws the line when
B it comes to sacrificing his health and family.
While he was living through his own time
famine, he found he didn't always make the
time to take care of himself physically. "That's
something I wonder about," he says in regard to
people who can't find time to exercise. "How
many people are sacrificing their health because
it doesn't fit in with their routine?"
But don't think that Dailey's philosophy
was relieved to finish school and be able to join
means he dedicates anything less than 100
the nine-to-five work force."
percent of himself to his work in the Office of
Dailey's community ties run deep. He and
Alumni Parent Relations and Annual Funds.
his wife, Amy Dailey, live in a house in Mount
As the person responsible for reporting the
Vernon owned by his grandparents, the same
figures of the Kenyon Fund and the Kenyon
house in which Dailey's father was raised.
Parents Fund, Dailey is highly skilled and tech
Dailey's great-grandfather, who once owned a
nologically savvy. "He's absolutely fantastic,'
hardware store in Gamhier, helped build the
says his colleague Nancy Anderson. "We're so
benches and tables in the Peirce Great Hall.
lucky to have him. He's already made all of our
Dailey, who prior to working at Kenyon was
lives easier because of what he can do with his
employed as a marketing coordinator at the
computer knowledge. He's accomplished so
accounting firm of Deloitte and Touche in
much in the short time he's been here."
Columbus, Ohio, came back to the Knox
County area in order to live a simpler life than
the one he led in the state capital. "After you
live in a small town like this, and then you live
in a city, it's easy to feel confined," says the selfdescribed fann boy. "1 feel so much more
relaxed here. Not everyone is in a hurry. This
is really what Amy and I wanted for ourselves."
While Dailey's glut of time has allowed him
enyon has received a grant of
to dabble in many areas, he doesn't think he's
$150,000 in support of its chemistry
had the chance to perfect many things. "1 do it
program from the Booth Ferris
moderately well, not as well as I'd like," he says
Foundation of New York City. The
in reference to his gardening. He feels much
grant was awarded as part of the College's $100the same about his winemaking. "To be per
fectly honest, I haven't made what I'd call a good million fundraising effort, "Claiming Our Place:
The Campaign for Kenyon."
bottle of wine yet. It takes a lot of patience,
The College is currently constructing a new
since six months is the minimum amount of
$28-million science complex, with buildings for
time it takes to make anything decent."
(Continued on page 45)
His woodworking is a different matter. It's

Assistant APRAF director Shawn Dailey
celebrates his "Time Feast of 2000"
B BA B hen President Robert A. Oden Jr.
B II B spoke about "The Time Famine
BM •• of the Nineties" in his opening
B» Bl remarks for the 1999-2000
academic year, most members of the College
community understood the phenomenon he
was addressing. After all, they were suffering
the effects in their own lives.
But not everyone has succumbed. Just ask
Assistant Director of Alumni Parent Relations
and Annual Funds Shawn L. Dailey.
The twenty-five-year-old Mount Vernon
native, who began working at Kenyon in
January, has found the time to pursue many
hobbies, which include cooking, gardening,
guitar playing, weight lifting, winemaking, and
woodworking. And that just scratches the
surface for this good-natured, multitalented
Ohio State University (OSU) graduate, who
spent three months at the U.S. Naval Academy
prior to enrolling at OSU.
"When I hear Rob Oden talk about the time
famine, I feel like I've been there," Dailey says.
"I started living the time famine my freshman
year in college," he recalls of his grueling
academic days, which sometimes included, in
addition to his coursework, up to six hours a
day of training as a star wrestler and at other
times a thirty-five-hour work week devoted to
various jobs. "Now I feel like I'm living in a
time feast. My hobbies have just expKxled. I
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Chemistry grant
awarded by Booth
Ferris Foundation
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This will do
(Continued from page 23)
called the "sacred space of the classroom."
With the encroachment of development on
all sides of Gambier, acquisition or reacquisition
of property contiguous to the campus has been
deemed essential if the College is to maintain its
niral character—and thus an important com
ponent of its distinctiveness. The necessity was
recognized with the incorporation of a $1-million
goal lor land acquisition, which was quickly met
and then surpassed, in Kenyon's $100-million
"Claiming Our Place" campaign.
It was also with that necessity in mind that
the College's Board ot Trustees recently voted to
create the Philander Chase Corporation, which
will focus on local land-use issues. This "specialpurpose entity" will be headed by Douglas L.
Givens, who will leave his long-time post as the
College's vice president for development in July
2000 to become the corporation's managing
director—and, at least in the beginning, its sole
employee. There should be more than enough
to keep him busy, though: he has been charged
with working closely with economic and regu
latory agencies at the local, state, and federal
levels to achieve the corporation's goals.
Does the rise of "distance education," with
its implication that the idea of a campus as we
know it may become a thing of the past, mean
that all the attention paid to the built and
natural environments at institutions of higher
education will be for naught.' The prevailing
wisdom at Kenyon, as at other residential
colleges and universities, is that there will be
rix>m for campuses of all kinds—rural, urban,
electronic—in the higher-education world of
the future.
The College is banking on it. The campaign
is binding more than $32 million in building
projects. Already, there are new facilities for
music instruction such as Kenyon has never
seen, and the same will be true for the natural
sciences—biology, biochemistry,chemistry,
mathematics, molecular biology, neuroscience,
physics, and psychology—within the next year.
And discussions of improved facilities for ath
letics and recreation are proceeding apace,
although the fundraising efforts required to
bring any additional building plans to fruition
have yet to be formulated.
It's difficult to imagine a day when the idea of
a college as a physical entity will be obsolete.
Campuses around the country, and the College's
is prominent among them, are the repositories
of some of the nation's most distinguished
architecture from colonial times to the present.
More importantly, campuses are powerful symbols
of the aspirations and ideals of American higher
education. And most importantly, campuses
are the setting for a special kind of learning, in a
community of people who are all, in one way or
another, teachers in their daily interactions.
Will Kenyon still exist as a collection of
buildings and people on an Ohio hilltop twentyfive, fifty, or one hundred years from now? The
future, of course, has a way of surprising us, but
1 believe it will. The campus ideal, introduced
here by Philander Chase almost one hundred
seventy-five years ago, will prevail.
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Forgotten Moments in Kenyon History
(Continued from page 29)
May of 1958, Edgar "Ted" Bogardus, Yale
younger poet of the year in 1953 and managing
editor ot the Kenyon Review, died at the age of
thirty of carbon-monoxide poisoning along
with a student, Daniel Ray, who was captain of
the swimming team. And in July of 1959,
Edson R. Rand, chief financial officer of the
College, died of a heart attack at age fifty-seven
in his Kenyon office.
If the cumulative effect of these tragedies
dealt the College a near-fatal morale blow, the
loss of Chalmers was particularly painful.
When Chalmers died, Kenyon k>st not only its
leadership but also the person most able to raise
funds to build the kind of endowment needed
to sustain a college of the first rank. The
College drifted toward bankruptcy, and many
wondered if Kenyon could sustain itself as the
first-rate college it was and is.
The visionary financial leadership and
resolute courage of many allowed the College
not only to survive but to flourish on the far
side of these tragedies. Any list of those most
responsible for the skill and boldness with which
Kenyon faced these trials would be incomplete,
but certainly the list includes many faculty
members, Vice President for Finance Samuel S.
Lord, Provost Bruce Haywood, Dean Thomas J.
Edwards—perhaps Tom Edwards as much as
anyone. Eventually, the College took a step as
important as any in our history, that of including
women in the Kenyon student body, that of
increasing the enrollment at the College and
thereby allowing it to begin once again to attain
financial stability. New and talented faculty
members were recruited; new and talented
students, both women and men, were drawn to
the revived institution. Kenyon not only
survived; the College flourished and continues
so to flourish as we seek again to claim our place
among the United States' finest colleges.
At once sadly and triumphantly, the story
above is anything but atypical. As Mcllvaine
Professor of English Perry C. Lentz '64 has
brilliantly argued in the Bulletin, Kenyon's is a
history of tragedies—fires and financial woes
and more—that would have brought a college
with lesser resolve, with a less keen sense of its
mission, to its knees. As we celebrate the Col
lege's one hundred seventy-fifth anniversary,
may we never lose this resolve and never stray
from our mission, that of offering as fine a liberalarts education as can be obtained anywhere.
New campus master plan presented to
community
(Continued from page 37)
Among the sites suggested as possibilities for
future student residences were the hill below
the Bolton Dance Studio, the lawn between
the North Tennis Courts near the New
Apartments and Woodside Drive, and a new
wing extending southeast from Gund Com
mons. Another possible site, parallel to Ward
Street and between Norton and Watson halls,
would create another open-ended quadrangle.
Several sites were also suggested for addi
tional or reconfigured parking lots and spaces,

including the areas around Walton House,
between Ransom Hall and the Church of the
Holy Spirit, along Ward Street south of Davis
House, behind Lewis Hall along Brooklyn
Street, along Acland Street where Fink House
now stands, behind the Bexley Apartments
where the portable residence now stands, and
near the existing New Apartments lot. In every
case, the sites would be landscaped in such a
way as to minimize their intrusion into the
campus and village landscapes. In the case of
the Walton House lots, NBBJ has proposed
that the area be reconfigured to afford addi
tional green space for development of a "literary
garden," which would stretch from the rear of
Gordon Keith Chalmers Memorial Library to
Sunset Cottage.
The NBBJ plan also calls for addressing
parking concerns by moving from the current
open system to one that is more controlled and
by continuing to make walking a priority on
campus, in part by better maintaining existing
walkways.
As Oden predicted in his opening remarks,
parking issues elicited the greatest number of
comments. Writer-in-Residence and Visiting
Professor of English P.F. Kluge '64 asked if the
planners had considered whether the Gambier
hilltop might already be as full as it should ever
be. Others voiced concerns about the impact of
proposed facilities on traffic in various areas.
Discussion of the master plan will continue
after classes resume in the fall. The final
version of the plan is scheduled to be ready for a
presentation to the Board of Trustees at its
meetings in late October.
Faculty news
(Continued from page 41)
City in August and at the Center for U.S.
Mexican Studies at the University1 of California
at San Diego in November. Klesner is com
pleting a chapter on Mexico and Brazil for the
textbook Comparative Politics: A Global Intro
duction, forthcoming in 2001 from McGraw-Hill.
In November, he traveled to Salamanca, Spain,
as part of a reaccreditation team for the offcampus studies program run at the University of
Salamanca by the Institute for the Interna
tional Education of Students.

Psychology

In February 1999, Andrew Niemiec presented a
paper entitled "Chinchillas do not show masking
release in civmodulated noise" at the Midwinter
Research Meeting of the Association for
Research in Otolaryngology, held in St. Peters
burg Beach, Rorida. Two Kenyon alumni,
Andrew Winter '96 and Zachary Rorin '99,
were coauthors of the paper. At this year's
February meeting, he presented a paper entitled
"The use of spectral and temporal cues by chin
chillas in comodulation masking experiments,"
again cowritten by Winter and Rorin. Niemiec
has been asked to serve as a grant reviewer for
the Tinnitus Research Consortium, a private
agency that promotes tinnitus research through
the stimulation and support of scientifically
meritorious research projects. This fall. Linda
Smolak signed a contract for a new book, to be
KCAB

coedited with Ruth Striegel-Moore of Wesleyan
University. Entitled Eating Disorders: New
Directions for Research and Practice, the book
will he published by the American Psychological
Association. Smolak, along with psychologydepartment colleague Michael Levine and J.
Kevin Thompson of the University of South
Florida, has also had an article accepted for
publication in the International Journal of Eating
Disorders. Entitled "The use of the Sociocultural Attitudes Towards Appearance Scale with
middle-school boys and girls," the article looks
at how young teens internalize social messages
about body shape. Smolak is currently on
sabbatical, as is her husband, James Keeler of
the economics department. They planned to
visit their daughter Marlyce in Florence, Italy,
in March.

Religion

Miriam Dean-Otting, who is on leave this year,
spent most of the fall semester in India, inter
viewing members of the Jewish community of
Calcutta. She also worked at the British Library
in London, England, researching the same
topic. This semester, she is writing an article
on that research. Dean-Otting is the guest
editor of the American Academy of Religion's
"Spotlight on Teaching the Holocaust," which
will appear in the November issue of their
publication, Religious Studies News.

Women's and Gender
Studies

The Women's and Gender Studies Program has
renamed its annual prize the Molly R. Hatcher
Prize in Women's and Gender Studies, in honor
of Hatcher, a member of the Class of 2000 and
concentrator in the program, who was killed in
an accident on January 13, 2000. The prize,
established in 1989, is awarded annually to a
current student for the best artwork, composi
tion, essay, performance, scientific study, or other
work, produced during the previous calendar
year, in which gender is a central theme.
From Russia with love: Natalia Olshanskaya
joins the Kenyon faculty
(Continued from page 39)
in the kitchen, where Russian habits die hard.
"I cook every day on a regular basis," she says.
"Ksenia would rather have a pizza, but I make
borscht, stuffed cabbage rolls, piroshki." She
also makes it a point to introduce these homecooked specialties to her Kenyon students.
At the dinner table, as in the academic
conference hall, Olshanskaya observes that
Americans are ruled by a desire to spare the
feelings of the presenter. When her husband or
any other American tells her that a meal is
good, she wonders, "Is that an American 'It's
good,' or a Russian 'It's good'.'"
—Amy Blumenthal
Ballot yields new Alumni Council members,
trustees
(Continued from page 42)
regulatory analyst with AT&T Wireless Services;
and William C. Wallace '57 P'92 of Short Hills,
New Jersey, president of Aquila Distributors
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and executive vice president of Aquila Manage
ment Corporation.
Current alumni trustees, in addition to those
just elected, are Jack Y. Au '73 H'96 of East
Northport, New York, executive vice president
of Fleet Financial Group; James G. Can '62 P^l
of Toledo, Ohio, a U.S. District Judge; Ulysses
B. Hammond '73 H'95 of New London, Connecticut, vice president for administration at
Connecticut College; Julia F. Johnson '73 of
Columbus, Ohio, senior vice president of Banc
One Corporation; Neal M. Mayer '63 P'92 of
Bethesda, Maryland, senior partner in the law
firm of Hoppel, Mayer, and Coleman; and
Tanna L. Moore '76 P'OO of Minneapolis,
Minnesota, vice president/general manager for
marketing with Ceridian Corporation.
Completing their service as members of
Alumni Council are A. Mathilda Bode '99 of
Evanston, Illinois, Wayne H. Borges '41 of
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Laurie A. Cole '89 of
San Francisco, California, Patricia Homans
Dillon '85 of Chicago, Illinois, James E.
D'Orazio '73 of Solon, Ohio, Andrew 13. Keyt
'91 of Chicago, Illinois, and N. Preston Lentz
'72 of Nashville, Tennessee.
Chemistry grant awarded by Booth Ferris
Foundation
(Continued from page 43)
chemistry, mathematics, and physics. The
buildings are expected to be completed in the
fall of 2000. In addition, the project includes
the renovation of two existing facilities, Higley
Hall and Samuel Mather Hall, for the depart
ments of biology and psychology as well as the
programs in biochemistry, molecular biology,
and neuroscience.
The Booth Ferris Foundation, operated hy
the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New
York, was founded in 1957 under the wills of
wife and husband Chancie Ferris Booth and
Willis H. Booth. Since that time, the founda
tion has contributed more than $100 million to
organizations for a variety of charitable
purposes, including several other grants to
Kenyon. The foundation's primary interest is
in the field of education, including smaller
private colleges, public education initiatives in
New York City, theological schools, and
independent secondary schools. The College's
grant is one of only four awarded to Midwestern
institutions of higher education this year.
Contributions and pledges to Kenyon's
campaign currently total $76 million. "The
support of the Booth Ferris Foundation will
help produce future scientists and a scientifically
literate population," says President Robert A.
Oden Jr. "The completion of the new chemistry
building will represent the culmination of a
fourteen-year period of change in science
education that is unprecedented in Kenyon's
one-hundred-seventy-five-year history."
While the College has long been known for
its strength in the humanities, Kenyon's
science programs have gained increasing
recognition and success in the past twenty
years. The new facilities are designed to help
integrate research with teaching throughout
the science curriculum.

The Old Kenyon
Lithograph
The One Hundred Seventy-Fifth
Anniversary Committee and the
Office of Public Affairs have made
available a limited number of copies
of the early nineteenth-century
lithograph of Old Kenyon featured
on the cover of this issue of the
Bulletin. The beautifully handcolored reproductions are printed on
heavy, acid-free paper, suitable for
framing.
Please send $20 per lithograph
(includes handling and mailing) to:
Office of Public Affairs
Attention: Hays Stone
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
Checks or money orders should be
made payable to Kenyon College.
Please do not send cash.

Kenyon College
Calendar of Events
Each semester, Kenyon publishes a
complete calendar of events slated
to take place on campus. Happen
ings detailed in the highly illustrated
calendar include art exhibitions,
concerts, dance and drama produc
tions, film showings, lectures and
readings, nature walks, workshops,
home contests for the College's
intercollegiate athletic teams, and
much more. If you live within easy
driving distance of Gambier, or if
you're planning to visit, you owe it
to yourself to subscribe.
To subscribe to the calendar, at
$3.50 per semester ($7 for both),
please send your name, address, and
a check or money order made
payable to Kenyon College to:
Office of Public Affairs
Attention: Hays Stone
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
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Jay C. Ehle
8945 Random Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76179
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Mason Hooker Lytle Jr.
1212 Laurelwood Road
Dayton, Ohio 45409
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Raymond A. loanes
107 Poplar Drive
Falls Church, Virginia 22046
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Class notes
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r
Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

Franklin B. Mulberry tells us, "Since giving up
the class agent job, I miss hearing from the
other eight '28s. I am well, still flying whenever
weather and pocketKx>k allow." Frank says his
main activities are traveling, computing, and
"enjoying the Texas atiru sphere." He can be
reached at his e-mail address, Fmul90@aol.com.
Frank lives in Longview, Texas.
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Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

Andrew W. Rose informs us that on Septem
ber 28, 1999, he celebrated his eighty-ninth
birthday. Andy, who lives with his wife, Janet,
in Pebble Beach, California, reports he is in
"fairly gtxxl health."
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Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
James W. Newcomer
1100 Elizabeth Boulevard
Fort Worth, Texas 76110

In August 1999, James W. Newcomer sent the
most recent installment of the Newcomer
Collection on Ireland to Kenyon's Olin and
Chalmers Library. Included were a "complete
set of Hannah More's writings, some first
editions, some rare volumes, and other things."
Jim and his wife, Ruth, live in Fort Worth,
Texas.
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Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
James R. Alexander
61 Pine Ridge Drive
Whispering Pines,
North Carolina 28327
William A. Wright
F-58 Oakhill APts.
237 East Howard Street
Tryon, North Carolina 28782
Edmund P. Dandridge Jr.
Royal Megansatt Retirement Home
209 County Road
North Falmouth, Massachusetts
02556
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Richard D. Owen reports that, although he
has looked forward to the sixtieth reunion this
year, because of his 95-percent blindness, which
is growing worse, he will not be able to attend.
Dick lives in Whispering Pines, North
Carolina. Edward M. Schuller Jr. writes, "I
talked to Raymond A. loanes recently, and
both of us are planning to attend the sixtieth
reunion in May 2000. We hope many of our
classmates will plan on coming to Gamhier for
the big event." Ed lives in Naples, Florida.
F
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George T. Lytle
14 Lonsdale Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45419
Gtlytle@juno.com
Co-Agent: Richard H. Stevens
Robert H. Myers informs us he is writing
columns on political and economic subjects for
newspapers in the Oxford, Ohio, area. He has
also chaired the Rotary Foundation committee
of the Oxford Rotary Club for the past twenty
years. A professor emeritus of marketing and
former associate dean of Miami University, Bob
lives in Oxford with his wife, Joan.
F
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Arthur M. Cox Jr.
930-A Liverpool Circle
Leisure Village West
Lakehurst, New Jersey 08733

Nicholas S. Riviere Jr. writes, "I have four
wonderful daughters, nine fine grandchildren
(all college educated), and three recent great
grandchildren." Nick's children live in San
Francisco, California; Seattle, Washington;
Evergreen, Colorado; Austin, Texas; Washing
ton, D.C.; and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Nick
and his wife, Marjorie, live in Verona,
Pennsylvania.
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Maier M. Driver
17896 Captain's Cove
Lakewood, Ohio 44107

William F. McMurrv writes, "I saw Carl
Mitchell '44, my tennis doubles partner at
Kenyon in 1940 and 1941, at our sixtieth highschool class reunion in Oklahoma City. He's
had eye problems, and he's not playing tennis
these days. I'm hoping to get back on the court
when I recover from left-lung removal." Bill
lives with his wife, Joyce, in Solana Beach,
California. Theodore Miller reports he
recently retired from the Wentworth Institute
of Technology in Boston, Massachusetts, where
he taught English and history. He tells us he is

an "adopted grandfather" in a local elementary
school, mentoring fifth- and sixth-grade pupils
in reading and social science. Theodore lives in
Franklin, Massachusetts. George E. Seitz
writes, "1 read your statistics on service in
World War II [in the Spring 1999 Bulletin].
You may not have mine. During World War II,
I served for four years in the U.S. Merchant
Marine, first as an Able Seaman and later as a
licensed Deck Officer." George and his wife,
Dorothy, live in Mount Vernon, Ohio.
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Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

Harold "Had" Millikin tells us he married
Claire Cruttenden on August 8, 1999, in
Newport Beach, California. After the wedding,
Had and Claire flew to London and embarked
on a fourteen-day Baltic cruise that included
stops in St. Petersburg, Russia, and Le Havre,
France. While in Le Havre, they witnessed a
total eclipse of the sun. Had tells us he and
Claire plan to sell their Winnetka, Illinois, home
and relocate permanently to Newport Beach.
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College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

E. Jason McCoy informs us his grandson, Jason,
"graduated as valedictorian of his class and
received a generous scholarship from Cornell
University, where he will major in engineering
and play trombone in the band." The retired
chairman of J.B. McCoy and Son, Inc., Jason
lives with his wife, Janet, in Mineral City, Ohio.
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Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022

Charles H. Porter writes, "Even though I'll be
seventy-five years old this year, I'm still working
almost full rime as a manufacturer's representa
tive. We sell castings, plastics, and machining
in the Northern Illinois area. I'm a 'tennis
nut,' and 1 enjoy playing three times a week in
the summer or once a week in the winter. I
also enjoy hiking, skiing, bridge, and travel. My
wife and I took a boat trip on the Danube River
last year, going from Germany to the Black Sea,
and also visited Istanbul." Charles and his wife,
Barbara, live in Lake Barrington, Illinois. Roger
T. Sherman was listed in the most recent
Who's Who in American Medicine. Recently
retired, Roger is professor emeritus of surgery at
Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia. Roger
and his wife, Ruth, live in Atlanta.
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Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022

Richard W. King tells us he recently celebrated
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his fiftieth anniversary as a member of the
American Chemical Society. A member of the
American Society for Testing of Materials, the
Harvard-Radcliffe Club of Philadelphia, and the
Phi Beta Kappa Association of the Delaware
Valley, he currently serves as a consultant on
regulatory issues of concern to the petroleum
industry. Richard and his wife, June, live in
Haverton, Pennsylvania. Kevin O'Donnell
writes, "My wife, Ellen, and I sold and moved
from the big house in Bay Village, Ohio, to an
apartment in Lakewood, Ohio, but we are still
on the water, continuing to enjoy a view of
Lake Erie and downtown Cleveland. This is
when we are not at our Irish home on Achill
Island, County Mayo, Ireland."
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William H. McOwen
6174 State Route 132
Goshen, Ohio 45122

Students, colleagues, and friends of Henry J.
Abraham have established a lectureship at the
University of Virginia in his honor, administered
by the Thomas Jefferson Center for Protection
of Freedom of Expression in Charlottesville,
Virginia. Hank presented a lecture on civil
liberties on September 30, 1999, at the
Madison (Virginia) County Office Building.
His speech, entitled "Reflections on the
Contemporary Status of Our Rights and Civil
Liberties," explored how the U.S. Supreme
Court's interpretations of the Bill of Rights and
subsequent constitutional amendments have
been shaped and reshaped over time—and how
the Court's perception of the Bill of Rights is
affected by changing public opinion. Hank, the
James Hart Professor of Government and Foreign
Affairs Emeritus at the University of Virginia,
lives with his wife, Mildred, in Charlottesville.
Stewart E. Perry, a community economicdevelopment consultant, tells us most of his
work is done in Canada or for Canadian clients
(via computer). He writes, "My latest book is
an updated reissue of a study of a garbagecollection cooperative in San Francisco first
published in 1978." Stew and his wife, Helen,
live in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Theodore K. Thomas
5361 Pearl Drive
Chincoteague, Virginia 23336

Rev. Charles F. Schreiner, rector emeritus of
St. John's Episcopal Church in Gig Harbor,
Washington, tells us he is the author of five
books, a columnist for the Peninsula Gateway
newspaper in Gig Harbor, a chaplain for the
U.S. Marine Corps defense group in Seattle,
Washington, for the past eighteen years, and a
former U.S. Marine himself, with service in
World War II. Charles and his wife, Blanche,
live in Port Orchard, Washington.
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Louis S. Whitaker
41 McColloch Drive
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003

G. Robert Nugent reports he retired from the
chairmanship of the Department of Neurosur-
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gery at West Virginia University in 1985. After
that, he continued as staff neurosurgeon until
June 1, 1999, when he was appointed interim
chairman. He writes, "I'm now doing only
minor surgery, but I'm very much involved in
running the department. I'm interested and
active in treatment of trigeminal neuralgia, as
well as tennis, cooking, wixxlworking, and
astronomy." Bob and his wife, Virginia, live in
Morgantown, West Virginia. Philippe A.
Plouvier tells us he has been "doing nothing,"
although he expects to visit Kenyon for his
fiftieth class reunion. Philippe lives in Germigny,
France. Henry W. Roberts informs us that,
starting in late 1999, he has been spending
considerable time in Leesburg, Rorida, where
he is overseeing the creation of an advertising
and marketing business. Henry and his wife,
Rosemary, currently live in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. William H. Schneebeck reports his
daughter, Lynne A. Schneebeck '88, recently
won the Women's Cleveland Classic platformtennis doubles tournament. In 1998, Lynne
ranked in the top fifteen nationally in the sport.
Bill and his wife, Judith, live in Vero Beach,
Florida. Jonathan H. Winters received the
Kennedy Center's second Mark Twain Prize for
achievement as an American humorist on
October 20, 1999. Jonathan and his wife,
Eileen Schauder, live in North Hollywood,
California. John C. Young represented Kenyon
at the inauguration of Jamienne S. Studley as
the sixth president of Skidmore College in
Saratoga Springs, New York, on September 25,
1999. John and his wife, Nancy, a Skidmore
alumna, live in Shaker Heights, Ohio.
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Will Pilcher
1248 North Street
Santa Rosa, California 95404
75721.3417®
COMPUSERVE.COM
Harold T. Duryee writes, "After serving as
director of the Ohio Department of Insurance
for eight years in the cabinet of Governor (now
U.S. Senator) George V. Voinovich, I have
become semi-retired as a consultant as of January
1999. My most interesting experience to date
was a week in Warsaw presenting a seminar for
Polish insurance regulators. Otherwise, my
time is spent with a number of clients and as
senior advisor to the International Insurance
Foundation. Currently, I'm developing a course
in risk management and insurance that I'll be
teaching next year for Franklin University."
Harold and his wife, Phyllis, live in Columhus,
Ohio. C. Brent Olmstead recently retired from
his private practice of dermatology in Elmira,
New York. He reports he is now working on a
part-time basis as a consultant and chief of
service at the Veterans Administration Medical
Center in Bath, New York. Brent and his wife,
Martha, live in Elmira. Thomas C. Quirt
sends his best wishes to all his Kenyon friends
and apologizes for "having lost touch with so
many." Tom lives in Brooklandville, Maryland.
Walter "Jerry" Roper represented Kenyon at
the inauguration of James E. Bultman as the
eleventh president of Hope College in Holland,

Michigan, on October 22, 1999. Jerry and his
wife, Phyllis, live in Holland. The Castle Street
Cafe in Great Barrington, Massachusetts,
celebrated Myron C. Schiffer's seventieth
birthday with a "Birthday Bash" on November
10, 1999. Mike, well known in the area as a
jazz, dinner-party, and nightclub pianist, is
considered by the cafe's owner to he the "dean
of jazz" in Berkshire County. The Berkshire
Eagle said of him: "Ubiquitous is the word for
Schiffer, as a soloist or ensemble leader—here
perfonning in a club, there complementing a
wedding reception, elsewhere entertaining or
providing background music at a private party,
and at home imparting his art to pupils old and
young." Mike and his wife, Nancy, live in
Lenox, Massachusetts. Roger M. Whiteman
writes, "David A. Keyt, who teaches philoso
phy at the University of Washington, recently
wrote a book. He assures me he took no part in
the Seattle disorder when the World Trade
Organization met there. I continue to pursue
justice." Roger and his wife, Mary Jeanette, live
in Wayne, Pennsylvania.
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Robert L. Hesse
7345 Regina Royale
Sarasota, Florida 34238
Co-Agent: Robert S. Stein

F. Reed Andrews writes, "I'm semi-retired at
age seventy, hut I still do a little financial
consulting. This last year as a councilman in
Moreland Hills, 1 have been chairman of the
finance committee. My wife, Barbara, and I
went on a cruise in October 1999 through the
Panama Canal. I'm about to start my fortyfourth year of sports-car racing. Last year,
racing my Honda Civic, I won the NEOHIO
championship in my class (ITA) and finished
second in the Nelson Ledges championship."
Reed and Barbara live in Moreland Hills, Ohio.
G. Bruce Hartmann informs us he still enjoys
teaching economics, so he plans to continue
indefinitely. Also, his first grandchild arrived
this past summer. Bruce writes, "The father is a
Wooster graduate, and the family lives in Kenyon
territory: Lakewood, Ohio." Bruce asks that
readers check out www.carolinawind.com, scroll
to the bottom of the page, click on "Click here,"
and then click on the pictures to blow them up.
"Our boat is on the left—she survived ten days
floating while precariously tied to a single piling
in the middle of the Pamlico River." Bruce and
his wife, Nancy, live in Brentwood, Tennessee.
Albert P. Wickham writes, "My daughter,
Jennifer Wickham '89, married Philip Decter
in Arnold Arboretum, Boston, Massachusetts,
in an outdoor ceremony on October 11, 1999.
Jennifer is the granddaughter of Catherine and
Paul Titus. Paul was a professor of economics at
Kenyon for forty years." A1 and his wife, Miriam
Titus, live in Marshfield, Massachusetts.
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James W. Hunt Jr.
27 Briar Road
Golf, Illinois 60029

Dennis F. Hoeffler writes, "1 continue to enjoy
retirement, but I still do primary care as a
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Carl Fleischhauer '62 preserves American
culture for the masses

H

istory may repeat itself, but the docu
ments that crystallize a historical
moment do not. Sound recordings,
maps, daguerreotypes, photographs,
films, fragile books, obscure play scripts: these
and millions more national treasures held in the
collections of the American Folklife Center of
the Library of Congress were suffering from two
maladies: the ravages of time, and obscurity.
But no longer.
Thanks to the ambitious American Memory
project, coordinated by Carl Fleischhauer '62,
anyone with access to the World Wide Web
can call up http://memory.loc.gov/amment/ and
enter a virtual museum, where some million
remarkable documents, in a wide range of
media, reveal themselves at the click of a mouse.
While the center was established by the U.S.
Congress in 1976 to record the traditional
expressive culture of the United States, the
American Memory project was undertaken to
preserve and disseminate those "documents" by
digitizing and putting them on the web.
Fleischhauer's attraction to collaborative
projects that combine artistic content with tech
nology has shaped the trajectory of his career so
tar, as has his desire to serve the public. After a
year in India on a Fulbright grant and a twoyear stint in the Army, the honors philosophy
graduate earned an M.F.A. in photography
from Ohio University in 1969.
As a graduate student, his film entitled
"John Mitchel Hickman," a cinematic portrait
of a young bluegrass banjo player in Columbus,
Ohio, tied for second place in the Fourth
National Student Film Festival at Lincoln
Center in New York City. This award led to
six years of television and film production at a
West Virginia public-television station.
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In 1976, Fleischhauer joined the Library of
Congress, where he has been employed ever
since, initially as a folklife specialist in ethno
graphic media documentation at the Library's
American Folklife Center. In 1990, he began
working on the digital collection for American
Memory, shifting his focus from the production
of documents to the preservation of them in
publicly accessibleform.
Among the million documents he has helped
expose to ever-widening audiences are some
that he himself produced for the American
Folklife Center in the late 1970s while partici
pating in a field-study project on the Buckaroo
culture of northern Nevada. In the 1980s, the
photography, film footage, interviews, and
written text that were his contributions to the
field-study project became available to a wider
audience on a laser videodisc Fleischhauer pro
duced himself. The laser disk, which includes
an interactive program used in the Folklife
Center's 1983 exhibition on the image of the
cowboy in American culture, could be pur
chased from the Library of Congress, although
that technology has now been superseded by
the DVD. (Fleischhauer's article on this laser
disk was published in the Summer 1983 edition
of the Bulletin, Volume 7, Number 3.) Now, as
a result of digitizing, those same documents
appear as a collection on American Memory,
accessible to an incalculably larger audience
curious about Buckarcx) culture.
Fleischhauer also appears in library- catalogs as
coauthor of Blue Ridge Honest (1981), The
Grouse Creek Cultural Survey: Integrating
Folklife and Historic Preservation Field Research
(1988), and Documenting America, 1935-1943
(1988). Forthcoming next year is his latest
hook, Bluegrass Odyssey: A Documentary in
Pictures and Words, 1968-1981. In addition, he
has coproduced an audio compact disk called
The Hammons Family: Traditional Music and
Narratives from a West Virginia Family (1999).
His role as a conservator of cultural knowledge (a title Fleischhauer makes no claim to
himself) is reflected in his latest assignment at
the Library of Congress, where he is creating a
digital repository for recorded sound and
moving images collections. These will be
preserved in the new National Audio-Visual
Conservation Center in Culpeper, Virginia,
which is scheduled to open in 2003.
Devotion to the cause of conservation underlies many of Fleischhauer's civic activities, as
well. In the small Chesapeake Bay community in
Calvert County, Maryland, where he lives with
his wife, Paula Johnson, he has served recently
on the boards of an archeological museum, the
county historical society, and a local land trust
that manages more than two thousand acres of
woods and wetlands on the bay.
Fleischhauer's work confirms his belief in the
(Continued <m page 65)

volunteer physician. My sons are spread from
Tucson, Ari:ona, to Guatemala, to Charlotte,
North Carolina, to Washington, D.C., to
Columbus, Ohio. I have four grandchildren—
two of each—ranging from two to eight years. 1
can't wait until the fiftieth class reunion in
2003." Dennis and his wife, Karol, live in
Cleveland, Ohio. Tildon H. McMasters Jr.
reports, "I'm moving back to Kentucky to work
with my daughter, Michelle, who has a business
funding meritorious law suits." Tildon lives in
Louisville, Kentucky. R. Jeremy McNamara
writes, "In 1995,1 retired after thirty-one years
in the English department of Monmouth
College. In 1996,1 gave the commencement
address at Monmouth. In 1999,1 received the
college's Distinguished Service Award. For
1999-2000,1 returned to teaching (half-time),
offering my 'signature' courses: Shakespeare,
British Survey, and Yeats-Eliot." Jerry and his
wife, Mary Alice, live in Monmouth, Illinois.
Marshall N. Terry has been named B.A. Lilly
Professor of English at Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, Texas. Marshall and his
wife, Toni, live in Dallas.
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Richard R. Tryon
474 East Crystal Downs Drive
Frankfort, Michigan 49635
mobydicki@aol.com

Frank Metcalf reports, "I retired from real estate
in 1992, and I'm now living aboard my thirtysix-foot mainship, 'The Duchess.'" He spends
his winters cruising "the islands" aboard his boat,
while in the summer he travels in his R.V.
Frank says he has been in all but eight of the
United States, and he has visited Gambier twice.
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Lewis C. Leach
3908 Versailles Drive
Tampa, Florida 33634
lcleach@aol.com

John L. Hammond reports he continues to
pursue an after-retirement passion for southwest
U.S. archaeology. In September, he spent a
week with a study group mapping Anasazi ruins
on the Ute Mountain Tribal Park in southwest
Colorado. John and his wife, Alice, live in
Portland, Oregon. Arthur L. Johnson tells us
he retired in the fall of 1999 after thirty-one
years with the history department of the State
University of New York at Potsdam. He says he
keeps himself busy working as a history lecturer
on a river/canal cruise boat, serving as an adjunct
professor at Potsdam, and participating in the
Grass River Players, a community theater group.
Arthur and his wife, Anne, live in Potsdam, New
York. D. Barry Menuez reports he is president
of the Mill Street Loft Association, a multi-level,
community-wide arts project providing educa
tional opportunities in Poughkeepsie, New York.
Barry and his wife, Jean, live in Poughkeepsie.
Robert Mezey represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Pamela Brooks Gann as the
fourth president of Claremont McKenna
College in Claremont, California, on October
23, 1999. A poet-in-residence and professor at
Pomona College, Robert lives in Claremont.
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George B. Hallock
9 Arcadia Court
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003

Perry J. Pascarella represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Mark H. Collier as the seventh
president of Baldwin-Wallace College in Berea,
Ohio, on October 22, 1999. Perry and his wife,
Carol, live in Bay Village, Ohio.
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Henry J. Steck
36 West Court Street
Cortland, New York 13045
steckh@cortland.edu
Co-Agent: Donald A. Fischman
Henry J. Steck tells us he was elected to the
Board of Directors of the Alliance of Universi
ties for Democracy at its annual meeting in
Badapest, Hungary, on November 9, 1999.
Henry, a political scientist, and his wife, Janet,
live in Cortland, New York.
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Adolph Faller III
17703 Woodbury
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
fallerdolph@email.msn.com

Bob Mosher writes, "Last winter, my wife,
Miko, and I traveled to Portugal over the 1999
New Year's holiday with the Kenyon alumni
tour—and had the great fun of meeting Lewis
"Tim" Leach '55 and his lovely wife, Nancy.
The four of us successfully researched the wines
of Portugal." The Moshers live in San
Francisco, California. Daniel P. Roth reports,
"Having survived six hurricanes in the last
three years, the marriage of two of my three
children within a one-year period, and the
arrival of my first grandchild, I'm alive and well
on the North Carolina coast, enjoying life."
Dan lives in Wrightsville Beach, North
Carolina. Bishop William E. Swing was
featured in the August 1999 edition of Senior
Golfer. According to the article, Bill's fondness
for golf underlies his enigmatic personality:
"Whether pursuing peace among the world's
religions or chasing birdies, California's Bishop
Swing dispatches all with dedication, determi
nation and a sense of humor." Pro golfer P.H.
Horgan said of Bill, "Besides being a great golfer,
Bill's really a super guy to play with. Such a
positive guy, a wonderful disposition." Bill,
who is head of the Episcopal Church in
Northern California, lives in San Francisco
with his wife, Mary.
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Donald Bomann Jr.
73 Weaver Street Unit *15
Greenwich, Connecticut 06831
realty3@aol.com

Joseph "Jeff" Levy recently retired from
Minnesota's Metropolitan State University
after twenty-eight years as a founding faculty
member. He reports that a change in lifestyle,
in addition to spending time at the Duke
University Diet and Fitness Center in Durham,
North Carolina, has enabled him to lose thirtysix pounds. Jeff also informs us he visited
KCAB

Beijing for the People's Republic of China's
fiftieth-year celebration with friends from his
English-teaching stint in Hangzhou, Zhejiang,
China in late 1995. Jeff lives in Richmond,
Wisconsin. Donald G. McCreery informs us
he is "finally retired after twenty-five years in
the computer industry and fifteen years in
international finance." Donald says he and his
wife, Judith, live six months each year in
Australia and six months in the Bahamas, while
their three children live in Hawaii, New York
City, and the United Kingdom.
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Edwin H. Eaton Jr.
9050 Beech Trail
Cincinnati, Ohio 45243
eheaton@earthlink.net

Lamar M. Hill and his wife, Ellen Ratovich,
inform us both their son and daughter were
married within the past year. Lamar and Ellen
plan on spending the upcoming year traveling
to Ireland, Peru, Bolivia, and Argentina. They
live in Irvine, California. Rev. David O. McCoy
writes, "I'm now retired but busier than ever. 1
think I'm suffering retirement burnout. My
wife, Terry, continues as director of Hunger
Network in Ohio. We have two grandchildren:
Caitelin, daughter of Stephen A. McCoy '87
and Stephanie Klapper; and Caleb, son of
Elizabeth McCoy Hansel '89 and Charlie
Hansel." J. Thomas Moore informs us he
completed his fourth year with Stillwater Group
Homes—"challenging work with mentally
retarded males"—in October 1999. He writes,
"I live alone with my aging dog, Riff Raff, and
four cats: Brad and Janet (see any connection
with Rocky Horror?) and Saska and Sheba. I
read a lot, write some." Tom lives in Stillwater,
Oklahoma. William M. Mosbrook reports he
recently purchased a publishing company, Path
finder Publishing of California. He also tells us
he is active in the Channel Island Yacht Club.
Bill and his wife, Evelyn, live in Oxnard, Cali
fornia. William S. Reed married Beverly Decker
Stevens on December 11, 1999, in the Wellesley College chapel in Wellesley, Massachusetts.
Will continues as vice president for finance and
administration at Wellesley, while Bev (mother
of Jeffrey L. Stevens '91) is vice president for
development at Pathfinders International, a
nonprofit organization in Watertown, Massa
chusetts, that supports women's reproductive
health in third world countries. Will tells us
that, between the two of them, he and Bev now
have four grandchildren. He also writes, "I
returned to Gambier to witness and celebrate
with David Taft the dedication of the Taft
Cottages. I'm looking forward to returning to
Kenyon in May for our fortieth reunion." Will
and Bev live in Wellesley.
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David C. Brown
539 Barberry Lane
Louisville, Kentucky 40206
dbrown@sites.com
Co-Agent: R. Hutchins Hodgson Jr.
James K. Robinson tells us he has retired from
his family practice in Medford, Wisconsin. He

had been practicing medicine for thirty-two
years. Jim writes, "My wife, Pat, and I remain
healthy and active, as do our two children,
Becca and Jim 111, who enters an obstetrics/
gynecology residency next year. Life has been
good to us." The Robinsons live in Medford.
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Paul C. Heintz
269 Booth Lane
Haverford, PA 19041
pcheintz@ix.netcom.com
Co-Agents: Patrick R. Edwards, Thomas J.
Hoffmann, William P. Russell
F

Richard A. Rubin, who has been on the
College's Parents Advisory Committee for the
past two years, reports he is serving as chair of
the Kenyon Parents Fund for 1999-2000. He is
the father of Pilar B. Rubin '00. Richard and
his wife, Marcia Smolens, live in Mill Valley,
California.
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Neal M. Mayer
8305 Burdette Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
nmayet@mindspring.com

Rev. C. Perrin Radley reports he and his wife,
Laurel, recently moved to Perrin's boyhood
home in Washington, D.C. He writes, "I look
forward to getting to know Neal M. Mayer
again and others in the neighborhood!"
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David A. Schmid
237 Brigantine Circle
Norwell, Massachusetts 02061
jdschmid@webtv.net

Henry S. Pool writes, "For the first time in
thirty-two years, I'm changing jobs. I'm now
general counsel-corporate banking for PNC
Bank." Henry and his wife, Linda, live in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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James L. Miller
12091 Eagleville Road
North Baltimore, Ohio 45872

Rev. Isaac M. Kikawada reports the highlight
of 1999 was his visit to Gambier in the spring
to participate in a symposium honoring his
most influential teacher and friend, Professor
Emeritus of Classics William E. McCulloh. Isaac
and his wife, Heidi, live in Mountain View,
California. Thomas R. Sant represented
Kenyon at the inauguration of Kendall L. Baker
as the tenth president of Ohio Northern Uni
versity in Ada, Ohio, on December 2, 1999,
and the inauguration of Daniel A. Felicetti as
the thirteenth president of Capital University
in Columbus, Ohio, on January 23, 2000.
Tom, a trustee of the College, and his wife,
Joan, live in Hilliard, Ohio.
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Denis B. Pierce
1231 Oak Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60202

F.B. "Burt" Dibble tells us he was elected to
the Board of Directors of the American
49

Academy of Family Physicians at its annual
meeting in September 1999. He also works for
Aetna U.S. Healthcare as network medical
director for New Hampshire and continues in
his family practice on a part-time basis in
Kingston, New Hampshire. Burt and his wife,
Maria, live in Exeter, New Hampshire. David
W. Foote writes, "This past summer I was
selected to participate in a National Endow
ment for the Humanities summer seminar for
high-schix)l teachers entitled 'The Gothic
Cathedral as a Mirror of Medieval Culture.'
The seminar met in Paris, so my wife, Cathy,
and 1 lived in Paris for six weeks and traveled all
over France studying cathedrals with fourteen
other high-school teachers from the United
States. When we returned, I began a new job.
After thirty-three years as an English teacher,
I'm now the assistant principal of Lake Forest
High School on Chicago's North Shore. I'm
looking forward to the new challenges, hut I
know I'll miss the classroom." The Footes live
in Wilmette, Illinois. John A. Rutter informs
us, "I have rwo daughters: Cynthia, who is
thirty years old, married, and living in Golden,
Colorado, and Grier, who is twenty-eight years
old and living in New York City. My current
wife, Suzin, and I have a fourteen-year-old son,
John A. Rutter 111, who is now going to the
University School in Cleveland, Ohio. His
love is hockey; he is now on the junior varsity
team hut practices with the varsity." The
Rutters live in Pepper Pike, Ohio. Peter S.
Sheridan represented Kenyon at the inaugura
tion of Charles Karelis as the fourteenth
president of Colgate University in Hamilton,
New York, on October 17, 1999. Peter and his
wife, Frances, live in Hamilton.
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Alan T. Radnor
400 South Columbia Avenue
Bexley, Ohio 4 3209

How ard A. Levy has been elected chairman of
the board of the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL) for the Ohio/Kenrucky/Allegheny region.
He also served as the chair of the ADL's Civil
Rights Committee for six years. A partner at
the Cleveland, Ohio, law firm of Renesch,
Friedlander, Coplan, and Aronoff, Howard
serves as chair of the firm's LaKir Employment
Practices Group. He and his wife, Nancy, live
in Shaker Heights, Ohio. Jeremiah S. Miller
tells us he is the senior partner at the oldest and
largest law firm in New Canaan, Connecticut.
He writes, "The last time I was a senior at any
thing was in 1967 at Kenyon. The next time
will be in ten years when I'll he able to get the
discount rate at the local theater. 1 still feel like
I should be in my twenties, the age of my kids.
I hope my classmates feel the same." Jeremiah
and his wife, Carol Jean, live in Ridgefield,
Connecticut. Alan T. Radnor recently wrote a
handKx»k entitled Cross Examining Doctors: A
Practical Cuide. According to its publisher, the
American Law Institute-American Bar Asstxriarion, the handKx>k provides to attorneys "an
analytical framework and numenxis 'how to'
pointers for every step of the cross-examination
process," using "excerpts from real cross-
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examinations to demonstrate how to conduct
tight, orderly, and short physician crossexaminations." An attorney at Vorys, Sater,
Seymour, and Pease in Columbus, Ohio, Alan
lives with his wife, Carol, in Bexley, Ohio.
M
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Howard B. Edelstein
48 Lyman Circle
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122
hedelstein@ttxldclev.com
Co-Agent: William E. Bennett
Thomas A. Hensley tells us he recently qualified
as a lite member of the Massachusetts Bar
Foundation, an eleemosynary- group, limited to
2 percent of the bar. Thomas lives in Lakeville,
Massachusetts. P. Jeffrey Jones reports he has
been living in Santa Fe, New Mexico, for the
past fourteen years. His sons, Christopher and
Jeremy, are nine and six, respectively. Jeff and
his best friend, Jeffrey G. Kelly '69, have
gotten together each year for the past twentysix years and participated in a nine-mile run.
William M. Northway writes, "Paul H. Rigali
and I are Kith members of the E.H. Angle
Stxriety of Orthodontists and as such meet on
an annual basis. Paul is doing well, with a
terrific practice in Wallingford, Connecticut. I
ran into James H. Peace '71 on a flight home
from a business meeting for horticulturists and
people who own nurseries, as Jim dties in the
Baltimore area. He looks great, and aKiut
twenty-eight." Bill and his wife, Carin, live in
Traverse City, Michigan. Ralph H. Poole III
represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Mark D. Gearan as the twenty-sixth president
of Hobart College and the fifteenth president of
William Smith College on October 22, 1999, in
Geneva, New York. Ralph and his wife,
Carolyn, live in Geneva.
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Barry P. Goode
615 Cypress Point Road
Richmond, California 94801
bgoode@mdhe.com
Co-Agent: Christopher H. Marty
David B. Bell tells us he returned to Kenyon on
July 4, 1998, for the marriage of his daughter,
Carolyn, to T. Andrew Kingston '95. He
writes, "We had a great time showing the campus
to family and friends of K>th generations." David
and his wife, Mary, live in Burke, Virginia.
Thomas Caceci tells us he was recently issued
two U.S. patents in the biotechnology field,
one for "a synthetic antifreeze peptide" and
another for "a gene for an artificial antifreeze
peptide." These patents, he reports, "are the
result of research carried out under grants from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and the National Academy of
Sciences. Synthetic antifreeze proteins are
mimics of natural molecules that protect fish,
insects, and plants from freezing. They have a
number of potential uses, ranging from protect
ing aircraft and roadways from ice to cryogenic
preservation of biological materials. The
synthetic gene might also be used to transform
plants to provide them with protection against
freezing." Tom and his wife, Susan, live in

Blackshurg, Virginia. Jay Natoli, a law partner
at Natoli Ranch/Natoli, reports he has been
trying a lot of cases as his firm is primarily litiga
tion-oriented and he is paying college and highschool tuitions for his sons, Ryan (twenty-tine)
and Chase (fifteen). Jay and his wife, Holly,
live in Paradise Valley, Arizona. Greg L.
Offenburger informs us he was elected to the
International College of Dentists this year. His
daughter, Allison, who graduated from Denison
University in May 1999, was the women's
lacrosse player of the year for the North Coast
Athletic Conference and an NCAA division
111 first-team All-American. Greg and his wife,
Mary Susan, live in Worthington, Ohio.
Wesley S. Poth represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Anne Cairns Federlein as
president of Ohio State University at Newark
and Central Ohio Technical College on
November 19, 1999. Wes and his wife, Cindy
Anne, live in Newark, Ohio. An article by
Gregory D. Seeley, of Seeley, Savidge, and
Ehert Company, was published in the DecemKr 1999 issue of American College for Advance
ment in Medicine. Its subject was informedconsent requirements on nonsurgical proce
dures and whether physicians should explain
Kith the treatment recommended as well as
"medically reasonable" alternative treatment
not recommended by the physician. Greg, who
serves as director of the Corporate/Business
Division of Seeley, Savidge, and Ehert, lives
with his wife, Claudia, in Westlake, Ohio.
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Stephen T. Scott
6310 Darby Way
Spring, Texas 77389

Robert C. Boruchowitz informs us he has now
completed twenty-one years as director of the
Seattle Defender Association. Bob lives in
Seattle, Washington. Murray L. Horwitz
performed in Youngstown, Ohio, on August 15,
1999, as featured entertainer for the second
annual Ruth Hollander Cultural Arts Memorial
Program. He appeared as Sholom Aleichem,
the great Yiddish writer and Jewish humorist.
Dressed in period costume, and with only a few
props, Murray engaged his audience with jokes
and stories from a wide range of Aleichem's
writings. Vice president for cultural program
ming with National Public Radio, Murray lives
in Chevy Chase, Maryland, with his wife, Lisa,
and their three children. Richard R. Irons
tells us his first book, The Wounded Healer, has
sold out of its first edition. He plans to attend
the class reunion in May. Richard and his wife,
Kirsten, live in Topeka, Kansas. James E.
Nininger reports he is serving the second year
of his term as president of the New York State
Psychiatric Association. On his way hack from
his annual retreat to the northern Ontario
wilderness, Jim saw Robert W. Weist Jr. '71 in
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Jim says, "Pin look
ing forward to the thirtieth class reunion and
thirty-fifth-year Kokosinger celebration in May."
He and his wife, Margaret, live in Yorktown
Heights, New York. William F. Paraska tells us
he recently took advantage of an opportunity to
return to what he really likes doing—operations
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and engineering of information technology
infrastructure. He writes, "Being able to do this
in an urban university environment presents
some unique challenges to use the latest/greatest
technology. Downtown Atlanta is where I'll
be, at Georgia State University." Bill and his
wife, Susan, live in Marietta, Georgia. Bertram
B. Parker writes, "I have recently embarked on
an exciting new endeavor, the Cajacet Project.
I have joined my philanthropic and fundraising
expertise with that of a human rights and
services activist to create a unique organization.
Its purpose is to provide both a structure and a
place to bring together persons and groups in
different fields, who may nor normally have
dealings with one another, so they can engage
in dialogue, problem solving, resource accessing
and development, and other activities to better
achieve genuine equality for all peoples and
communities. I have also yielded to the siren
song of the tropics, and I have acquired
property in Key West, Florida, where 1 intend
to hide out from Old Man Winter from now
on." Bert and his partner, Thomas Joint, live
in Jamestown, Rhode Island.
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Richard E. Yorde Jr.
19660 Baker Road
Gambier, Ohio 43022

Scott D. Miller tells us he has published a fullday seminar for the American Institute of CPAs
(AICPA) on valuing a closely held company
with an employee stock-ownership plan. He is
also part of the AICPA National Faculty that
teaches business valuations. "This really is a big
deal," says Scott, "as there are only a few
authors/speakers in the United States for the
AICPA." He and his wife, Jayne, and their two
children live in Dousman, Wisconsin. Michael
W. Rosenberg informs us he continues to do
general surgery in Fort Myers, Florida, where he
lives with his wife, Carol. Their daughter,
Angie, is a junior at Emory University majoring
in sociology, and their son, Sam, is a sophomore
in high school and a starting player for the
basketball team. Rev. Mark C. Sullivan was
recently installed as the pastor of St. Peter's
Episcopal Church in Smyrna, Delaware. He
says, "I've been getting to know the people and
the community. This first year is really a time
to listen to people as they tell me their stories,
their histories, their hopes and dreams." St.
Peter's Church has a membership of about two
hundred fifty, with a total of about one hundred
people attending the two services each Sunday.
Mark also volunteers with Hospice programs
and Habitat for Humanity. Mark and his wife,
Jane, live in Smyrna. William C. Watterson
has been awarded the Edward Little Professor
ship of English Language and Literature at
Bowdoin College. He read from his own works
of poetry at his inaugural presentation. In addi
tion to his teaching and writing, Bill participates
in workshops and readings sponsored by the
New England Council for the Humanities. He
has also been a National Endowment for the
Humanities panelist reviewing proposals for
summer research in topics in English literature.
Bill lives in Brunswick, Maine. Terry D.
KCAB

Zimmerman represented Kenyon at the inaug
uration of Luis M. Proenza as the fifteenth
president of the University of Akron on
October 13, 1999. Terry lives in Akron, Ohio,
with his wife, Julia.
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Douglas G. Holbrook
111 East 7th Street, *52
New York, New York 10019
Co-Agent: James H. Dunning

Thomas R. Moore informs us he hosted the
Pittsburgh Regional Association's alumni,
parents, and new and current students for a
picnic in his back yard last summer. He says, "J.
Alex Maurer '89 was in charge!" Tom and his
wife, Maryann, live in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Jeffrey A. Wolin writes that the Catherine
Edelman Gallery in Chicago, Illinois, displayed
a fifteen-year survey of his photographs and text
in January and February 2000. Jeff and his wife,
Elizabeth, live in Bloomington, Indiana.
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James T. Elliott Jr.
11 Cooper Lane
Basking Ridge, New Jersey 07920
jim.eIliott@us.pwcglobal.com
Co-Agent: R. Benton Gray 111
Rosecrans "Crans" Baldwin Jr. tells us he was
back in Gambier recently, showing Kenyon to
his daughter Leslie (eighteen). Crans says
Professor of Art Martin Garhart and his wife,
Cynthia Hale Garhart, gave him and Leslie a
"terrific tour of the new Kenyon!" Crans, his
wife, Ann, and their family live in Darien,
Connecticut. Susan Birns has joined Massa
chusetts College of Liberal Arts as an assistant
professor in the Department of Sociology/
Anthropology/Social Work. Previously a con
sultant for the Pittsfield (Massachusetts) Com
munity Partnership Program, she has published
and presented numerous papers, including "Life
After Leaving Abusive Men: Looking Past the
Fear." Susan and her husband, Jack Swindlehurst, live in Pittsfield. Peter M. Bloomfield,
along with the architectural firm of Bloomfield
and Associates, designed the regional headquar
ters of Cox Radio in Orlando, Florida. Peter
and his wife, Peta, live in Merion Station, Penn
sylvania. Charles V. Contrada represented
Kenyon at the inauguration of Vik J. Kapoor as
the fourteenth president of the University of
Toledo on September 10, 1999. Charlie lives
in Toledo, Ohio, with his wife, Carol. Their
son, David R. Contrada '03, following in
Charlie's fixnsteps, plays football for the Lords.
David W. Cronin writes, "I'm still in Annapolis,
working for Maryland Energy Administration
promoting conservation and renewables. Alec,
twelve, who is my height, is playing basketball.
Andrew, nine, wants to be a soccer star, but he
may have lacrosse in his future. I was fortunate
enough to play golf recently with Charles
"Chip" Duvall, and I see Jeffrey C. Franklin
'70, David C. Barclay '72, Ronald G. Callison
'72, Gregory P. Andorfer, Gay Garth Legg,
Jude Ross, and Susan Stribling '74 regularly
enough to keep up." Dave and his wife, Karen,
live in Annapolis. R. Benton Gray and his wife,

Kathleen, announce the birth of a daughter,
Kerry Shea Gray, on May 19, 1999. Kerry joins
brothers John (fifteen) and Michael (thirteen).
The Gray family lives in Cleveland Heights,
Ohio. Melanie Jackson McLane writes, "I'm
more and more active in real-estate education,
teaching courses for designations as well as con
sumer and continuing education. Our oldest,
Lauren, headed off to Dickinson College in the
fall." Melanie, her husband, James, and their
two children, Lauren (eighteen) and Clark
(four-teen), live in Jersey Shore, Pennsylvania.
Edward J. Meyer III tells us he is executive
vice president of a firm specializing in golf-course
developments. He, his wife, Lorraine, and their
family live in Linville Falls, North Carolina, on
the site of one of the company's golf develop
ments. "1 like to travel to our other sites, but
coming home to the western North Carolina
mountains is always special," Ed says. M.
Suzanne Mize tells us her oldest daughter,
Jessica (eighteen), has enrolled at Washington
University in St. Louis to pursue a degree in
engineering. Suzie and her husband, Mark
Walker, live in Gallipolis, Ohio. Caroline H.
Nesbitt informs as her theater company, Advice
to the Players, is planning a second-season
production of Much Ado About Nothing, buoyed
by the success of last year's Othello. Caroline is
a part-time faculty member of the Community
School (an accredited alternative high school)
and the New Hampshire Institute of Art, where
she teaches drama. Her essays continue to be
published widely and fairly regularly. Caroline
also says she's "still on the farm." She and her
husband, Robert, live in North Sandwich, NewHampshire. Edward "Mel" Otten, a physician,
professor, and director of toxicology at the
University of Cincinnati, tells us he is currently
working with a national committee to develop a
plan for responding to terrorist activities. Mel's
older son, Eddie, is a junior at Miami Univer
sity, and his younger son, Davey, is a senior in
high school. Mel and his wife, Kathleen, live
in Cincinnati, Ohio. David L. Roberts writes,
"I got a Ph.D. in the history of science from
Johns Hopkins University in 1998. My current
research is on the history of the 'new math' of
the 1960s, supported by a fellowship from the
National Academy of Education. I live in
Laurel, Maryland, with my wife, Jenny Scott, a
microbiologist."
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Alice C. Fleming
8395 Dell Oak Cove
Germantown, Tennessee 38139
Co-Agent: Martha Blazer Smith

David S. Barrie has been named vice president
of Asia Pacific Operations by the Eaton Corpo
ration, a global manufacturer of highly engineered
products that serves industrial, vehicle, construc
tion, commercial, aerospace, and semiconductor
markets. Its headquarters are in Cleveland,
Ohio. Dave, who will report to Eaton's presi
dent and chief operating officer, will be based in
Hong Kong. Clare Kendall writes, "We're
moving to a small village in the beautiful Sussex
countryside. Our boys will attend the village
school. I will continue to do general-practice
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sessions and also work in the local dermatology
department." Clare, her husband, Noel Kent,
and their two sons, Thomas (seven) and William
(five), live at "Maple Leaf," Lymden Line, Stone
Gate, East Sussex, TN5 7EE, England. Marylen
Marty-Gentile represented Kenyon at the inaug
uration of Richard S. Millman as the seven
teenth president of Knox College on October
22, 1999. Marylen lives in River Forest, Illinois,
with her husband, Michael Gentile (a Knox
alumnus). Ellen Winters Miller writes, "How
wonderful it was to connect with people again
at ixir reunion after twenty-five years. It became
even more meaningful when, on June 29, 1999,
I was diagnosed with ovarian cancer. Today,
with three surgeries and four chemotherapy
treatments behind me, my prognosis is great. At
least five more treatments are ahead as I fight to
become disease-free. For those friends I've
missed through the years and who didn't make
it to ixir twenty-fifth, I hope all is well with you.
For those who shared those great moments in
May with me, thank you. I truly had a wonder
ful time." Ellen and her husband, Bruce Miller,
live in Newport Beach, California. James J.
O'Mailia tells us he has been senior partner in a
medical practice since 1988 and that his wife,
Cheri, is active in the Fort Myers, Florida,
community. Their children, James (seven) and
Caroline (five), are "as different as night and
day," he writes. "As for me, no time tor hobbies.
I do enjoy lecturing and the clinical aspects of
medicine. I'm looking forward to early retire
ment and some mountain air. I may take up a
latent career as a sports writer!" Stewart F.
Peck represented Kenyon at the inauguration
of Scott S. Cowen as the fourteenth president
of Tulane University on September 24, 1999.
Stewart and his wife, Renee Brandt Peck '75,
live in New Orleans, Louisiana. Jeffrey K.
Rucker writes, "It was great to see everybody at
the twenty-fifth reunion. Joan and I, with four
wonderful children ages four to fourteen, are
settling into life in North Andover, Massachu
setts. We are close to two Kenyon-like campuses,
Phillips Academy and Brcxiks School. Kenyon
people are always welcome to call at work, 978538-3000. I'm returning to campus for the
alumni basketball game in Y2K." Susan G.
Schueller married Edwin J. Meyer on August
14, 1999, in Cleveland, Ohio. Susan says no
alumni were able to attend the wedding, but
she was able to talk to several about why they
could not attend. "What a phone bill!" she
says. Susan and Edwin are living in Cleveland.
Caroline "Coty" Sidnam and her partners in
the architectural firm of Sidnam Petrone Gartner
were recently honored with an Award for
Interior Architecture for their America Online
Interactive Marketing and Corporate Offices in
New York City. Coty lives in New York City.
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Linda Dickman Findlay
210 West Walnut Street
Alexandria, Virginia
lfindlay@phclpsdtxlge.com
Co-Agent: Deborah A. Jansen
Carswell "Carlie" Berlin was featured in the
December 1999 issue of House and Garden
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magazine for turning his Manhattan penthouse
in a 1930s Art Deco building into a showcase
for high-style American classical furniture from
the early nineteenth century. Carlie, who says
his collection of furniture is always changing,
notes that the most important tool for finding
great pieces is a pair of good eyes. Carlie and his
wife, Lori, live in New York City. In an article
for his local newspaper, Steven C. Durning
tells about his experiences while in Japan. He
was among a number of U.S. teachers who were
accepted as Fulbright Memorial Fund Fellows,
through which teachers visit Japanese schools
and meet with Japanese educators to discuss
mutual problems and how best to solve them.
Steve describes his visit to Japan as "like visiting
another planet, strange and wonderful." Steve
and his wife, Dawn, live in Halliston, Maine.
Charlotte "Shami" Jones McCormick tells us
she continues to live in Westport, New York,
in the Adirondacks, with her husband, Daniel
McCormick, and their family. Shami still works
as the artistic director of The Depot Theatre.
Margaret M. Merckens is finishing her twentythird season at The Old Creamery Theatre,
Iowa's only small professional Equity theater, in
Amana, Iowa. She appeared on stage in five
productions and directed a sixth production,
which she helped to adapt from the traveling
tent shows of the 1930s. Meg says, "True to
history, we performed 'under canvas' for four
weeks. I'm hoping to return to Gambier for our
reunion." She and her husband, Thomas
Johnson, live in South Amana, Iowa. Karen
Mesberg writes, "We have made a big move
from New York to Highland Park, Illinois, and
everyone is adjusting, slowly but surely." Karen,
her husband, Scott Univer '73, and their
family live in Highland Park. David A. Meyer
and his wife, Carole, announce the birth of a
daughter, Rachel Ann Meyer, on June 15, 1999.
"Both mother and baby are doing great," David
says. The Meyer family, which also includes
Tara (thirteen), James (eleven), and Alexis
(two), lives in Danville, California. Marcel
Mindlin writes, "I continue to live in the heart
of L.A.'s 'jazz district,' and the bougainvilleas I
planted ten years ago have become trees, bkximing across the front and back of our house.
This year, I joined Universal Studio's marketing
team as creative director of theatrical advertis
ing. Recently, I've worked on the movies Life
and The Mummy, among others, and I'm happy
being on the 'other side of the desk.' My
company, Dangerous Ideas, remains as a vehicle
for independent endeavors. I'd love to hear
from old(er) friends who might be in the area,
or would like to get in touch, at 818-777-1811
or ideasdangerous@yahoo.com." Marcel and his
wife, Elizabeth, live in Los Angeles, California.
James W. Minter Jr. says, "After working with
my father in the family business, BikO Machine
and Welding, since 1980,1 now own and
operate it myself. My wife, Sue, came to work
with me in October 1998, and we are excited
about our new status as business owners." The
Minter family lives in Brtxikhaven, Mississippi.
John A. Mitchell tells us he and his wife,
Russetta, celebrated their twenty-fifth wedding
anniversary on July 12, 1999, with a tour of

Australia. They also enjoyed the graduation of
their oldest daughter, Amanda, from the School
of Architecture at Mississippi State University.
The Mitchell family lives in Colorado Springs,
Colorado. Elizabeth K. Parker was inducted
into the Kenyon Athletic Association Hall of
Fame as a member of the 1972 field hockey and
the 1973 spring lacrosse teams her sophomore
year. Liz writes, "Constance Chapman Dillon
and I had a blast traveling to Gambier. We
missed some of our teammates, but we had a
great time with Kim Mayhew Blackey '74,
Virginia Buermann Capute '74, Elizabeth
Arnold Rice '74, and Sally Pittman Wright
'74. It was wonderful to see Susan Halpert."
In 1972, the fall's first field-hockey game was
the first game for Kenyon's first women's varsity
athletic program. "The friendships started on
those playing fields have continued through the
years," says Liz, who lives with her husband,
Mark Magyar, in Millington, New Jersey.
Helene M. Shapiro recently wrote an article on
the Weyr Characteristic that was published in
American Mathematical Monthly. She is a
member of the Department of Mathematics and
Statistics at Swarthmore College, where she has
been teaching since 1980. Helene lives in
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania.
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Michael W. Young
1331 Savannah Lane
Carlsbad, California 92009
myoung@l igand.com

James M. Borgman writes, "Thank you to all
our friends for your letters and contributions to
Kenyon in memory of Lynn Goodwin
Borgman. The kids and I are finding more
peace as the seasons change and time carries us
forward. Sometimes I'm sure it is your thoughts
and prayers that lift us to our feet. Thank you."
Jim and his family live in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Last August, Lynn Manierre Cuthbert wrote,
"I've been working for our family business for
almost two years. We're being transferred with
United Airlines from the Chicago, Illinois, area
to Carmel, Indiana, for my husband's job. We're
looking forward to being in the Indianapolis
area, and we hope to be there a long time."
Lynn, her husband, John Cuthbert, and their
family live in Carmel, Indiana. William A.
Heidrich III tells us he and his wife, Debbie,
ran in and completed the Cincinnati Flying Pig
Marathon in May 1999. Bill and Debbie live in
West Chester, Ohio. McCallum Robinson
Hoyt represented Kenyon at the inauguration
of David H. Auston as the president of Case
Western Reserve University on October 29,
1999. Cally and her husband, Douglas K. Hoyt
'81, live in Shaker Heights, Ohio. Sylvia
"Becky" Robbins-Penniman writes, "In June, I
will finish my class work at Trinity Lutheran
Seminary/Bexley Hall in Columbus, Ohio. After
my field work and internship, I anticipate being
ordained a transitional deacon in the Episcopal
Church within the next year. Yikes! Who'd a
thunk it?" She also tells us her children, Sarah
(fifteen) and Mark (eleven), are doing well.
Becky, who invites classmates to stay in touch
at becky275@cs.com, and her husband, Gus
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Penniman, live in Columbus. Reed C. Peters
II says he is "still working at IBM, hut last year
bought a small inn that caters to bird-watchers
and other natural-history enthusiasts in the
Chiricahua Mountains of Southeastern
Arizona." Reed, who lives in Chicago, Illinois,
has a website at www.cavecreekranch.com.
Dennis M. Reitenbach tells us he recently
completed his doctorate in psychology. He now
practices at a local community mental health
center, where he specializes in marital counseling
and gay-lesbian-bisexual-transsexual adjustment
issues. "I've been devoting my energies toward
professional publication and research and living
happily with my partner of ten years, Ron," says
Dennis. "1 enjoy college teaching, and I serve
as an adjunct instructor at Cleveland State
University." He and Ron live in Cleveland,
Ohio. Dudley W. Sanders reports he married
Rebecca Dean Willard on August 8, 1998. He
is the chair of the Department of Theatre and
Dance at Agnes Scott College. Didley and
Rebecca live in Tucker, Georgia. M. Bradford
Sanders writes, "My wife, Margie, and I have
two beautiful daughters, Megan (seventeen)
and Amy (thirteen). We have been back in
Cincinnati, Ohio, for twelve years. I've been
practicing law since 1985, and I now have a
suburban practice in Montgomery, Ohio, twenty
miles north of the city. From time to time, we
have the pleasure of visiting with Daniel J.
Blend, Bruce A. Broxterman, Joe S. Honerlaw,
and Paul R. Klug '78 and his wife, M. Phoebe
Brown *79." The Sanders family lives in
Montgomery. Alexander C. Schoch writes, "I
have been appointed to the position of vice
president-legal for B.F. Goodrich Aerospace, and
I'm relocating to our new company headquarters
in Charlotte, North Carolina." Alex and his
wife, Kristy, have been living in Hudson, Ohio.
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Patrick J. Edwards
4 Cornell
Lincolnshire, Illinois 60069
Co-Agents: Sarah S. Allan,
John R. Layton
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Timothy G. Barber was recently profiled in the
Charlotte, North Carolina, Business Journal for
his work as a trial attorney with the firm Womble
Carlyle. He has won high-profile cases such as
Food Lion Inc. vs. Capital Cities/ABC in 1997
and Rhone-Poulenc Agro vs. DKalb Generics.
Tim says, "Your job as a trial attorney is, number
one, to keep the jury awake and provide them
with the information so they understand it,
without being condescending or talking down to
them." He and his wife, Madia Clark Barber,
and their three sons, Christopher (fifteen),
Mark (twelve), and John (eight), live in
Charlotte. Carol Bruggman-Mitchell tells us,
"I continue to pursue my lifetime love of art.
I'm teaching adult classes at the Braitman Studio
and exhibiting my work regularly. My children
are growing up; Andrew is in the ninth grade,
Stuart is in the sixth, and Julia is in the third.
My husband, Mack Mitchell, is really enjoying
his work as chairman of internal medicine at
Carolinas Medical Center." Carol and her
family live in Charlotte, North Carolina. Alan
KCAB

R. Lewine reports he married Nanne Eliot on
December 21, 1997. Alan, who earned his law
degree at Georgetown University in 1997, is an
associate at Piper and Marbury, working with
new technology entrepreneurs on finance,
licensing, and corporate issues. Nanne is an
architect and law student. Alan, who tells us
he has bought a hundred-year-old row house
on Capitol Hill, and Nanne live in Washington,
D.C. David C. Perry informs us he went to a
Colorado Rockies baseball game with David 1.
Ginsberg in June 1999. David and his wife,
Holly Smith Perry '78, live in Longmont,
Colorado. Thomas W. Toch tells us that, after
ten years as a writer and editor at U.S. News and
World Report, he is now a guest scholar at the
Brookings Institution in Washington, D.C.,
where he is writing a book about Christopher
Whittle. Last semester he taught at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education. Tom and his
wife, Ann, live in Washington. Patricia Mauro
Warrick writes, "1 started my own investment
banking and strategic consulting firm in February
1998, serving mid-sized, privately held companies
in the Mid-Atlantic region in the areas of
mergers and acquisitions, corporate finance, and
turn-arounds." Tricia and her husband, John,
live in Bethel Park, Pennsylvania.
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Lisa Coney Shively
6 Peartree Lane
Wayland, Massachusetts 01778
lisa_s_coney@fleet.com

William M. Carlson and his wife, Barbara,
adopted a baby girl from South Korea in August
1999. Maya Kim Carlson (born February 23,
1999) joins her eight-year-old brother, Matthew,
at the Carlson home in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
Bill has been promoted to computer consultant
with the Chesapeake Corporation, and Barbara
is currently on child-care leave from her job as a
school counselor. Kevin M. Driscoll and his
wife, Stacey, announce the birth of their second
son, Skyler Chad Discoll, on July 22, 1999.
The Discolls, whose family also includes Kevin
Michael Discoll Jr. (two), live in Emerald Isle,
South Carolina. Peyton R. Patterson writes,
"Life remains very challenging but exciting as 1
balance an executive banking job with raising a
two-year-old daughter, Kathleen. I would love
to hear from fellow alumni if you're in town."
Peyton and her husband, Thomas Neustaetter,
live in Greenwich, Connecticut. Michael T.
Ryan tells us he was promoted to vice president
of merchandising of Circuit City stores in May
1999. Michael and his wife, Patricia, live in
Richmond, Virginia.
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Mary Ann Duff Gulino
8 York Dive
Athens, Ohio 45701
gulino@ohio.edu
Co-Agents: Daniel A. Gulino, David M. Troup
Andrew P. Burnside and his wife, Ann,
announce the birth of a son, Andrew Phelps
Burnside Jr., on September 26, 1999. The
Burnside family lives in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Mary Anne Gorman Cunningham writes that

she and her husband, Don Cunningham,
traveled to China last summer to adopt a oneyear-old girl, Susanne Lanhe Cunningham.
Susanne joined the family, which also includes
hig sister Catherine (three), in July. Mary Anne,
Don, and Susie spent two weeks traveling in
China before returning home to Oberlin, Ohio.
Kristin Olsen Kiser informs us she hits accepted
a position with the National Cancer Institute
to establish an Office of Education for researchers in cancer epidemiology. She writes, "The
Kiser family is thriving and well, kxiking forward
to hearing from Kenyon friends." Kristin and
her husband, William Kiser, live in Chevy
Chase, Maryland. Ann Hess Myers repre
sented Kenyon at the inauguration of William
G. Durban as the twenty-seventh president of
Dickinson College on October 1 3, 1999. Ann
lives in Lewisberry, Pennsylvania, with her
husband, Kurt J. Myers '78. Elisabeth H.
Piedmont-Marton tells us she is delighted to be
an assistant professor in the English department
at a small liberal-arts college, Southwestern
University, in Georgetown, Texas. She writes,
"Every day, I'm reminded of Kenyon and I'm
inspired by the example of the wonderful pro
fessors 1 studied with there. We still live in a
big ol' house, so y'all come visit!" Elisabeth and
her husband, Bruce Marton, live in Austin,
Texas. C. Jeffrey Place reports he continues to
work at the Smithsonian Institution, running
the folk-life archive. He has won two Grammy
Awards tor his 1997 project, the Anthology of
American Folk Music, and he has won three
independent music awards (Indies) for projects
in 1997 and 1998. Jeff, his wife, Barrie, and their
family live near the Chesapeake Bay in Mayo,
Maryland, where he welcomes any Kenyon
visitors. He can be reached at 410-798-4477.
William C. Schneck informs us he is now vice
president for legal and business affairs for
Office.com Inc. Bill lives in New York City.
Susan Fulton Talbott tells us she and her
husband, Richard B. Talbott '81, are still
living in Fort Myers, Florida. She writes, "Our
kids, Jeff (thirteen) and Carly (eleven), are
doing well. It's hard to believe we'll have a child
in high school next year! Rich is a pharmacist
at Shell Point Village, a retirement community
near Sanibel, and I'm a stay-at-home mom—
except for working with the PTA, volunteer
ing, and singing with the Sweet Adelines in our
area. Florida vacationers, keep us in mind; it's
always sunny here!" The Talbotts can be
reached at 941-267-2515.
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Ethan M. Powsner
2953 Beechwood, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
epowsner@umich.edu

Griffin Doster Fry represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Larry Dnton Large as presi
dent of Oglethorpe University on January 13,
2000. Griffin and her husband, John Fry, live
in Atlanta, Georgia. Sandra L. Glatt writes,
"I'm now living in Fairfax, Virginia, with my
husband, Terry Gietl, daughters Griffin (four
teen) and Tatum (two), and son Dylan (eleven).
I'm working for the Dpartment of Energy and
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enjoy giving your hard-earned rax dollars to
inventors of innovative environmental and
energy-saving technology. I can be reached via
e-mail at sandy.glatt@ee.doe.gov." Lloyd E.
Hamovit writes, "In June, I finished working as
a teaching fellow and earning a master's degree
in education at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education, where 1 concentrated on the arts in
education. In September, I joined the faculty at
Lawrence Academy in Groton, Massachusetts.
I teach fine arts and serve as the defensive coor
dinator for the football team." Lloyd and his
wife, Maude, live in Byfield, Massachusetts.
Leslie Hough was recently featured in the
Cleveland, Ohio, Plain Dealer for her work with
Character Builders animation company in
Powell, Ohio (near Columbus). Leslie handles
relationships with the company's clients, about
90 percent of which are in Hollywood, and tries
to broker movie deals. The company, unortho
dox both in the way it's run and its location in
central Ohio, has done work for Warner
Brothers, Paramount, Fox, Universal, and HBO
since its founding in 1986 by three Ohio State
University graduates, but it saw its most recog
nizable work in the animated movie Space Jam
with Michael Jordan. Leslie lives in Columbus.
John Kilyk Jr. tells us, "I continue to be the
managing partner of Leydig, Voit, and Mayer in
Chicago, Illinois. I'm practicing patent law, but
I still find time to visit new countries each year,
seventy-two at last count." John lives in
Naperville, Illinois. Thomas R. Parker writes,
"I was elected chair of the California County
Counsel Association Property Tax Study Group
in May 1999. On other fronts, all is well, and
the boys are continually growing." Tom, his wife,
Grace, and their two sons, Jason (eight) and
Andrew (six), live in Cameron Park, California.
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Luke J. Feely
329 Central Avenue
Milton, Massachusetts 02186

Rev. John C. Bauerschmidt telk us, "I was
recently elected to the Executive Board of the
Diocese of Louisiana. I continue to work as the
rector of Christ Church in Covington, Louisi
ana. My wife, Caroline Pearce Bauerschmidt
'84, and I are now the parents of three children,
William (eight), Henry (five), and Caroline
(two). Caroline works as a personal chef out of
our home." The Bauerschmidts live in Coving
ton. Stuart W.H. Ching informs us, "I'm now
the curator at the Mission House Museum, a
national historic landmark that interprets the
lives of New England missionaries who arrived
in the Kingdom of Hawaii in 1820." Stuart is
living in Honolulu, Hawaii. Susan Jones Oakes
and her husband, Randy Oakes, announce the
birth of a son, Ryan Robert Oakes, on February
15, 1998. Susan writes, "After almost fifteen
years with the same law firm, 1 moved to Holme,
Roberts, and Owen, where I'm a partner in the
commercial law and securities practice group. I
still specialize in representing emerging busi
nesses. With Denver's economy in overdrive,
we've been very busy." Susan, Randy, Ryan,
and Dana (three) live in Cherry Hills Village,
Colorado. Douglas E. Page writes, "I'm con-
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eluding a five-year effort to complete my M.B.A.
My wife, Nancy, and our two daughters, Sarah
(nine) and Catherine (seven), and I are happily
ensconced in a suburb of Philadelphia. Nancy
and I are both working hard, and our daughters
are playing hard." Doug and his family live in
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania. Matthew P.
Richey informs us, "I've been the chair of St.
Olaf College's mathematics department for the
past three years. Besides teaching and chairing
the department, my mathematical interests have
spread to software design, computer science,
and statistics." Matthew and his wife, Pearl S.
Devenow '83, and their two children,
Marianna (thirteen) and Gabriel (eight), live
in Northfield, Minnesota. Rev. Mark K.J.
Robinson writes, "My wife and 1 recently
returned from Uganda with our three children
after serving for two months at the Uganda
Christian University (UCU), formerly Bishop
Tucker College. We had been in the Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest just eight days before the
massacre of eight western tourists! The work of
UCU is of great benefit to Uganda, as 33 percent
of the population is HIV positive. Now, I will
be working to assist UCU to raise funds, as well
as working to help develop an Education
Welcoming Center at Canterbury Cathedral for
its two million annual visitors." Mark and his
family live in Stonington, Connecticut. Susan
Fulton Talbott '79 telk us she and her husband,
Richard B. Talbott, are still living in Fort
Myers, Florida. Susan says, "Our kids, Jeff
(thirteen) and Carly (eleven), are doing well.
It's hard to believe we'll have a child in high
school next year! Rich is a pharmacist at Shell
Point Village, a retirement community near
Sanibel, and I'm a stay-at-home mom
xcept
for working with the PTA, volunteering, and
singing with the Sweet Adelines in our area.
Rich still plays ultimate, so for Florida vacation
ers, keep us in mind It's always sunny here!"
Susan and Rich can be reached at 941-2672515. Joyce E. White was recently featured in
the Columbus, Ohio, Dispatch in an "Accent"
series highlighting historical events of the
twentieth century, both big and small, from
Columbus residents' point of view. In the
article, Joyce contrasts the slow-paced life of her
childhood, growing up in the Columbus suburb
of Hilliard, with her experiences in the late
seventies and early eighties as a Peace Corps
volunteer in Upper Volta, Africa (now called
Burkina Faso). Joyce now works as senior
editor of social studies for Glencoe/McGrawHill Publishers. She lives in Westerville, Ohio.
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Brian K. Wilbert
Christ Church
162 South Main Street
Oberlin, Ohio 44074
bwilbert@ix.netcom.com
Co-Agents: James G. Allen, Hilary Q. SparksRoberts
Barry E. Cahill and his wife, Cynthia, announce
the birth of a daughter, Maeve Cahill, on
August 26, 1999. The Cahills, whose family
also includes son Griffin (three), live in West
Chester, Pennsylvania. Barry tells us, "Griffin

has embraced the new addition to our family as
long as there is at least one adult free to play with
him. I'm on sabbatical from my professional
golf career to serve as Mr. Mom until I cannot
bear to play with one more truck." Sara H.
Camp was recently named vice president for
marketing at WHYY, Inc., the leading public
broadcaster in the Delaware area, with both a
radio and a television station. Sara is living in
Wayne, Pennsylvania. Ronald L. DeVore
recently opened an otolaryngology practice in
Tipp City, Ohio. He specializes in the medical
and surgical treatment of pediatric and adult
ear, nose, throat, and sinus disorders. Ron and
his wife, Duneen, live in Dayton, Ohio. MaryPoling Elkind tells us, "I'm pursuing a master's
degree in art, specializing in fibers, and doing
freelance work in art education for the Speed
Museum and other organizations in Louisville,
Kentucky." Molly and her husband, Scott, live
in Louisville, Kentucky. Joseph A. Grimes 111
writes, "A year ago 1 picked up and moved from
Baltimore, Maryland, to Southern California,
something I had said 1 would never do. Califor
nia, however, has been a pleasant surprise for
me. More importantly, my wife, Jennifer, and
my children, Joseph (six) and Catherine (four),
love it, and they have told me they never want
to leave. The job (my third since joining
Fremont Premium Finance Corporation) is very
challenging, but it's also a lot of fun running a
subsidiary. I would welcome calk and visitors.
My home phone is (805)496-6681 or I can be
reached at work at (310) 586-1474." Joe and
his family live in Westlake Village, California.
Karin M. Hartmann reports she married Alden
R. Ludlow IV (Skidmore College) on September
5, 1999, in Boston, Massachusetts. Karin is
working as a teaching associate at the Boston
University School for the Arts, while Alden is
working in arts management. They are living at
1869 Beacon Street, *4, Brookline, Massachu
setts. Allison B. Janney was recently featured
in an interview in the Los Angeles Times. The
New York City resident appeared in last sum
mer's New Line comedy Drop Dead Gorgeous,
adding another line to what is becoming a full
resume. She has appeared in such films as Big
Night, The Object of My Affection, The Impost'
ers, and Six Days, Seven Nights. Allison also
landed the role of C.J. Gregg in the highly
praised Aaron Sorkin-John Wells television
series The West Wing, which airs on NBC.
Daniel M. Mechem writes, "I thought I'd bring
you up to date on my life since graduation. I
was press secretary for U.S. Senator John
McCain in Washington, D.C.—the same John
McCain now running for president. Then, I
covered President Reagan and Congress on
Capitol Hill as a television reporter for Capital
Broadcasting. In the late 1980s, 1 worked for
Fox as an investigative and political reporter in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In 1991,1 started
my own pnxluction company called Dakota
productions. We did TV work for Bill Cosby,
ESPN, and Sesame Street, among others. 1 also
launched an ill-fated music career, playing with
a band up and down the East Coast for several
years. Last year, I went back to TV broadcast
ing with Warner Brothers in Philadelphia.
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This year, I moved hack to Cincinnati, Ohio,
where I grew up, and accepted a position with
CBS as a producer of an investigative and
consumer unit." Dan and his wife, Jane, live in
Milford, Ohio. Suzanne D. Morrill tells us, "1
made the Pan American U.S. Equestrian Team
and competed at the Pan American Games in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, in August. I
rode my Arab gelding, McFyre Flyte. In 2000,1
will be traveling to Turkmenistan to ride
Akhal-Teke horses two hundred fifty miles
across the Karakum desert. A film will be made
by a British company documenting the trek."
Susie lives in Eugene, Oregon. R. Anthony
Pohlig reports he committed to Jeffrey Esposito
(Western Illinois University) on October 9,
1999. Tony is working for Sprint, while Jeffrey
is working as the East Coast fine-jewelry buyer
for Nordstrom. They are living at 46123 Geneva
Terrace, Sterling, Virginia 20165. D. William
Pumphrey has been appointed president of a
new division within the Lear Corporation, a
Fortune 200 company and one of the world's
largest suppliers of automotive interior systems.
He will run the Lear Electronics and Electrical
Division, based in Dearborn, Michigan. Bill
joined the company in 1999 as vice president of
sales and marketing for the Chrysler Division.
He and his wife, Julie, live in Brighton, Michi
gan, with their daughter, Madeline (two).
Peter S. Resnik and Lisa Betson Resnik '89
announce the birth of a son, Alexander Robert
Resnik, on September 11, 1999. They are
living in Louisville, Kentucky. Lynne B. Roblin
represented at Kenyon the inauguration of
Shirley Ann Jackson as the eighteenth president
of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute on September
24, 1999. Lynne lives in Troy, New York, and
works for the New York State Theatre Institute.
Joan Saslaw Sahley was featured in an article
in the Ashtabula, Ohio, Star Beacon for her
work as a social worker for Care Corporation in
Geauga County. She has worked for various
health and medical foundations throughout the
Cleveland and northeastern Ohio region,
serving in the areas of social work and social
administration. Joan told the newspaper, "My
goal is to make the home safer and offer supports
so that the patients are able to recover as
quickly as possible in the comfort, convenience,
and privacy of their own homes." She lives in
Aurora, Ohio. Alyssa C. Salomon tells us her
solo exhibition of photographs and marionettes,
entitled "Rereading," was installed at Astra
Design Gallery in Richmond, Virginia, in
September 1999. It received several favorable
reviews. Alyssa and her husband, William
Lupoletti, live in Richmond. Amy J. RingwaltSawan '86 writes of her husband, Eugene D.
Sawan Jr., "Gene is keeping busy with his
teaching duties at Revere High School; however,
he now contends with an added dimension. A
member of the last contract-negotiations team
in 1997, Gene reluctantly got involved in school
politics. He was the Revere Education Associa
tion's vice president last year, and he is currently
serving as its president. As he was a staunch
anti-unionist ten years ago, his turnabout is
ironic. What finally brought him around? 'If
you want something to be changed for the
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Kate DuHamel '81 seeks to take the stress
out of being ill

L

ife-threatening illness is stressful to
both the patient and the patient's
family. Someone who knows and
understands this on many levels is
Katherine N. DuHamel '81, a health psycholo
gist and assistant professor in the program for
cancer prevention and control at the Derald H.
Ruttenberg Cancer Center of Mount Sinai
School of Medicine in New York City. A
tireless and wide-ranging researcher, DuHamel
has probed the workings of Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) in hone-marrow
transplant, burn, and childhood-cancer
patients and their families.
DuHamel has been interested in psychology
since high school. A native of Montclair, NewJersey, she attended Miss Porter's School in
Farmington, Connecticut. When she arrived
at Kenyon, she already knew that exploring the
workings of the mind would be her major field
of study. "In my first year, I was giving a solo
dance performance, and 1 tore the ligaments in
my leg," she recalls, 'i didn't feel it until 1 woke
up the next morning and couldn't walk. The
excitement, dissociation, and 'trance' state of
the performance prevented me from feeling the
pain, and that really fascinated me."
The fascination has never waned. "1 find
writing grants and papers for publications and
conducting studies is a creative learning process,"
says DuHamel, who earned her master's degree
from the New School for Social Research and
her Ph.D. from Yeshiva University. "I'm a very
curious person, and 1 like to apply my knowl
edge of cancer, research design, clinical inter
ventions, and statistics. The data provides
answers to questions that my 'inquiring mind
wants to know."'
DuHamel's inquiring mind has led her down
_
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various pathways in addition to her work on
PTSD. With her mentor and postdoctoral
fellowship advisor William H. Redd (husband
of Katherine Khan Redd '78) at Mount Sinai,
she has published on the effects of hypnosis,
including self-hypnosis, on pain, and on the
relationship between hypnotizability and
surgical outcomes.
"Kate is a very good business manager, and
she also has outstanding skills as a clinician and
researcher," says Redd. "This interesting
combination of abilities enables her to run very
complex research projects with excellent results."
DuHamel, Redd, and their colleagues have
published extensively on the treatment of stress
symptoms after bone-marrow or stem-cell
transplant. "Bone-marrow transplantation is
increasingly used in the treatment of hemato
logical malignancies and related disorders," she
says. "As the success and availability of the
procedure climbs, concern about long-term
psychosocial adjustment increases."
PTSD is an anxiety disorder that develops in
the wake of exposure to a traumatic event.
Defining symptoms include trauma-associated
dreams and nightmares, efforts to avoid
reminders of the stressful experience, and
heightened physiologic arousal. Diagnosis and
treatment for life-threatening illness was
recently specified for inclusion as a PTSD
stressor in the Diagnostic arui Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM-/V). For the patient
who is already trying to cope with the various
medical treatments and their side effects, PTSD
presents an additional obstacle to overcome,
particularly since the triggers of the syndrome
are often unavoidable parts of treatment.
"One aspect of my work that I particularly
enjoy is helping people cope with a life event,"
says DuHamel. "First we work to identify their
own internal resources and strengths as well as
ones in their environment, including social
support. 1 then teach them new skills, such as
coping strategies and self-hypnosis. My role is
to teach behaviors that help with a specific set
of problems arising from being a cancer patient
or survivor or having a family member who is.
It is quite different from long-term ongoing
psychotherapy." The research arm of her work
guides her toward those interventions that
might be most useful and effective.
DuHamel is anxious to see wider application of
cognitive and behavioral therapies to help cancer
patients and their families cope with the stressors
of potentially fatal disease and its treatment.
"I'd like to see a demystification of cancer and its
treatment," she says. "Research has shown
cognitive-behavioral interventions to be effective
in facilitating adjustment to medical illness and
treatment, and I believe in those interventions
for which there is data from methodologically
sound studies on their effectiveness."
(Continued on page 71)
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better, involve yourself.'" Gene and Amy live
in Akron, Ohio. Harrison B. Sherwood Jr.
informs us, "I've resurfaced at America Online,
where I've taken a position as a user interface
designer. My wife, Kathryn K. Porter, notes
that while our children, Emily (eight) and
Chase (six), are growing like weeds, our pachysandra patch harbors some weeds that are
growing like children, and we are negotiating
an exchange." Harrison, Kathy, and their
children live in Reston, Virginia.
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Ian B. Lane
455 East 14th Street, Apt. 8A
New York, New York 10009
ian_lane@cfins.com
Co-Agents: Anne Opre Carroll, George H.
Carroll, Reid W. Click, Birgitta I. Sutter
M

Timothy P. Girian and his wife, Anne,
announce the birth of a son, Samuel Richardson
Girian, on March 23, 1999. The Girian family
lives in Manchester-by-Sea, Massachusetts.
Gregory V. Gooding married Aline M. Laranja
(Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro) on
September 25, 1999, in New York City. Both
are with New York City law firms: Greg is a
partner in Debevoise and Plimpton, while Aline
is an associate at Winthrop, Stimpson, Putnam,
and Roberts. They are living in New York
City. Michael J. Green recently gave a talk at
the USX Tower in downtown Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. The talk, the last in a series
presented by Bayer Corporation and conducted
by the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh,
focused on the possibilities for Japan's economic
restructuring. Olin Fellow for Asian Security
Studies at the Council on Foreign Relations
and acting director of the Reischauer Center for
Asian Studies at the Paul H. Nitze Schtxd of
Advanced International Studies of Johns
Hopkins University, Michael discussed the
military, social, and economic tendencies of the
Japanese people since the end of World War II
and stressed the need for restructuring and
deregulating the economy, noting that "the
alternative is just to muddle and decline." He
lives in Bethesda, Maryland. Anne O. Jay and
her husband, Erich Veith, announce the
adoption of a daughter, Cynthia Yang Veith,
on August 17, 1999. Cynthia was bom on
August 5, 1998, in China. Anne, Erich, and
Cynthia live in St. Louis, Missouri. Bruce D.
Kinlin married Elizabeth P. Rutherfurd
(Princeton University) on October 23, 1999, in
New York City. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Mark C. Hallinan '80. Bruce is a selfemployed architectural designer, while Lily is an
architect with Gwathmey, Seigel, and Associ
ates. They are living at 16 West 82nd Street,
Apt. 3A, New York 10024. Helen PelecanosMatts and her husband, Joseph Matts, announce
the birth of a daughter, Sophia T. Matts, on
March 1, 1999. The Matts family, which also
includes Joseph (two), lives in Shaker Heights,
Ohio. Robert A. Moore writes, 'The year 1998
was a momentous one for the Mcxire family.
On January 12, my wonderful daughter, Diane
Lauderdale Moore, was Kirn. In May, I started
my own investment advisory firm, Terra Nova
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Asset Management LLC, along with two
partners. It was an exciting and rewarding year,
Kith personally and professionally." Bob, his
wife, Mary, and Diane live in Chatham, New
Jersey. Pamela J. Pleasants reports she married
Youssef M'hammedi Alaoui (University of
Abdelilah, Morocco) on July 19, 1997, in
Boston, Massachusetts. Members of the wedding
party included Ellen C. Turner '80, Linda
Day-Mackessy '83, and Michelle A. LintonBetts '85. Pam is dean of students at Wheelock
College, while Youssef is manager of the Inn at
Longwood Medical. They are living at 231 Blue
Hills Parkway, Milton, Massachusetts 02186.
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Lynn Travers Pritchard
1660 North Prospect Avenue,
Apt. 811
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
lintee@ad.com
Co-Agents: Susan Opatrny Althans, Beverly
Balger, Lyn Crozier Langbein, Susan Miller
Lloyd, Paul W. McCartney, Minturn S.
OsK>rne, Megan O'Donnell Patton, Zali Win
Andrew O. Bunn and his wife, Sallie, announce
the birth of a daughter, Schuyler Christian
Bunn, on July 1, 1999. The Bunns, whose
family also includes daughters Bradley (four) and
Emory (two), live in Short Hills, New Jersey.
Douglas Heuck was recently named business
editor of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. Doug and
his wife, Marylynn, live in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl
vania. Susan Miller Lloyd tells us, "The May
reunion was terrific! It was great to be back in
Gambier and see friends. Kudos to Lyn Crozier
Langbein, Megan O'Donnell Patton, and
Jonathan E. Tazewell for organizing a great
weekend for the Class of'84." She adds, "Life is
busy with four kids, Sarah (five), Molly (three),
and Abby and Caroline (two). I've become
involved with the local low-income preschool/
child-care center, helping them raise money.
Also, I'm working with the gay-straight alliance
at Peddie, which keeps me busy as well. We
still love Kiarding-school life at the Peddie
School, where life is never dull, quiet, or calm,
and the house is never clean." Susie, her
husband, Steven, and their family live at the
Peddie Schcx.il in Hightstown, New Jersey.
TalKitt Noyes writes, "I'm winding down an
eight-year stint with BFI Waste Systems of North
America, and I'm headed for the high-tech
world. By the printing of this Bulletin, I hope
to be gainfully employed in sales of Internetrelated technology. My wife, Heather, and I
love living in Baltimore, Maryland, with our
two daughters, Hannah (four) and Lillie (one).
Our neighborhood boasts five Kenyonites
within two blocks of each other!" Brenda L.
Peters informs as, "In June 1997, I was promoted
to case management supervisor at Boley Centers
Behavioral Health Care in St. Petersburg,
Florida. I also recently celebrated fifteen years
with Boley." Brenda lives in St. Petersburg.
Craig J. Richardson writes, "I'm beginning my
ninth year as an economics professor at Salem
College in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. I
was recently tenured and promoted to associate
professor, along with being voted 'Professor of

the Year' by the students. My greatest joy in
life comes from my three daughters, Madeleine
(five), Anna (three), and Currin (one). I'm so
fortunate to be able to live the life of a college
professor—it's great. 1 can be reached at
cjr@salem.edu." Craig, his daughters, and his
wife, Andrea, live in Winston-Salem. Candace
Owen-Williams informs us, "Our family is either
employed by or attending Carlisle School in
Martinsville, Virginia. My husband, Simon, is
the assistant headmaster, and I'm teaching AP/
IB English, dance, and drama. Our two girls,
Bronwyn (six) and Gwenith (five), are across
the hall firom me, attending the lower school
here. We love the slow-paced, family-oriented
community life here. Any visitors in the area
are guaranteed southern hospitality, so come
join us!" Candace and her family live in
Martinsville, Virginia.
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Scott D. Garson
16350 Shaker Boulevard
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44120
sgarson@gateway.net
Co-Agents: Susan B. Berger, John U. Durant,
Michael J. Nevins, Ann Sibley Pickens,
Timothy E. Stautberg, Harvey M. Stephens
Mary Marolf Bosworth and her husband,
Robert Bosworth, announce the birth of a son,
Robert Andrew Bosworth, on November 6,
1999. The Bosworths, whose family also
includes Rachel (three), live in Dublin, Ohio.
Paige Hanchett Morse writes, "In the summer
of 1999, I moved to a consulting position with
Stanford Research Institute in Houston, Texas.
I'm working with chemical-industry clients."
Paige lives in Houston with her husband,
David Morse, and their two children, Robyn
(seven) and Ian (five). Nancy Wise Oglesby
tells us, "My husband, Scott Oglesby, and I are
raising, and home schooling, our three children,
Maria (eight), Mark (five), and David (three).
We also provide foster care for children in our
county. I'm also currently self-employed as a
medical writer." Nancy and her family live in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Michael S.
Parker informs as he is a practicing obstetrician/
gynecologist in Columbus, Ohio. Mike, his wife,
Teresa, and their four children, Mary (nine),
James (seven), John (three), and Nicholas
(one), live in New Albany, Ohio. Neil L. Pepe
was recently featured in a New York Times
article aKiut his association with the Atlantic
Theater Company. He joined the group in 1987
as the technical director and in 1992 moved to
the position of artistic director, which he has
held ever since. The Company was founded in
1985 by playwright David Mamet and actor
William H. Macy, among others. Neil, who is
living in New York City, recently directed Macy
in Mamet's American Buffalo. Diana Mears
Peterson and her hasband, Jeffrey Peterson,
announce the birth of a daughter, Jane Anne
Peterson, on June 12, 1998. The Petersons,
whose family also includes Hannah (four) and
Sarah (four), live in Burlington, North Dakota.
Jan M. Richardson and her husband, Allen
Richert, announce the birth of a daughter,
Juliette Richert, on May 4, 1998. Jan and her
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family live in Ridgeland, Mississippi. Marc E.
Rosenthal writes, "1 became a partner in the law
firm of Mayer, Brown, and Piatt as of January 1,
2000." Marc and his wife, Tracy, live in
Evanston, Illinois. Sarah Van Oosterhout
Shannon and Lawrence H. Shannon announce
the birth of a son, Peter Andrew Shannon, on
August 14, 1999. The Shannons, whose family
also includes Meghan (three), live in Ringoes,
New Jersey.
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Douglas R. Vahey
732 South Financial Place,
Apt. 514
Chicago, Illinois 60605
dvahey@chubb.com
Co-Agent: Mary Beth Atkinson Stephens
Charles D. Bissell tells us, "I'm now living near
Houston, Texas, with my wife, Noelle, and my
two children, Sean (three) and Cameron (one),
after spending last year in Ireland. I'm doing a
fellowship in laparoscopic surgery. We're waiting
on orders to San Diego, California, Bethesda,
Maryland, or Portsmouth, Virginia, for next year.
Our e-mail address is bisselll@idt.net." Charles
and his family live in Spring, Texas. Mary C.
Carson married David M. Murphy (Miami
University) on May 14, 1999, in Sandusky,
Ohio. Mary's sister, Elizabeth Carson York
'77, was her matron of honor, and her brother,
James G. Carson '74, served as organist. Mary,
who will continue to use her maiden name, tells
us, "In September, I began a new position as
assistant to the bishop for ministry develop
ment on the bishop's staff of the Diocese of
Ohio." David is in private practice in dentistry.
They are living at 2821 Park Lane, Sandusky
44870. Matthew W. Lampe writes, "I'm a
partner with Jones, Day, Reavis, and Pogue in
Columbus, Ohio, where 1 practice in the area of
employment and labor law. My wife, Lisa, and I
have two daughters, Emma (four) and Anna
(two)." Matt and his family live in Dublin,
Ohio. Maura S. Minsky informs us, "I'm living
on the Brooklyn waterfront in New York City
and balancing my waking hours producing
documentaries for ABC News and starting my
own company. I'm making short-subject films
for MTV and anyone else who will watch
them." Jane Lanier Mead writes, "We recently
moved into a house built by my husband's
great-grandfather in Upper Arlington, near
Columbus, Ohio. They just don't build houses
like this one anymore. We live a few blocks
away from Ruth Staveley Bolzenius and her
husband, John. Our three kids, Emily (ten),
George (seven), and Elizabeth (seven), are
looking forward to living in a neighborhood
with lots of kids their age." Jane is a registered
nurse at Ohio State University Hospital in
Columbus. Charles R. Needle tells us, "I was
recently featured on the cover of Independent
Business magazine, a nationwide publication, as
founder and president of the "Nature Com
forts" mail-order catalog. Any alumni who
would like to receive this unique gift catalog can
call me at 1-888-626-2887." Charles is living
in Alpharetta, Georgia. John T. Pirie and his
wife, Jane, announce the birth of a daughter,
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Robyn Amanda Pirie, on January 11, 1999. The
Pirie family, which also includes John (seven),
Catherine (six), and Drew (four), lives in
Hamilton, Massachusetts. John writes, "When
I'm not teaching, I'm guiding saltwater flyfishermen for striped bass, bluefish, sharks, and
tuna. Visit our website at www.olfc.com."
Robert B. Plotkin informs us, "I own a profes
sional staffing company for social workers. 1
recently received my M.B.A. from Drexel Uni
versity, and I'm spending as much time as
possible with my children and my wife, Lenore.
My e-mail address is rplot89@aol.com." Robert
and his family live in Meadowbrook, Pennsyl
vania. Amy J. Ringwalt-Sawan tells us, "I'm
still teaching Latin at Medina High School and
writing a plethora of college recommendations
for my seniors (and still trying to direct any
number in Kenyon's direction). Ever since I was
bitten by the travel bug while in the KenyonExeter program, I've traveled abroad extensively.
This spring break, 1 led a group of Medina High
School students on a ten-day tour of Italy.
Highlights included the National Archaeologi
cal Museum in Naples and Etruscan tombs in
Tuscany." Amy and her husband, Eugene D.
Sawan Jr. '82, live in Akron, Ohio. Lt. Charles
D. Stimson was recently appointed an assistant
prosecutor, assigned to the homicide division of
the Frederick County State's Attorney's Office
in Frederick, Maryland. He served previously in
the city attorney's office in San Diego, Califor
nia. Charles and his wife, Laura, are living in
McLean, Virginia. Lisa Domeck Travis and
her husband, Steve Travis, announce the birth
of a daughter, Sarah Rose Travis, on March 1,
1999. Lisa tells us she is taking a leave of
absence from teaching so that she can stay
home with her children. The Travis family,
which also includes Clayton (two), lives in
South Euclid, Ohio. James D. Weiss and his
wife, Elizabeth, announce the birth of a son,
Ethan Wolfe Weiss, on May 24, 1999. The
Weiss family lives in Oak Park, Illinois.
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Stephanie L. Abbajay
3121 Adams Mill Road, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010
Co-Agents: Lilly J. Goren, Robert
G. Ix, David A. Rosenthal, Amy Guy Shorey
Stephanie L. Abbajay and her husband, David
Stine, announce the birth of a son, Oskar
Abbajay Stine, on December 29, 1999.
Stephanie and her family live in Washington,
D.C. R. Kirk Anderson was recently elected
director of the American Translators Association
(ATA) for a three-year term. ATA, founded in
1959 and based in Alexandria, Virginia, focuses
its work on fostering the professional develop
ment of translators and interpreters and
promoting the translation and interpretation
professions. Kirk, who is living in Miami
Beach, Florida, with his wife, Virginia, can be
reached via e-mail at paellero@aol.com. Anne
Kutscher Atwell tells us, "My husband, Adam
Atwell, and I moved to Vashon Island,
Washington, in October 1998. We live about
twenty minutes by ferry from Seattle. It's a
great place to raise our kids, Ted (three) and

Kate (two). 1 continue to work from home as a
communications consultant on a limited basis.
We welcome visitors anytime." Colleen Siders
Eaton reports, "My husband, Christopher K.
Eaton *89, and 1 have been actively rehabbing
a 1950s ranch when not playing the role of
stxxer parents to our now six-year-old daughter,
Rebecca." The Eaton family lives in Cincinnati,
Ohio. Mary Hundt McLoughlin writes, "My
husband, Mike McLoughlin, and I have moved
to 58 Lloyd Avenue in Malvern, Pennsylvania.
I'm still pressing on with land conservation with
Willistown Conservation Trust in Newtown
Square, Pennsylvania. 1 only wish 1 had the
opportunity to partake in Kenyon's environ
mental program when 1 was a student. I cheer
on all of the students who are involved in this
program that wasn't available during our tenure
at the College." Mary hosted Kenyon student
Ashley Bones '02 as a volunteer at Willistown
Conservation Tnist during the Thanksgiving
and Winter breaks. Paul W. Muller and his
wife, Deanna, announce the birth of a son,
Max Wagner Muller, on May 13, 1999. The
Mullers live in Hummelstown, Pennsylvania,
and Paul works as the chief deputy public
defender in Dauphin County. Lisa H. Pattin
married Alan R. Malina (Brandeis University)
on October 24, 1999. Lisa is a teacher at M.S.
20 in the Bronx, New York, and Alan is an
internist in New Haven, Connecticut. They
are living in the Bronx. Susanna Dunk
Perutz and Timothy P. Perutz announce the
birth of a son, Hugo Perutz, on April 29, 1999.
The Perutz family, which also includes Alexander
(two), lives in Mears Ashby, Northants,
England. Pamela DeMerritt Tan and her
husband, Andrew Tan, announce the birth of a
son, Benjamin Stephen Tan, on April 19, 1999.
The Tans, whose family also includes Joanna
(eight), Emalie (six), and Samantha (four), live
in Amherst, Massachusetts. Amy D. White
and her husband, A1 Petteway, recently released
a new music album entitled Racing Hearts. The
album is a mix of original and unique arrange
ments of traditional Celtic tunes. Amy has also
released a solo album, entitled Bittersweet. For
more information about Amy's and Al's musical
endeavors, check www.fairewood.com. They
are living in Takoma Park, Maryland.
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P. Kelly Surrick
1919 19th Street, N.W., Apt. 103
Washington, D.C. 20009
kellysurrick@yahixi.com
Co-Agents: Donald M. Diwd HI, Meredith C.
Mcxire
Katherine Weiss Abbott and Andrew H.
Abbott '90 announce the birth of a son, Henry
Halsey Abbott, on February 7, 1999. Peter M.
Murphy '89 is Henry's godfather. The Abbotts,
whose family also includes a daughter, Clara
Dean (three), live in Wcxxlberry Forest,
Virginia. Leland A. Alper tells us, "I had a very
busy summer working on a vegetable farm in
Greensboro, Vermont, not far from the Caspian
Like." Leland lives in Hardwick, Vermont.
Marcie Birnberg Austen writes, "I was recently
promoted to employment manager with Shure
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Science and art converge in the work of
"visualization researcher" Ken Eward '89

E

ntering the gallery of virtual sculpture
and photography created on the
World Wide Web by J. Kenneth
Eward '89, one is seduced into belief
in its reality by the undulating beauty of the
forms. So enchanting are these pieces that it is
easy to imagine them gracing a space in
someone's home.
The inspiration for this sculpture, as for much
of Eward's work, comes not from conventional
sources but instead from the intangible domain
of atoms and molecules. Although Eward is in
part an artist, he is a scientist by training and
currently engages in biology research in
addition to his artistic pursuits.
The blending of science and art goes at least
as far back as Leonardo da Vinci's work during
the Renaissance. But, whereas da Vinci was
working with what is visible to the naked ey<
muscle, bone, and sinew—Eward's work focuses
on lite at the cellular and molecular levels where
advances in computer technology have opened
this realm of nature to artistic exploration.
Eward's journey to becoming an artist and
"visualizaton researcher" was unforeseen. In fact,
such a vocation did not exist when he entered
Kenyon in the mid-eighties. A biology major,
he expected that he would follow a traditional
scientific career path of graduate study leading
to a career in neuroscience research. Art was
not a part of the equation. Although he had
been an avid photographer since childhood, "I
had a real fear of art during my college years," says
Eward, "not of the creative process but of its
outcome, which in my case was never pretty."
Encouraged by Professor of Biology Kathryn R.
Edwards, his mentor in the biology department,
Eward planned to go to graduate school and
earn a Ph.D. He chose Columbia University's
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program in physiology and cellular biophysics,
but he left after receiving a master's degree.
"Not everyone likes the first year of graduate
school, so, although I had my own reservations
about the program, I stuck it out," he says. "The
second year was no better, but I finished the
master's degree anyway. As graduation
approached, I began to ask myself: 'What else
can I doT"
Following graduation, Eward worked indepen
dently to develop computer input device
technologies, hoping to patent and market the
resulting products. He based his inventions in
part on designs found in nature, drawing upon
his knowledge of the sensory systems of animals
and plans. Even so, "I learned very quickly that
I didn't have the financial resources or business
connections to manufacture them. Then I got
scooped. I decided to try for a traditional job."
There was not a lot of work available in New
York City for a scientist who had left the safe
confines of academe. "I did a lot of pavement
pounding. Although I was keen to tackle new
experiences, the jobs available to me promised
nothing but a lifetime of drudgery. My thoughts
returned to alternatives that would allow a
degree of self-determination."
To keep body and soul together, Eward took a
job in the archive of a stock-photography agency.
While working there, he had many opportunities
to consider the types of images that appeared in
science textbooks and even to gamer a freelance
job creating illustrations. He was also doing
some tutoring in chemistry on the side and,
while manipulating tinker toy-like molecular
models, speculated on what would result if he
could create the images on the computer.
"At the time, I didn't have access to molec
ular modeling software; my first attempts were
very primitive," recalls Eward. "I cast shadows
of plastic models onto the wall of my apartment
to make a two-dimensional projection, traced
the outlines on acetate sheets, and transferred
them to the computer. The resulting computer
image files were sent to a nearby photo bureau,
where they were recorded on 35mm slides."
In 1993, Eward conceived of a project to
develop cell biology visualization techniques
and educational software. He established his
company, BioGrafx, on the Upper West Side of
Manhattan and began work, but hit a road
block early on: "I needed access to an electron
microscope for my work, but couldn't find
anyone willing to let an outsider—especially an
untrained one—use their equipment." Getting
in touch with Edwards and former Associate
Professor of Biology David Marcey at Kenyon,
Eward learned that they both had experience
with electron microscopy and—equally
importantly—they were willing to help.
"I've taken great pleasure in Ken's frequent
communications since he graduated and I was
(Continued on page 71)

Brothers, Inc." She and her husband, Timothy
F. Austen '87, live in Glencoe, Illinois. David
V. Bart ram married Karyn Avaini (Hebrew
University of Jerusalem) on July 25, 1999, in
Jerusalem, Israel. David, who recently finished
his Ph.D. in sociology at the University of
Wisconsin, is currently teaching at Haverford
College, near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, while
Karyn is a teacher at the Hebrew School of
Congregation Ohev Shalom in suburban Phila
delphia. They live at 1 College Lane, Annex,
Haverford 19047. cdavid hall-cottrill writes,
"I've been receiving a lot of press for my non
profit organization, Creative Artists Resource
Project (CARP), in the last few months. The
PLEASE TAKE M.E. materials exchange I run
was featured on the Carol Duvall Show on the
"Home and Garden" cable-television network
in November. The segment also featured the
'Dumpster Dvers,' of which I'm an active mem
ber. CARP produced the museum installation/
performance piece 'Convention of Cartogra
phy' (about a found-object artist) for the 1999
Philly Fringe Festival, and I created more than
thirty pieces of found-object art for the installa
tion. My wife, Milhea, and I recently moved to
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania (near Philadelphia),
where we now have a yard for our son,
Broughton (three), and his trucks." Priscilla
Perotti Igram informs us, "I started freelancing
my graphic-design services for small- to mediumsized companies. I'm living in Fairfield, Con
necticut, and really enjoying spending time with
my daughter, Quinn (two), and my husband,
Abdallah Igram. I changed my e-mail to
ppigram@earthlink.net. I would love to hear
from people." Allison E. Joseph writes, "I'm an
associate professor of English at Southern
Illinois University (SIUJ Carbondale, where I'm
part of the very distinguished creative-writing
faculty. I've started a four-day workshop for
teenage writers at SIU Carbondale, slated for
this coming summer from June 15 to 18. Also,
I continue to serve as poetry editor for the Crab
Orchard Review, the national journal based at
SIU Carbondale." Allison and her husband,
Jon Tribble, live in Carbondale. Matthew J.
Lodge and his wife, Susan, announce the birth
of a son, Michael Kealy Lodge, on August 3,
1999. The Lodge family, which also includes
Matthew (three), lives in Morristown, New
Jersey. Suzanne Grant MacKenzie and her
husband, Donald MacKenzie, announce the
birth of a daughter, Sara Grant MacKenzie, on
March 23, 1999. The MacKenzies, whose
family also includes Phoebe (two), live in
Cherry Hills Village, Colorado. Amy E. Miller
tells us, "I started a master's degree in education
program at the University of Texas at Austin
full time in the fall of 1999. I'm also in the
foreign-language education program, focusing
on English as a second language and Spanish."
Amy lives in Austin. Melissa Nelson Mulvihill
'90 tells us her husband, Dennis P. Mulvihill,
has been experiencing the rigors of trial prepara
tion in his law practice. He has also been the
swimming teammate for the Omni Triathalon
team, which has won its competition eleven
years in a row. Melissa and Dennis live in South
Euclid, Ohio, with their three-year-old son,
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Brogan. Diana K. Olinger writes, "In June 1999,
I was promoted to assistant regional manager,
Great Lakes Region, in the Office of Ocean and
Coastal Resource Management at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. In
August 1999,1 bought property along the Chesa
peake Bay in Annapolis, Maryland. I've also
switched sports from figure skating to competi
tive waterskiing." Diana is living in Annapolis.
John D. Piatt informs us he is "teaching a group
of ten-year-olds how to think" at the Lexington
School in Lexington, Kentucky. His wife,
Flora Garner-Platt *90, home-schools their two
children, Sanders (five) and Hannah (three).
The Piatt family lives on a farm in Versailles,
Kentucky. Daniel G. Rudmann writes, "We
have moved back to the Midwest to be closer to
family. Also, I've taken a job with Pharmacia
and Upjohn in Kalamazoo, Michigan." Dan,
his wife, Cathryn, and their two sons, Connor
(three) and Keegan (six), live in Kalamazoo.
Lynne A. Schneebeck recently won the
Women's Cleveland Classic Platform Tennis
Doubles Tournament. Last year, she was ranked
in the top fifteen nationally. Lynne lives in
Cincinnati, Ohio. David A. Schwartz tells us,
"I received the King David Leadership Award
from the New Leadership of Israel Bonds on
November 9, 1999, at a cocktail party in my
honor." David is living in Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania. Amanda Foster Spahr and her husband,
Terry Spahr, announce the birth of a son,
Jackson Spahr, on September 21, 1999. The
Spahrs, whose family also includes Calloway
(three), are living in Haverford, Pennsylvania.
Beth Miyashiro Vivio writes, "As of June, we
are residents of the Lone Star State. We moved
to Waco, Texas, where my husband, Michael
Vivio, is serving as advertising director for the
Waco Tribune-Herald. I'm taking care of our
one-year-old son, Carter, which is keeping me
very busy."
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Joan D. O'Hanlon
149 Orchard Road, Apt. 2-L
Briarcliff Manor, New York 10510
gijoan09@aol.com
Co-Agents: Christopher K. Eaton, Susan
Bloom Hudgins, Lisa Betson Resnick, Andrea
Bucey Tikkanen, Christopher P. Toft
Jeffrey S. Alpaugh and Larissa Lockwood
Alpaugh announce the birth of a daughter,
Lindsey Alpaugh, on May 20, 1998. The
Alpaughs, whose family also includes Harrison
(four), live in Wellesley, Massachusetts. Sarah
K. Flotten tells us, "I finished my master's degree
at Harvard University's Graduate School of
Education, and I'm back teaching English and
history to sixth graders." Sarah lives in Minne
apolis, Minnesota. Pamela Goodell writes,
"Recently, there have been two career-changing
events in my life. First, I graduated in August
1999 from the George Washington University
School of Business and Public Management
with an M.B.A. (concentration in marketing).
Second, my client, the Association for Unman
ned Vehicle Systems International, decided to
leave its association-management firm, Smith,
Bucklin, and Associates (my employer), and
KCAB

become a self-managed association. They offered
me a position as marketing manager, which I
accepted. My commuting time has been cut in
half; I'm now two miles from my office. Also, I
no longer have to pay the ridiculously high
parking rates in Washington, D.C.; parking at
my new office is free! I can be reached via email at goodellp@yahoo.com." Pam is living in
Arlington, Virginia. Jean Kindred married J.
Christopher Wilmerding (University of Penn
sylvania) on June 26, 1999, in Millbrook, New
York. Jean is a teacher at St. Bernard's School
in New York City, while Chris is the vice
president of Saugatuck Capital Company in
Stamford, Connecticut. The Wilmerdings are
living at 245 East 93rd Street, Apt. 4H, New
York 10128. Ann E. Minner informs us, "I'm
still enjoying the summer heat in Austin,
Texas, which lasts through October. I can be
reached via e-mail at minner@jump.net." Peter
V. Mogyordy married Amy Marie Wilkison
(Ohio University) on June 26, 1999, in Baden,
Pennsylvania. Members of the wedding party
included Kevin D. Handel and Alec C. Jerome,
readers, and Gordon G. Loveland, groomsman.
Peter is the president of Madison Eye Care
Associates, while Amy is a pharmaceutical sales
representative with Abbott Labs. They are
living at 1190 Webb Road, Lakewood, Ohio
44107. Lt. Christopher P. Mooradian and his
wife, Alicia, announce the birth of a daughter,
Grace, on June 15, 1999. The Mooradian family
also includes Emma (two). Chris writes, "After
an exciting two years as commanding officer on
the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter WrangeU, I've
been reassigned to duty under instruction at
Boston University School of Law. I had an
especially busy year in 1998:1 got a new assign
ment, I bought a new house, and my wife and I
had our second child. I look forward to seeing
Kenyon folks around Boston." Chris and family
are living at 210 Winter Street, Westwood,
Massachusetts 02090. Peter A. Nolin tells us,
"I continue to pursue and expand my career as a
craft-brewer in Australia. This year, I won five
gold medals in international competition, but
still the highlight of the year was attending the
wedding of Andrew J. Ferguson in Trinidad
last April." Peter and his family are living in
Fremantle, Western Australia. Rev. Kelly A.
O'Connell reports, "I was ordained as a deacon
in the Episcopal Church on June 5, 1999, and I
continue to work for the bishop of the Diocese
of Massachusetts." Kelly and her partner,
Frances V. Carr, live in Somerville, Massachu
setts. David N. Rath and his wife, Mary-Kay,
announce the birth of twins, Maureen Walsh
Rath and William Norris Rath, on October 14,
1999. Dave and his family live in Hagerstown,
Pennsylvania. Lisa Betson Resnik and Peter
S. Resnik '82 announce the birth of a son,
Alexander Robert Resnik, on September 11,
1999. The Resnik family lives in Louisville,
Kentucky. Albert "Chip" Rome writes, "I've
joined San Diego Commercial Real Estate
Services as senior vice president, specializing in
the leasing and sale of office buildings in San
Diego County, California. I've leased and sold
more than one million square feet of office
buildings in San Diego over the past six years."

Chip is living in La Jolla, California. Frederic
B. Tudor and Miriam "Mimi" Kuc Tudor
announce the birth of a son, Benjamin Zachary
Tudor, on June 16, 1999. The Tudors live in
Menlo Park, California.
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Elizabeth Bell Townsend
625 North Emerson Street
Arlington, Virginia 22203
ebell@american.edu
Co-Agents: Robert P. Bonacci, Christopher S.
Jelliffe, Brook D. Jennings, John D. Loud,
William J. O'Hearn Jr., Martha L. Roessler
Andrew H. Abbott and Katherine Weiss
Abbott '88 announce the birth of a son, Henry
Halsey Abbott, on February 7, 1999. Peter M.
Murphy '89 is Henry's godfather. The Abbotts,
whose family also includes Clara Dean Abbott
(three), live in Woodberry Forest, Virginia.
Christopher S. Alpaugh and Lisa Fahnestock
Alpaugh announce the birth of a daughter,
Emma Sutton Alpaugh. The Alpaughs live in
Alexandria, Virginia. Wendy Castiglia Amato
and her husband, Andrew Amato, announce
the birth of a daughter, Nina Carmella Amato,
on October 16, 1998. The family is settling
into a new home in East Aurora, New York.
Meredith Pastore Bleveans is an instructor of
English at Richland Community College in
Decatur, Illinois. Meredith and her husband,
Lincoln E. Bleveans '89, live with their son,
William Timothy Bleveans (two), in Decatur.
Daniel C. McGuire and his wife, Meredith
Beever McGuire '91, tell us they are enjoying
their first year of home ownership. Dan, who
obtained his master's degree in city and regional
planning from Rutgers University last year, is
now the senior planner for the Louis Berger
Group in East Orange, New Jersey. He and
Meredith live in Stirling, New Jersey. Anne F.
Moodey writes, "I've been living and working
in southern California for a year and a half. My
husband, Ed Carriero, and I moved out here
with a job transfer, and we're enjoying a reprieve
from the cold-weather states. We have two
new additions to our household, Sawyer and
Sanford, our beagles." Anne and Ed live in
Carlsbad, California. Andrew A. Mueller
reports he married Kara Lynn McMahon
(Wake Forest University) on July 4, 1998, in
Keystone, Colorado, with twenty-five Kenyon
graduates in attendance. Matthew A. Fischer
'91 served as the best man and Robert P.
Bonacci and Jeffery J. Kallet as groomsmen.
Also, Andrew and Kara announce the birth of
a daughter, McKinley Jade Mueller, on March
3, 1999. Andrew is now a partner with the law
firm of Tisdel, Hockersmith, Burns, and Mueller
in Ouray, Colorado. Kara has taken time off
from her teaching career to raise McKinley. The
Muellers live in Ridgway, Colorado. Melissa
Nelson Mulvihill tells us she and her husband,
Dennis P. Mulvihill '88, are doing well to
balance jobs and raise their three-year-old son,
Brogan Michael Mulvihill. Dennis is a lawyer,
and Melissa is an in-home therapist, setting her
own hours and working around Brogan's
schedule. Melissa writes, "We are looking
forward to my tenth year reunion." The
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Mulvihills live in South Euclid, Ohio. Danielle
Davis Penix tells us, "I'm fortunate to he able
to stay home with our two children, ages five
and two. This fall, we started homeschooling
our daughter, Stephanie Renee, for kindergar
ten. I'm really enjoying teaching and learning
with her." Danielle, her husband. Ken Penix,
and Stephanie and Nicholas live in Akron,
Ohio. Laura K. Porter-Jones and her husband,
Morgan Jones, announce the birth of a son,
Andrew Morgan Jones, on November 3, 1999.
Laura writes, "Mom and baby are doing well.
I'm really looking forward to bringing the entire
bnxxl to the tenth reunion in May." Laura
teaches high-school English and directs the
theater program at St. Paul's Academy, an
Episcopal boarding school for adolescent boys
who are recovering from substance or other forms
of abuse. Laura, Morgan, Andrew, and their
three other children, Mychael Anne (thirteen),
Rachael (eleven), and David (two), live in
Chandler, Arizona. John D. Ryder Jr. married
Johanna G. Keeley (Mary Washington College)
on May 8, 1999, in Lexington, Virginia.
Michael P. Garber and J. Marc Just served as
ushers. Both John and Johanna work in the
Washington, D.C., area, John as a wireless
national accixint manager tor AT&T and
Johanna as a graphic designer for the American
Society of Travel Agents. They are living in
Alexandria, Virginia. Margaret Paczak Silver
and her husband, Jary Silver, announce the
birth of a son, Noah Silver, on May 6, 1999.
Meg and her family live in Youngstown, Ohio.
Scott H. Vincent and Elizabeth Kemmerer
Vincent '91 announce the birth of a son,
Nicholas Strong Vincent, on October 6, 1998.
Elizabeth writes, "We call him 'Cole.' He has
light brown hair, green eyes, and his dad's smile."
The Vincents live in Baltimore, Maryland.
Pieter A. Wemink and Alexandra Manolovici
Wernink announce the birth of a son, Pieter
Alexander Wernink Jr., on November 7, 1999.
Tlie Werninks live in New York City.
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Simon Yoo
750 Columbus Avenue, Apt. 11H
New York, New York 10025
simon.yoti@ssmb.com
Co-Agents: Edward C. Benyon, Alison J.
Black, Paula J. Cush, Judith Hniska Shook,
Jennifer Pryor Taylor
Raphael Biran writes that he is a senior line
producer in the production department of
women.com, a web site dedicated to promoting
women's issues and education about women
and the female perspective. He also sings in the
Cerddorion Chorus with Christopher Calvosa
'94, who lives in Brooklyn, New York. Raphael
lives in New York City. Amy Menning Clore
reports she has been busy performing research
in the area of plant gravitational biology while
teaching middle-sch<x»l and high-schtxil teachers
as part of a NASA-funded program. Amy, her
husband, Michael Clore, and their daughter,
Laney Elizabeth (two), live in Raleigh, North
Carolina. Roger J. Colson Jr. has earned his
M.B.A. from the Goizueta Schtxd of Business at
Emory University. While at Goizueta, he was
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elected vice president of student activities, for
which he received the Class of 1999 service
award. Roger also won the Mitsui Scholarship
for his interest in and contribution to the inter
national business community. Now a senior
business development specialist at Harbinger
Corporation, a provider of business-to-business
electronic commerce software and services, he
lives in Atlanta, Georgia. Bradley F. Cue
reports he married Sophia DuBrul (Lake Forest
College) on December 12, 1999, in Chicago,
Illinois. Alden L. Senior '92 served as best
man and Kristin Hoffman Senior as matron of
honor. Brad and Sophie, who met at the
Seniors' annual Christmas party, were engaged
over the summer in Paris. Sophie is director of
membership for Altrusa International, and Brad
is regional sales manager for the TAC Corpora
tion in Oak Brook, Illinois. They are living in
Chicago. Thomas S. Dilsheimer and his wife,
Wendy, announce the birth of a daughter,
Samantha Jane Dilsheimer, on November 10,
1999. "We're all smiles," Tom says. The
Dilsheimers live in Wynnewood, Pennsylvania.
Caroline Lesesne Enloe and her husband, Paul
Enloe, announce the birth of a daughter, Mary
Amelia Enloe, on October 26, 1999. The
family, which also includes one-year-old Arthur,
lives in Decatur, Georgia. Anne E. GrevstadNordbrock tells us she is a Ph.D. candidate in
art history at the University of Wisconsin. She
is teaching art history at Lawrence University in
Appleton, Wisconsin. Anne and her husband,
Ted Grevstad-Nordbrock, live in Appleton.
Julie A. Hegstrom reports she married Brian
Shellhorn (University of Colorado) on Sep
tember 25, 1999, in Denver, Colorado. Brian
works as a technical recruiter. The Shellhorns
are living at 530 Detroit Street, IX-nver 80206.
Megan Lewis writes that she married Michael
Schurter in October 1998. She tells us she wore
"a huge red dress!" Megan is completing her
dissertation on South African theater this year
while working as a theater instructor and
theater historian. Michael is a playwright. The
Schurters have purchased a home in Minne
apolis, Minnesota. "1 keep running into cool
Kenyonites in the Twin Cities theater scene,"
says Megan. Meredith Beever McGuire and
her husband. Daniel C. McGuire '90, tell us
they are enjoying their first year of home
ownership. Dan, who obtained his master's
degree in city and regional planning from
Rutgers University last year, is now the senior
planner for the Louis Berger Group in East
Orange, New Jersey. Meredith and Din live in
Stirling, New Jersey. Julie K. Mills reports she
married her partner, Tamara Hill, on October 3,
1998. Julie is founder and director of a physical
therapy clinic at the Michigan Head Pain and
Neurological Institute in Ann Arbor. She is
developing new clinical protocols and perform
ing research regarding the use of physical and
osteopathic techniques in the treatment of
he;kJaches. Julie and Tamara live in Ann Arbor.
Christopher A. Mitchell tells us he and his
wife, Virginia, "have been sleep deprived with
two young daughters." Chris, a patent attorney
for the firm of Young and Basile, lives with
Virginia and their daughters, Riley Eloise (three)

and Brennan Somers Izac (one), in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Margot M. Morrison married
Charles E. Brinley '92 on July 31, 1999, in
Lake Forest, Illinois. John A. Donovan III
'92 served as a groomsman. Margot recently
received her degree from the School of Social
Service Administration at the University of
Chicago, and Charles works as an associate with
the Telecommunications Finance Dvision of
Bank of America. They are living at 4650 Cole
Avenue, #327, Dallas, Texas 75205. Sarah
Abbott Murphy tells us she is a doctoral student
at the Massachusetts School of Professional
Psychology. She is training at the Boston
Evening Medical Center, an outpatient adult
mental health clinic of Massachusetts General
Hospital. Sarah lives with her husband, David
Murphy, and son, Luke (three), in Chestnut
Hills, Massachusetts. Keira Martin Murphy
writes, "After seven years of teaching middleschool math, I've accepted the position of
director of admissions at Aiken Preparatory
School." Keira and her husband, Gary Murphy,
live with their two sons, Matthew (four), and
Kevin (two), in Aiken, South Carolina. W.
Michael Putnam IV tells us he has taken a job
as an equine veterinarian in Bend, Oregon. He
says, "The clinic offers a 'James Herriot'-type
environment and allows lots of free time for
backpacking, fly fishing, and mountain biking.
I recently had a visit from Peter M. Kotchen,
Daryl J. Hultquist, Brian M. Case, Scott W.
Witscher, and Michael R. Sering, all from the
Class of '91." Michael and his wife, Debbie,
live in Sisters, Oregon. Ann P. Russell reports
she married Larry Flachmeyer on September,
11, 1999, in Las Vegas, Nevada. A celebratory
party was attended by Angelique Tober,
Melanie A. Carlos, Chelsea Andrus Guillen,
Holly M. Hatch and Shelly L. Van Etten.
Ann and Larry are living in Marietta, Georgia.
David A. Schiopota tells us he is now studentteaching English and drama at Twinsburg High
School in Twinsburg, Ohio. Dave and his wife,
Janet, are living in Twinsburg.
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Heather Ahlburn
36 WixKlberry Street
Providence Rhode Island 02906
mtwilight@earthlink.net
Co-Agents: Andrew T. Cope, Kathryn P. Evans,
Melissa Del Bene Olson, Franklin E.W. Staley
Anne L. Breinig reports she married Donald
Gilmour (University of Oregon) on June 26,
1999, in Nashville, Tennessee. Anne tells us
she met Dm in graduate school at Vanderbilt
University, where they both earned M.B.A.s.
Anne works for a marketer of electric power and
natural gas, and Don works in the marketing
office of S.C. Johnson. They are living at 2610
East Bradford Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
5321 1. Charles E. Brinley married Margot M.
Morrison '91 on July 31, 1999, in Lake Forest,
Illinois. John A. Donovan III served as a
gnximsman. Margot recently received her
degree from the School of Social Service
Administration at the University of Chicago,
and Charles works as an associate with the
Telecommunications Finance Division of Bank
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of America. They are living at 4650 Cole
Avenue, *327, Dallas, Texas 75205. Stephen
J. Corley married Sara S. Joyce on October 2,
1999, on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina.
The wedding party included Adam G. Feldman,
Katherine W. Harrison, Johanna T. Holbrook,
Timothy F. O'Brien, and Erica A. Wolff. Sara
and Steve are living in Seattle, Washington,
where Sara works for Microsoft and Steve works
for JSH Properties. Sharon L. Flower has
joined the Columbus, Ohio, law office of
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan, and Aronoff as
an associate in the general practice group. She
received her J.D. in 1999 from Ohio State
University, where she served as editor-in-chief
of The Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution.
Sharon lives in Columbus. Peter A. Igneri and
his wife, Karen, announce the birth of a son,
Cole Andrew Igneri, on August 27, 1998. The
Igneris, whose family also includes Ellis Maxwell
(three), live in Colchester, Vermont. Kate W.
Klein tells us that, after receiving her Ph.D. in
clinical psychology from Temple University, she
is now working under a clinical fellowship at
Cook County Hospital in Chicago, Illinois.
Kate lives in Chicago. Heather L. Lipin writes,
"I've made a career change from Japanese energy
policy to traditional Chinese acupuncture. If
you're in the Washington, D.C., area please look
me up; I'm in the intern phase of my program,
and I can accept patients!" Heather lives in
Silver Spring, Maryland. Christopher B. Lord
and Mary Sullivan Lord announce the birth of
a daughter, Katherine Carter Lord, on May 16,
1999. Chris, who graduated from the University
of Maryland's School of Law, is now practicing.
The Lords live in Baltimore, Maryland. Douglas
D. Mott tells us he is pursuing a master of fine
arts degree in photography at the Pratt Institute
in New York City. He writes, "I've recently
landed an agent in London, and I've been
working with several publications in the United
Kingdom." Dmg and his wife, Tina
Lipmanowicz Mott '93, live in New York City.
Joseph L. Rife reports he has completed his
doctorate in classical studies at the University of
Michigan. He is now the Townsend Professor
of Classics at Cornell University. Joe lives in
Ithaca, New York. Claire E. Ryan informs us
she earned her J.D. from American University's
Washington College of Law. She is now an
attorney in the litigation and dispute resolution
department of Cummings and Lockwood, a lawfirm in Stamford, Connecticut. Claire lives in
Bedford, New York. Alise A. Shuart writes,
"I'm packing my bags once again! After about a
year as a product engineer, I've decided to
change direction. I've accepted a job as varsity
women's lacrosse coach at Ohio Wesleyan
University in Delaware, Ohio. I invite anyone
in the central Ohio area to come visit." Brian
W. Sipe writes that he is a fellow in gastroen
terology at Indiana University Medical Center.
Brian lives in Indianapolis, Indiana. Krishna
Baker Sole and her husband, James Sole,
announce the birth of a son, Benjamin James
Sole, on October 13, 1999. The family lives in
Cleveland Heights, Ohio. Franklin E.W.
Staley says he is still spending a lot of time
ninning rriathlons. He ran the IronMan U.S.A.
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at Lake Placid, New York, this year, and he is
building a small triathlon company in San
Francisco, California. Frank says, "Next stop:
World Wide Web domination!" He lives in San
Francisco. Elaine C. Thomas writes, "I'm living
in Somaliland (Northwest Somalia) and working
with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).
Although Somaliland has claimed indepen
dence, no one recognizes this claim, so there is
no bilateral aid or World Bank/International
Monetary Fund assistance. However, U.N.
agencies and governments fund local NGOs, so
I'm helping them to build their capacity to
implement development programs to help them
reconstruct and rebuild their country." Elaine
and her husband, Nicholas Hilton, live in the
city of Djibouti, Republic of Djibouti.
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Kevin Kropf
309 A East Erie Street
Albion, Michigan 49224
kkropf@albion.edu
Co-Agents: William T. Comar, Tricia Tropp
Hayes, Amy King Schindler, Rosemary Torrisi
Turgeon
Catherine Kenworthy Allan writes that she
and her husband, David P. Allan, are still living
in San Francisco, California. Catherine is in
the second year of her residency in pediatrics at
the University of California at San Francisco,
and Dave is working as a network engineer for a
software company in Silicon Valley. Aaron V.
Black ledge writes that, after working in Cuba,
he is now in his last year of medical school in a
joint Brown University-Dartmouth College pro
gram. Aaron invites e-mail from former class
mates at aaronbl970@yahoo.com. Catherine
Davey Edington and her husband, David
Edington, announce the birth of a son, Cameron
Alexander Edington, on November 12, 1999.
The family lives in Reston, Virginia. Brent A.
Ferguson tells us he is living in the San Diego,
California, area, teaching geometry and calculus
at La Jolla Country Day Schixil. He is also
involved in aquatics: refereeing water polo,
coaching swimming, and swimming with the
University of California at San Diego's masters
program. Brent lives in La Jolla. Elizabeth
Barton Gusmati says she has switched projects
at the AES Corporation. She is now vice
president of a new start-up subsidiary called
AES Power Direct LLC, a retail energy ecommerce division where she is "learning a lot,
working long and hard hours, and having a
blast!" Elizabeth, who spent Thanksgiving
with Catherine and David Edington and their
new son, Cameron, lives with her husband,
Fabio Gusmati, in Alexandria, Virginia. Her email address is lgusmati@powerdirect.com.
Michael J. Marshall tells us he is in his last year
of graduate school at Arizona State University,
in pursuit of his master of fine arts degree in
photography. Mike lives in Tempe, Arizona.
Leigh Roberts Melton has joined the Easton,
Maryland, law firm of Wheeler, Thompson,
Parker, and Counts as an associate, concentrat
ing in civil litigation. Leigh and her husband,
John Melton, a high-school biology teacher,
live in Tunis Hills, Maryland. Charles W.

McConnell writes, "I'm in the first year of my
master's degree program at Cornell University's
hotel school in Ithaca, New York. If anyone
else from Kenyon is here, please e-mail me at
cwm8@cornell.edu. Cheers!" Charlie is living
in Tnimansburg, New York. Amanda K. Neff
and her husband, Andrew Gatchell, announce
the birth of a daughter, Morgan Elizabeth NeffGatchell, on July 14, 1999. Amanda writes,
"She was born on Bastille Day, a bouncing
seven-pound, five-ounce, drug-free delivery!"
The family lives in Stoneham, Massachusetts.
Collin J. Parker informs us he is the political
reporter for WPTZ-TV, the NBC affiliate in
Burlington, Vermont. Colin lives in Essex
Junction, Vermont. Margaret A. Pasek tells us
she is a fourth-year medical student at North
western University in Chicago, Illinois. She is
busy applying for family-practice residency pro
grams in the western United States. Margaret
lives in Chicago. Todd D. Patterson reports
that, after finishing law school at the University
of Wisconsin, he is now working as an attorney
for United Airlines. Todd says, "Needless to
say, I have taken full advantage of the free
travel in first class!" Todd lives in Chicago,
Illinois. James J. Postler says, "I recently joined
the design firm Private Spaces in Cincinnati,
Ohio, as an interior designer. Now that a lot of
us are moving into our first homes, my popu
larity at parties has suddenly skyrocketed. It's
also a great excuse to visit my Kenyon friends
and mix business with pleasure!" James lives in
Cincinnati. Matthew K. Rosen tells us he
works tor Nokia Internet Connections. His job
is to help streamline the export documentation
procedure. He is also performing with an
improv comedy sketch group, supplying sound
effects and music. Matthew lives in Boise,
Idaho. Rebecca E. Schubert writes that she
and her husband, Andrew B. Schubert '94,
are living in St. Louis, Missouri, where Becky is
practicing law with the firm of Leritz, Plunkert,
and Bruning and Andrew is doing freelance
editing. Becky says she would love to hear from
friends via e-mail at andbeck2@aol.com.
Melissa Hays Wood reports she married George
Brewster (Connecticut College) on October 9,
1999, in Devon, Pennsylvania. Participants in
the ceremony included Vanessa C. Robinson,
bridesmaid, and W. Scott Finstlewait '95 and
Julia M. Pryce '96, readers. Melissa is a social
worker with the deaf population at a mentalhealth agency, and George works as a sales
representative for an Internet research firm
named Jupiter Communications. They are
living at 215 Aloha Street, *301, Seattle,
Washington 98109.
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P. Neil Penick III
703 West Nevada Street, Apt. 1
Urbana, Illinois 61801
penick@uiuc.edu
Co-Agents: Scott R. Baker, William R. Enloe,
Sarah E. Hall, Chad J. Withers
F

According to the Greenwich [Connecticut]
Times. James K. Feuer has graduated from
Drama Studio London (DSL), the only major
British drama school that specializes in advanced
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and postgraduate dramatic training. The article
reports that James performed the role of the
Spanish ambassador in Ctmtradance, a mtxlern
play about the court of Queen Elizabeth, staged
at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. James is now
acting in a public DSL show entitled Reckless,
by Craig Lucas, being performed at the Drayton
Court Theater in London's Ealing District.
James's home base is in Riverside, Connecticut.
Colleen Hopkins Grazioso writes that, after
two years in London, she and her husband,
Christopher Grazioso, plan to relocate to New
York City. Bradley M. Hersh, who is
currently studying in the Department of Biology
at MIT as a Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Predoctoral Fellow, returned to Kenyon in
November 1999 to speak on "Regulation of
programmed cell death in C. elegans" as part of
the College's Biology Seminar Series. Brad lives
in Brookline, Massachusetts. L. Bradfield
Hughes says, "I'm now licensed to practice law
in the Buckeye State, but 1 clerk for Justice
Deborah Cook at the Supreme Court of Ohio.
1 recently saw David M, Griffin, William H.
Heywood IV, and sundry other members of the
class at the Columbus Brewing Company." Brad
lives in Columbus. Neil M. Ivey and his wife,
Laurie Felsing Ivey '95, announce the birth of
a daughter, Kendall Anne Ivey, on June 1 3,
1998. Neil works as director of special interest
groups for a security industry association. The
family lives in Alexandria, Virginia. Katherine
M. Larson married Barrett "Chip" Farnham
(University of Richmond) on October 2, 1999,
in Darien, Connecticut. Amy Rose Katz and
Keely Price Wilczek served as bridesmaids.
Kate is an architectural historian in the historic
American engineering record division of the
National Park Service in Washington, D.C.,
while Chip is region manager for the southern
United States at l>entsply International of
York, Pennsylvania. The Farnhams live with
their yellow lab, Duncan, in Silver Spring,
Maryland. Megan O'Connell Marciano and
her husband. Lance Marciano, announce the
birth of a daughter, Isabella Frances Marciano,
on August 5, 1999. The family lives in Stamford,
Connecticut. Manuel A. Morales and Frances
A. Miceli'Morales tell us they have moved to
Maryland. Manuel, who has finished his Ph.D.
in ecology at the University of Connecticut,
has taken a postdoctoral research position with
the University of Maryland. Frani, who spent
last year teaching sixth-grade science in Winds*>r,
Connecticut, is now teaching sixth grade in
Bethesda, Maryland. They are living in Silver
Spring, Maryland. Shaun M. Ortega and
Lindsay Hooper Ortega recently celebrated
their first wedding anniversary. Lindsay is a
sixth-grade teacher, and Shaun is working as a
physician assistant in Parma, Ohio. They are
making plans to buy a house in nearby Bedford,
Ohio. Scott C. Philips reports he is an account
executive for a communications company in
Reston, Virginia. He is traveling throughout
the United States and Europe, working in sales
and marketing solution development. Scott
lives in Annandale, Virginia. Margaret M. Rea
tells us she has begun a master's degree program
in museum studies at San Francisco State Uni
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versity-. Margaret lives in San Francisco, Califor
nia. Karen E. Rockett writes, "Weary after four
years in the music business, I've decided to
reenter school in pursuit of another degree, this
time as a nurse practitioner. Candice C. Nowlin
and I are still living in Memphis, Tennessee.
My e-mail address is kerockett@aol.com" F.
Alexandra Rowley tells us she has been working
on her photography. From December 1999
thnxigh January 2000, she exhibited a collection
of her work at the Jay Grimm Gallery in New
York City. Alexandra, who can be reached via
e-mail at arowley72@yahhtxi.com, lives in New
York City. Elizabeth Schacter reports she is
the associate artistic director of New York
Performance Works. She is also working as a
freelance prixlucer. Beth says she hopes a film
she has just finished, The Btxjkie's Lament, will
have its premiere at the Sundance Festival. She
is currently working on Digichicks, a series of
short films by women filmmakers, and prixlucing plays by Brandon Cole and John Steinbeck
that are having their New York City premieres.
Beth lives in New York City. Scott C. Sherman
tells us he is in his second year of residency,
practicing emergency medicine at Cook County
Hospital in Chicago, Illinois. Scott lives in
Chicago. Greta M. Wenzinger married Chet
C. Insolia '95 on August 28, 1999. Greta is
the summer program director at the Cuyahoga
Valley Environmental Education Center, while
Chet is a computer programmer at the Bradley
Company in Cleveland, Ohio. They are living
at 6000 South Canal, Peninsula, Ohio 44264-
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Kathleen M. Comerford
1552 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, California 94109
Co-Agents: Carla Ainsworth,
Maria Elena Cepeda, Thomas R. Frick, James
A. Murray, Adam F. Tucker
Elisa B. Bolton writes, "I've been spending time
with Nicole A. Barna and Geoffrey 'Duffy'
Bond, who are doing well." Lisa lives in
Boston, Massachusetts. Emily Hopper Carifa
says, "I've been living in London for the past
year and a half, working for an executive-search
advisory firm. I'm enjoying England, and I've
been doing a lot of traveling through*nit Europe.
Kenyon buddies have been great about visiting,
among them Margaret N. Hamilton, Elisa B.
Bolton, Kerry L. Hockman, and Michelle
Cokrlic. I'm looking forward to having more
people visit. E-mail me at ecarifa@aol.com."
Damon S. Cooney reports he married Carisa E.
Miller '96 on June 5, 1999. Damon and Cansa
are living in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Kirby
L. Gamblin informs us she married Jeff Joseph
in June 1998. Kirby and Jeff, who met in law
sch*x>l at the University of Denver, now work
together in private practice, specializing in
immigration law. They are living in Littleton,
Colorado. Chet C. Insolia married Greta M.
Wenzinger '94 on August 28, 1999. Greta is
the summer pr*»gram director at the Cuyahoga
Valley Environmental Education Center, while
Chet is a computer programmer at the Bradley
Company in Cleveland, Ohio. They arc living
at 6000 &>uth Ginal, Peninsula, Ohio 44264.

Laurie Felsing Ivey and her husband, Neil M.
Ivey '94, announce the birth of a daughter,
Kendall Anne Ivey, on June 13, 1998. The
family lives in Alexandria, Virginia. Lynne C.
Jarvela reports that her father, Dennis Jarvela,
passed away on December 15, 1999, after a
twenty-year battle with oral cancer. She can be
reached via e-mail at ljarvela@psd.k12.co.us.
Lynne lives in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Stacy M. Kenyon writes, "My first six months
as a veterinarian in northern New York have
been exciting and challenging. It's great to be
done with schixil (finally!). I recently enjoyed
a visit from Jennifer L. Anderson, who took
time off from her busy schedule teaching voice
lessons near Boston, Massachusetts." Stacy lives
in Turin, New York. Joseph M. Kist reports
that, after graduating from medical school in
New Jersey, he went hiking in the Italian South
Tyrol. He writes, "1 recently began an intern
ship in internal medicine at Robert WixxJ
Johnson University Hospital in New Brunswick,
New Jersey. My main interests are dermatology
and good, clean socks!" Joe lives in Monmouth
Junction, New Jersey. Alice K. Mulvaney
writes that she graduated from Tulane Univer
sity Law School and won admission to the
Louisiana State Bar in 1998. She works as a
staff attorney for the U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Louisiana. Alice lives in
Shreveport, Louisiana. Katherine L. Peek
reports, "I'm finishing my teacher's certification
in art, K-12, at Michigan State University, and
I'm teaching art at a Montessori school. I live
with Simon A. Mahler '96, who is a medical
student." Katherine lives in Okemtis, Michigan.
Melody E. Nixon tells us she is at the Univer
sity of Michigan working on her doctorate in
Spanish literature. She is taking classes and
teaching undergraduates. Melody lives in Ann
Arbor, Michigan. Jill E. Pollack writes, "Having
not been selected in the WNBA draft—despite
my stellar career in San Francisco, California—
I've decided to undertake graduate studies in
foreign affairs at Georgetown University." Jill is
living in Washington, D.C. Katharine B.
Rucker tells us she is working as an event
manager with Marriott International and living
west of Denver, Colorado, in the f*x>thills of
the Rocky Mountains. While she continues to
participate in triathlons, she has returned to
competitive swimming as well. Katharine lives
in ldledale, Colorado. Kimberly B. Tulp
informs us she is working for the Dutch retailer
Olily in Colorado. She writes, "I'm having a
great time, winter or summer, either skiing or
mountain biking. Anyone's invited to visit. 1
also had a chance to check up on Thomas R.
Frick in Hong Kong last fall. It was tun to see
what lite in Asia has in store for Kenyon
alumni!" Kimberly lives in Vail, Colorado.
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Catherine L. Broadhead
56 Brighton Avenue *35
Allston, Massachusetts 021 34
catlee163@aol.com
Co-Agents: Kevin H. Aepli, Elizabeth G.
Bennett, Michael J. Stern, Claire M. Washburn
Catherine L. Broadhead is teaching language
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arts to eighth-grade students in Framingham,
Massachusetts. She can be reached via e-mail
at catleel63@aol.com. Catherine lives in
Allston, Massachusetts. Danielle H. Bonin
married Andrew P. Wollner on July 23, 1999,
in Savannah, Georgia. Andrew, who earned
his master of fine arts degree in painting from
the Savannah College of Art and Design, was
awarded a two-year scholarship from the
Chinese Government to study at the China
Academy of Art in Hangzhou beginning in
September 1999. Danielle writes, "I'm excited
about the possibility of teaching English, and
Andrew is excited about doing postgraduate
work in Chinese studies and painting." Molly
Butler Dunham writes, "I've been seduced by
St. Louis blues bands into learning to play the
guitar. I'm also having a minor personal
renaissance, studying tap dance and the Eastern
art of Aikido. I'm still working as a planner for
the city of Wildwood, Missouri, and learning to
love life on 'The Big River.'" Molly lives in St.
Louis, Missouri. Christopher C. Ellsworth,
who writes that he is living in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, with Melanie J. Lichtenstein '98,
says they are both working in theaters in the
Philadelphia area. Currently working in the
Wilma Theater as crew for Tin Pan Alky Rag,
Chris and Melanie say, "Hello to all!" Jamie I.
Griffith is working at an Internet company in
San Francisco, California. Jamie lives in Mill
Valley, California. E. David Howerton II
married Susan G. Burns '98 on October 23,
1999, in Charleston, South Carolina. David
works for Palmetto Practice Systems; Susan is
an agent for Anderson-Bissell Insurance. The
Howertons are living at 10 Franklin Street,
Charleston 29401. Reverdy P. Johnson is
living in Pasadena, California, teaching third
and fourth grade. Reverdy is also coaching
varsity ftx>thall for La Canada High School.
Kathryn "Casey" Lewis writes, "I'm continu
ing to pursue my master's degree in social work
at the University of Chicago's School of Social
Service Administration. I plan to graduate in
June 2000." Casey lives in Evanston, Illinois.
Thomas J. Magliery tells us he and Sloan
McMullin have moved to San Diego, Califor
nia. Tom is finishing work on his Ph.D. (to be
awarded by the University of California at
Berkeley) at the Scripps Research Institute, and
SKxtn is teaching middle-school English at The
Bishop's School in La Jolla. Greta C. Meussling
informs us she is living northwest of Chicago,
Illinois, working at a nonprofit organization
developing and implementing career awareness,
exploration, and preparation programs for
secondary-school students. Greta lives in
Woodstock, Illinois. Carisa E. Miller married
Damon S. Cooney '95 on June 5, 1999.
Damon and Carisa are living in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. Patrick J. Moorhead writes, "I've
been living in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for
more than two years. After leaving the graduate
school of painting at the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts, I joined the team at Monsoon
Micrt>studios advertising agency. I'm currently
the director of technology services, responsible
for overseeing the design and production of
clients' web sites." Laura L. Noah tells us she
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Fast forward to the past: Chris Barth '93
puts Kenyon's history online

A

chronicler of William Foster Peirce,
the College president who brought
Kenyon into the twentieth century,
Christopher D. Barth '93 began his
own employment at the College on the cusp of
the twenty-first. His position as a librarian and
technology consultant as well as the overseer of
the College archives makes him Kenyon's
resident Janus. He maintains the historian's
backward gaze while, as a library technologist,
he helps to move the College into the future.
Barth was either prescient or lucky when he
chose a graduate school that offered a dual-degree
program. The honors history major emerged
from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
with master's degrees in history and library and
information science, equipped for his current
dual-faceted position at Kenyon as librarian and
technology consultant. Although he spends
most of his time providing technology support
to five academic departments, handling every
thing from broken hard drives to designing and
planning high-end digital video workstations, he
loves the archives, which he first encountered as
a history major fascinated by the College's past.
Barth wrote his senior honors thesis on the
forty-one-year administration of Kenyon's
twelfth president, William Foster Peirce. A
visionary who led the College from the end of
the last century until 1937, Peirce made the
institution into a recognizable forebear of
Kenyon as it exists today.
In an attempt to balance the top-down view
of Peirce's administration gleaned from official
College documents with the bottom-up experi
ence of students, Barth solicited personal anec
dotes, memories, and even gossip from some two
hundred fifty alumni who had attended Kenyon
while Peirce was at the helm. Recollections
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Chris Barth

provided by these alumni brought to quirky life
the figure most know only from bland official
portraits. One alumnus shared a vivid descrip
tion of Peirce's lecturing style, reporting that
those who sat in the first row were likely to
leave the room wet, as his was a moist delivery.
Barth could accommixlate only a handful of
these priceless recollections in his thesis. The
correspondence from alumni makes such lively
reading, however, that in 1993 the College's
bookstore published the thesis, entitled Seeking
the Kenyon Ideal, with an appendix containing
the full set of alumni letters. (The volume is no
longer available, although the bookstore may
reprint it in the future.)
Next year, Barth will offer a course in the
history department on the College's past,
incorporating a class project to generate
Internet resources on Kenyon history. The
course filled up quickly during preregistration,
with a waiting list of students eager to take it.
In this, as in his other professional endeavors,
Barth shows an eye for combining traditional
research methods with the latest wave of
technological advancement.
The fascination that propelled Barth into the
archives as a student underlies one of his
current professional projects: putting the papers
of the Kenyon Review online. He envisions a
detailed inventory of the old series, yielding a
searchable database of materials. Interested
researchers will be able to call up scanned
images of actual manuscript pages, perusing
documents without leaving their desks. As
many renowned writers have been connected
with the Kenyon Review, Barth expects the
project to be used by unforeseen numbers of
scholars, thus greatly increasing the College's
visibility on the Internet.
Barth sees the advantages, and the contradic
tions, inherent in his double perspective. On
the one hand, he lauds technologies that will
make Kenyon's rich history accessible to scholars
far from the Hill. On the other, he is keenly
aware that the College's current history is being
recorded in new ways. The great volume of email, for example, in which the "e" stands tor
ephemeral as well as electronic, will redefine
what future historians can know.
In addition, Barth nurtures a fond vision of
Kenyon in the days before the full effects of the
Industrial Revolution had been felt in Gambier.
He tries to imagine what life was like here when
mail and newspapers took weeks to arrive,
when the village truly was remote in a way that,
for better and for worse, it never will be again.
This double vision also colored Barth's
experience of living in Alaska for two years,
while he was employed as librarian and archivist
at Alaska's largest newspaper, the Anchorage
Daily News. "You can enjoy all the conve
niences of living in a modern metropolis, yet if
(Continued on page 71)
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is working as a human-resource representative
at a computer company in Cambridge, Massa
chusetts. She is also working toward a master's
degree in dispute resolution at the University of
Massachusetts-Boston. Laura lives in Somerville,
Massachusetts. Jill W. Penman tells us she is
now teaching piano full time. She writes,
"Before I run out of patience entirely (although
I'm quite fond of many of my students), I intend
to travel as much, and as broadly, as I can." Jill
lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. JoEUen C.
Perry informs us she is a reporter for U.S. News
and World Report in Washington, D.C. She is
living in Washington with fellow Kenyon grad
uate Sheetal S. Matani. Joshua T. Radnor
tells us that, in 1999, he received his master of
fine arts degree in acting from New York
University's Tisch School of the Arts, and he
performed in Eric Bogosian's play Griller at
Center Stage, in Baltimore, Maryland, until late
December. Josh describes himself as "in transit,"
living in Columbus, Ohio, until further notice.
Andrew S. Richmond says he is planning a
single-volume, select edition of "The Papers of
Philander Chase," to be finished by 2002. Andy
is living with Jessica P. Kerley '01 in Gambier.
Chris Roberts tells us he is in his last year of
law school at Northwestern University in
Chicago, Illinois. Afterward, he plans to work
as a tax attorney. Chris lives in Chicago. Sara
A. Rothenberg writes that she is working as an
event coordinator and pnxluction manager,
producing social and corporate events in San
Francisco, California. Sara is sharing a San
Francisco apartment with Anne C. Dugan.
Laura E. Wessel married John R. Comely '97
on June 26, 1999, at the Church of the Holy
Spirit in Gambier. Paula A. Arrigada served as
maid of honor, Lisa A. Cafferata-Zurn as a
bridesmaid, David A. Beck '97 as best man,
and Jeremy R. Collins '97 and Frederick M.
Hemker IV '97 as groomsmen. Laura is a drug
and rehabilitation counselor in Columbus,
Ohio, and John is in his final year at Ohio
State University's College of Law. They are
living in Columbus. Diana S. Zicklin writes,
"After a year and a halt working tor the secretary
of state, I've now moved to Vice President
Gore's office in the White Hixise. I'm working
in his scheduling office—you can find me at my
desk just about any time or day of the week.
I'm having a great time, and I'd love to hear
from any Kenyon classmates passing through."
Diana lives in Washington, D.C.
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Elizabeth A. Palomaki
1630 Chicago Avenue, Apt. 713
Evanston, Illinois 60201
e-palomaki@nwu.edu
Co-Agents: Karin M. Boerger, Derrick E.
Johnson, Elizabeth Pannill, Dwight K. Shultheis
John R. Comely married Laura E. Wessel '96
on June 26, 1999, at the Church of the Holy
Spirit in Gambier. Paula A. Arrigada '96
served as maid of honor, Lisa A. CafferataZurn '96 served as a bridesmaid, David A.
Beck as best man, and Jeremy R. Collins ;md
Frederick M. Hemker IV as groomsmen. John
is in his final year at Ohio State University's
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College of Law, and Laura is a drug and rehabilitation counselor in Columbus, Ohio. They are
living in Columbus. Gretchen A. Hyden says,
"I'm working in New York City as a recruiter
for boo.com, a global Internet retailer, and 1
love it!" Gretchen lives in New York City.
Barbara L. Kakiris, who works as coordinator
of the women's outreach program for the
National Aeronatics and Space Administration
(NASA) Glenn Research Center in Cleveland,
Ohio, recently wrote an article for the center's
publication. The article was a narrative account
of her experiences while attending the Women's
Conference, a celebration of the contributions
of women in the sciences, held at the Kennedy
Space Center. Barbara writes in the article,
"One message remains clear from the event—
the female role in scientific fields is becoming
increasingly more valuable to society." Barbara
lives in Rocky River, Ohio. Erin M. McDonald
writes, "My husband, Lawrence Wilson, and I
have recently quit ixir johs, packed up everything
we own, and headed off for a year-long travel
adventure. Our destinations include large
portions of Canada and the United States, the
United Kingdom, and Spain. For the grand
finale, we plan to hike the Appalachian Trail
from Georgia to Maine!" Erin and Lawrence
live in Essex Junction, Vermont. Megan L.
McDonald tells us she is working as an admission
counselor for Wellesley College. Megan lives in
Watertown, Massachusetts. Adrienne L.
Misheloff writes that she is living with Aaron
M. Czechowski '98 in Baltimore, Maryland.
She is going through a transition from service
supervisor to operations manager of Manpower,
Inc., while attending graduate school at Johns
Hopkins University. Aaron, a senior clientservice associate at Towson University, is work
ing toward a Microsoft Certification. Anthony
"Mickey" Mominee II tells us he is teaching
religion at Chaminade-Julienne High School in
Dayton, Ohio, while coaching the cross
country team. He also stays busy by practicing
the piano and training for triathlons. Mickey
lives in Dayton. Jonathan C. Moodey writes
that he is teaching English at the Blue Ridge
School in St. George, Virginia, coaching the
school's soccer team, and serving as a dormitory
parent. He is also pursuing a master's degree in
education at the University of Virginia's Curry
School of Education. Timothy J. Mutrie is a
staff writer for the Aspen, Colorado, Times. "I'm
nicely situated three blocks from the gondola in
Aspen," he says, "and I'm enjoying all that
Colorado's western slope has to offer. I plan to
stick it out one more year and then ... V Tim
lives in Aspen. Emiko Nagai tells us she is
working for a U.S. advertising agency, Leo
Burnett, in Tokyo, Japan. She says she misses
the States and hopes to be back within two
years' time. Emiko lives in Tokyo. Edwin C.
O'Malley writes, "I recently started an Internet
and computer consulting company called Osprey
Technology Consulting, and business is
booming. I'm also working for an Internet
company, GnTap.com, an online community
for college students. In my spare time, I've con
tinued to sail, ski, and scuba dive." Ed lives in
Mantoloking, New Jersey. Jeanette P. Premo

tells us she is living in Chicago, Illinois, with
Chad E. Hessoun '94, Sarah R. Kane '95,
and Julia M. Glynn '96 and working in
commercial real estate for the Transwestern
Investment Company. Jeanette is also helping
to organize the Peeps' Year 2000 reunion, "P2K."
She says she is still loving Chicago and luring
other alumni, such as Megan W. McLeod '99,
to the city. Edward T. Rhee is teaching
language arts as an upper-school faculty member
at the Chapin School in Princeton, New
Jersey. He previously taught English at West
Nottingham Academy. Ed, who will also serve
as soccer and basketball coach at Chapin, lives
in Plainsboro, New Jersey. Anne K. Roberts
writes, "I just purchased a town house. It's big
and beautiful, and I'm enjoying the trials and
triumphs of home ownership. I'm also enjoying
and excelling at my project manager/account
analyst position in the customer-specific
marketing business unit at Kyrus Corporation,
an IBM premier business partner in Greenville,
South Carolina." Anne lives in Greer, South
Carolina. R. Joseph Rodriguez published an
article entitled "The Meaning of Work" in the
October 1999 issue of Hispanic magazine
(reprinted as "The Last Page"in this issue of the
Bulletin). Having received his master's degree
in English from the University of Texas, Joseph
is now pursing his Ph.D. at the University of
Connecticut. Michael P. Shelton tells as he has
been working with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to establish Ohio's second national
wildlife refuge, the Little Darby National Wildlife
Refuge. If established, the refuge could perma
nently preserve almost twenty-five thousand
acres of wildlife habitat and another twenty-five
thousand acres of farmland in Central Ohio.
Mike lives in Columbus, Ohio. Soda L. Siek
writes, "I've been busy giving presentations at
my former high school on the great Kenyon
College and all the stunts I pulled in Asia and
Southeast Asia after my graduation from Kenyon.
I keep it fun and inspirational. My message is
clear: a public high school can spawn great and
influential people." Soda lives in Columbus,
Ohio. Julia D. Smith tells us she is working at
Victim Services, counseling domestic-violence
victims, and volunteering for a suicide preven
tion hotline. Julia lives in New York City.
Miranda K. Stockett spent the summer in
Honduras with anthropology professors Ed
Schortman and Pat Urban. They worked along
the Cacaulapa River, in northwestern Honduras,
where they found fifteen small sites and one
huge site of fifteen thousand square meters that
has some of the largest structures ever encoun
tered in Honduras. Miranda is currently doing
graduate work in archaeology at the University
of Pennsylvania. R. Seth Webb writes that he
plans to visit Erik Isaacman in May 2000 in
China. Seth is the director of marketing and
special events for the City of New York's Parks
and Recreation Department. He lives in New
York City.
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J. Brooks Martin
15 Lynnwtxxl Lane
Nashville, Tennessee 37205
martinj@kenyon.edu
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Co-Agents: Aaron M. Czechowski, Elizabeth
N. Pendleton
Susan G. Burns married E. David Howerton
II '96 in Charleston, South Carolina. Susan is
an agent for Anderson-Bissell Insurance, and
David works for Palmetto Practice Systems.
They are living at 10 Franklin Street, Charles
ton 29401. The Toledo, Ohio, Blade reports
Justin S. Davis is an account executive for
Susan Ulin Associates, Ltd., an events planning
and fundraising firm in New York City. Among
his projects has been an awards dinner for
Medical Education for South African Blacks at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, featuring Nelson
Mandela as the guest speaker. Justin lives in
New York City. Alan D. Duffy writes, "I'm in
my second year of law school. I was a summer
associate at a Columbus, Ohio, law firm, Kegler,
Brown, Hill, and Ritter." Alan lives in Cleve
land, Ohio. Kate E. Maslev says, "After teaching
at the Hector Emilio Meding Bilingual School
in Santa Rosa de Copan, Honduras, for eight
months, I'm headed to Chicago, Illinois, to
teach Spanish at Morgan Park Academy. I'm
really looking forward to my new position, and I
also ain't wait to reunite with my Kenyon buds."
Kate is living in Chicago. Mandy M. Miller
spent the summer in Honduras with anthropol
ogy professors Ed Schortman and Pat Urban.
They worked along the Cacaulapa River, in
northwestern Honduras, where they found
fifteen small sites and one huge site of fifteen
thousand square meters that has some of the
largest stnictures ever encountered in Honduras.
Mandy's home base is Killbuck, Ohio. James
"J.J." Olszowy reports he and Gregory L.
Ferrell are living in downtown Cleveland,
Ohio, where J.J. is an institutional bond trader
with the McDonald Investments division of
Key Bank and Greg is a health-care consultant
with Medimetrix. Shana Y. Oritz tells us she
spent a year working as an immigration paralegal
in Washington, D.C. She writes, "1 recently
started law schtxil at Duke University. After
my first week, I was just hoping I'd be able to
survive. And I'm tired of people asking, 'Where's
Kenyon?"' Shana lives in Durham, North
Carolina. Grace L. Peck reports she is living in
New York City with a friend from Choate
Rosemary Hall and working at The Knot Inc.,
an online wedding resource and gift registry.
She says she has been doing lots of job-related
traveling and working at regional bridal trade
shows. Grace says she often sees Alexandra J.
Mustonen, Victoria "Tory" Kirby, Elizabeth
"Libby" Stroyd '99, and Virginia M. Secor
'99. Christina L. Rimelspach tells us, "I've
been working at the Hyde School in Bath,
Maine, since September 1998. The summer
before that, I was a nanny. 1 really enjoy teach
ing, coaching, and mentoring teenagers. I also
love living in New England." Chris lives at the
school. Christine T. Robinson writes, "After
teaching English in Japan to children, K-9,
during the 1998-99 academic year, I'm happy to
be back in the United States. I'm now in grad
uate school in public health at the University of
Minnesota, majoring in community health
education. I'm also taking a seminary class and
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working part time at a wonderful, liberal United
Church of Christ with middle-school students.
Please look me up if you're in the Minnesota
area!" Christine lives in Plymouth, Minnesota.
Lauren E. Weymouth, who is working as a
business executive for salon.com, a news and
entertainment network, recently wrote an "Arts
and Entertainment" feature review for the
network on the GQ Man of the Year Awards
held in October. Her article can be found on
the salon.com web site, in the "A&E" section.
Lauren lives in New York City. In July 1999,
Andrew E. Woodward exhibited his work at
the Aircraft Gallery in Denver, Colorado.
Andy's collection, "Landscapes," included a
colored-pencil piece entitled Anne Sea
Studiando. Andy lives in Denver.
#
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Rebecca M. Hoyt
209 Lucy Lane
Northfield, Ohio 44067
hoytr99@hotma il.com
Co-Agents: C. Craig Jackson III, Kamille A.
Johnson, William B. Kaplan, Shaka D. Smart,
Ashley E. Zinser
Matthew C. Brenner writes, "I'm working as a
communications assistant at the Chapin Hall
Center for Children at the University of
Chicago. Chapin Hall is a policy-research
center focusing on programs and policies that
affect children. I'm assisting the communications
department with various writing and editing
tasks, managing a small information center, and
doing computer and World Wide Web work.
I'm very happy with my job, and I'm enjoying
lite overall. Anyone is welcome to e-mail me at
brenner_matt@ameritech.net." Matt lives in
Evanston, Illinois. Nevill E. Handel spent the
summer in Honduras with anthropology pro
fessors Ed Schortman and Pat Urban. They
worked along the Cacaulapa River, in north
western Honduras, where they found fifteen
small sites and one huge site of fifteen thousand
square meters that has some of the largest struc
tures ever encountered in Honduras. Nevill's
home base is Lake Milton, Ohio. Pamela R.
Maslen was featured in an article in the Newburyport, Massachusetts, Daily News, which
described her volunteer work with the Peace
Corps in Senegal. She left home in September
with the intent of spending the next two years
educating the Senegalese people about ways in
which to prevent the spread of HIV and AIDS.
Pam's family home is in Newhuryport. Kara M.
McClurken writes that she is taking classes in
history, library and information science, and
historic preservation in her graduate study at
the University of Maryland. She says one class
even meets in the Smithsonian museums in
Washington, D.C. Kara is also working for the
archivist of literary manuscripts at the univer
sity. She says, "1 guess life after Kenyon does
exist." In September, Shari L. Mendler was
selected to be a Mickey Leland Hunger Fellow
by the Congressional Hunger Center in
Washington, D.C. She will be working to
expand a children's hot-meals program in the
Greater New Orleans, Louisiana, area for the
first six months of the year-long fellowship.

Following this, Shari will be transferred to
Washington, D.C., to work for a national
nonprofit organization. Shari lives in New
Orleans. Zachary B. Nowak tells us he is
teaching English in a bilingual German/Italian
school in Bolzano, a provincial capital in the
Italian Alps. Zach's home base is in Rush, New
York. Sarah A. Ross was featured in an article
in the Toledo, Ohio, Blade that described the
trek over Le Chemin de la Liberte (The Freedom
Trail) made by her and her father. They were
participating in a hike that the faithful embark
upon every year to commemorate those World
War II troops that made the same journey
through the French Pyrenees to freedom in
neutral Spain during their attempt to end the
German occupation of France. This was the
first year for Americans to be invited to take
part in the hike, which was organized by family
members of European veterans of the war. Sarah
lives in Toledo. According to an October e-mail
message we received from Rebecca M. Hoyt,
Allison A. Sullivan is in Utah, where she is
working on the trail crew at the Natural Bridges
National Monument. She puts in ten-hour
days—eight days on, six days off-—as one of two
women on the crew. Allison's home base is in
Rocky River, Ohio. Professor of History Reed
S. Browning informs us Thomas H. Young has
won a third-prize award in a national essay
competition sponsored by the Intercollegiate
Studies Institute as part of the Washington
Legacy Project, an awareness campaign to
remember the legacy and importance of George
Washington. Tom's essay, entitled "The
Character of George Washington: A Legacy of
Virtue," was written in a Kenyon history course
during the 1999 spring semester. In the essay
Tom argued that, "[Washington's! greatness,
then and now, lay not so much in his general
ship or his political achievements (though they
are noteworthy), but in the content of his
character, which determined all that he did."
Tom lives in Buffalo Grove, Illinois.
Carl Fleischhauer '62 preserves American
culture for the masses
(Continued from page 48)
kind of liberal-arts education Kenyon offers.
"At the Library of Congress," he observes, "we
confront an interesting and varied array of
problems. We're never quite narrowly academic
or narrowly technical. Because we deal with a
range of things, creative thinking is repaid
handsomely. A liberal-arts education gives us a
place to start."
Belief in the College has led Fleischhauer to
sponsor numerous externships for Kenyon
students over the years. Most recently, he
hosted Elizabeth Erickson '02 at the Library of
Congress for a week during winter break.
Working in large organizations has taught
Fleischauer that one of the crucial skills in life is
"the ability to persuade people that a certain
course of action would be wise. The ability to
persuade depends on language, being able to
write or speak in ways that are convincing.
Colleges like Kenyon offer an opportunity to
learn to state your ideas more clearly."
—Amy Blumenthal
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Deaths
Maurice Campbell '24 in 1995. He was ninetythree and a resident of West Salem, Illinois.
At Kenyon, Maurice was a member of the
Glee Club and Choir and the Puff and Powder
Club. After graduation, he worked for S.S.
Kresge Company before joining the Syler and
Syler Grain Elevator in Plymouth, Indiana, in
the 1930s. In 1945, he bought an elevator and
seed business in West Salem, which he
operated until his retirement in 1981.
There are no known survivors.
Maurice E. Bell '32 on November 28, 1999, of
natural causes. He was eighty-nine and a
resident of State College, Pennsylvania.
A physics major who graduated summa cum
laude, Maurey ran track and cross country at
Kenyon. He went on to earn a Ph.D. from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1937,
with two years at Cambridge University as a
Redfield Proctor Fellow. Maurey served with
the Operations Evaluation Group in the U.S.
Navy, and in 1947 was awarded the President's
Certificate of Merit for Service as a civilian
scientist during World War II. He began his
career as a research and development engineer
for Westinghouse. After the war, Maurice was
appointed scientific director of the Office of
Naval Research in the American Embassy in
London. He then worked for Sylvania as
research manager before accepting an appoint
ment in 1956 as a professor of geophysics,
director of the Earth and Mineral Sciences
Experiment Station, and assistant dean for
research in the College of Earth and Mineral
Sciences at Pennsylvania State University.
Maurice retired from there as associate dean
emeritus in 1976. He held two patents on his
research, one for the treatment of bearing
surfaces with lubricants, and another for a brake
for a rotary anode x-ray rube, and was co-holder
of a third patent for a method of applying
luminescent coatings.
Maurey is survived by a son, Alan G.R. Bell
'74. Memorial contributions may be made to
Kenyon College, Office of Development,
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623, or to the College
of Earth and Mineral Science, 116 Deike
Building, Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.
Henry Burr '33 on January 3, 1997. He was
eighty-five and a resident of Skokie, Illinois.
At Kenyon, Hal was an economics major and
a member of Alpha Delta Phi. He earned a law
degree from the University of Missouri at
Kansas City in 1938. During World War II,
Hal served in the U.S. Air Force in Kith the
European and Pacific theaters. His career
included the presidencies of Missouri General
Insurance Company, Consolidated Underwrit
ers, and Mastin Insurance Group. He was also
a director of Union National Bank and a
member of the Board of Directors for St. Luke's
Hospital in Kansas City.
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Hal is survived by a daughter, Elisabeth
Minor Burr; a son, Louis Clinton Burr; and
three grandchildren.
James R. Alexander '35 on July 16, 1999. He
was eighty-five and a resident of Pinelake Nursing
Center in Whispering Pines, North Carolina.
At Kenyon, Jim was a member of Beta Theta
Pi and manager of the football team. He held
many executive positions with the Quaker
Rubber Company and the Thermoid Company.
Jim retired as a vice president of New Jersey
Zinc in 1975.
Jim was active in alumni affairs, serving for
many years as class agent for the Class of 1935.
Jim is survived by his wife, Kathryn Prenter
Alexander; a daughter, Ann Poist; three grand
sons, Jay and Scott Alexander and Jamie Poist;
and a brother, William T. Alexander '39.
G. Robert Langford 1935 on January 4, 2000,
of cancer. He was eighty-six and a resident of
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
After attending Kenyon, Bob went on to
graduate from the University of Michigan in
1935. He was a member of Psi Upsilon. Bob
worked for his father's company, Economy
Baler, before founding his own company, DuraBond, a pioneer in the remanufacturing of
automotive brake shoes. After that company
was sold in 1955, he developed property in the
Ann Arbor area. Bob was a donor of the
rhirty-one-acre Kuebler-Langford Nature Area
there. He was a long-time member of the
Portage Trails Council of the Boy Scouts of
America. An avid sailor who had sailed all over
the Caribbean, Bob continued after his
retirement to indulge this hobby from a second
home in the Bahamas.
Bob is survived by his wife, Elizabeth Hegge
Langford; a daughter, Nancy Hague; a son,
Larry Langford; five grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren. Memorial contributions
may be made to the Boy Scouts of America, Box
152079, Irving, Texas 75062-2079.
Harold A. Sparks '37 on August 28, 1999. He
was eighty-four and a resident of Williamsburg,
Virginia.
At Kenyon, Sparky was a member of Psi
Upsilon and the varsity baseball, tennis, and
track teams. Prior to World War II, Sparky was
employed at the Newport News Shipyard. From
1943 to 1946, he was on active duty in the U.S.
Navy as a PT-boat commander, first in the Euro
pean Theater and then in the Pacific. While
serv ing in a joint British-American PT squadron,
Sparky participated in the Normandy Invasion.
He returned to his job at the shipyard as a reserve
officer and left as a lieutenant commander in
1948. That same year, Sparky joined the staff of
Colonial Williamsburg, eventually becoming
vice president and director of merchandising.
He retired in 1981.
Sparky is survived by two daughters, Katherine
Sparks Williams and Caroline Lee Sparks; a
son, Philip L. Sparks; and four grandchildren.
Memorial contributions may be made to Kenyon
College, Office of Development, College
Relations Center, Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623.

Robert W. Tuttle '37 on October 23, 1999, of
prostate cancer. He was eighty-tour and a
resident of Quechee, Vermont.
Bob was a founding member of Kenyon's polo
team and a member of Alpha Delta Phi. He
was active in alumni affairs and served as chair
of his fiftieth reunion committee. Bob entered
the aviation industry in 1939, serving with
American Airlines in Cincinnati, Ohio, New
York City, and Washington, D.C. In 1950, he
became president of the Airline Terminal
Corporation, based in New York City. Bob left
Airline Terminal in 1966 to manage his own
business interests in Rutland, Vermont, but
returned to the airline business in 1968 as assis
tant to the president of Northern Airways. He
was elected president of The Wings Club, the
most recognized aviation club in the world, in
1964. After his retirement, Bob served as
director of development for the Vermont Law
School. A freelance writer of documentaries,
profiles, and short stories, he originated and
wrote a column, "Around Quechee Lakes," for
the Vermont Standard. He was also an occa
sional contributor to the Bulletin.
Bob is survived by a daughter, Barbara Tuttle;
a son, Robert W. Turtle Jr.; two grandchildren;
and a nephew, Richard S. Tuttle Jr. '63.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
Norris Cotton Cancer Center, One Medical
Drive, Lebanon, New Hampshire 03756, or
Ottauquechee Health Center, 32 Pleasant
Street, Woodstock, Vermont 05091.
Charles D. Jenkins 1940 on September 8,
1999. He was eighty-three and a resident of
Portsmouth, Rhode Island.
Chuck was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma at
Kenyon. He served in the U.S. Navy during
World War II, earning a European Campaign
ribbon with four battle stars and an Asiatic
Campaign ribbon with six battle stars.
Married to Jean M. Munns, Chuck had at
least one son, Thomas N. Jenkins. No further
information was available about his career or
survivors.
Jack Lloyd Jones 1940 on October 16, 1999,
after a king battle with cancer. He was eightytwo and a resident of Tampa, Florida.
Jake attended Kenyyp for two years and
joined Alpha Delta Phi. He served in the U.S.
Army from 1941 to 1946. In 1938, Jake joined
the family business, Van Dorn Iron Works
Company in Cleveland, Ohio, and spent his
entire career with the firm. He was president of
the company's Davies Can Division for thirty
years, until his retirement in 1982.
Jake is survived by a son, Jeffrey Jones, and a
brother, Lawrence C. Jones. Memorial contri
butions may be made to the American Cancer
Society, 1148 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 44115.
John N. Puffer '40 on August 4, 1999. He
was eighty-two and a resident of Pawleys Island,
South Carolina.
A political-science major, John was a member
of the varsity track team and Alpha Delta Phi.
He served in the U.S. Air Force during World
War II. After the war, John worked in the
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wholesale lumber and shingle business. He
retired in 1976 as chairman of Philadelphia
Wholesale Lumber.
John is survived by his wife, Eileen Nelson
Putter, and a daughter, Holly Putter Davis.
James P. Rowley 1940 on July 26, 1999,
following an extended illness. He was eighty
and a resident of Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Jim grew up in Gambier and attendee! Kenyon
for one year. He was employed as branch sales
manager for Motorist Insurance in Cincinnati,
Ohio, for twenty-five years. Following his
retirement, Jim returned to Gambier and
developed his family's farm into Tomahawk
Golf Course.
Jim is survived by his wife, Evelyn Wixilard
Rowley; a daughter, Marilyn Chabot; a son,
Terry Rowley; three grandchildren; and three
great-grandchildren.
Rt. Rev. Lloyd E. Gressle B'43 H'58 on
December 7, 1999. He was eighty-one and a
resident of East Quogue, New York.
A 1940 graduate of Oberlin College, Lloyd
received a bachelor of divinity degree in 1943
from Bexley Hall and did graduate work at
Harvard University. Kenyon awarded him an
honorary doctorate in divinity in 1958, and
Lehigh University presented him with an
honorary doctor of humane letters degree in
1980. As dean of the Cathedral Church of St.
John in Wilmington, Delaware, from 1956 to
1968, Lloyd served on the Delaware Bi-racial
Commission and the Delaware Commission on
the Handicapped. Consecrated the sixth
bishop of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in 1971,
he served in that diocese for thirteen years. A
member of the National Executive Council of
the Episcopal Church, Lloyd chaired that
Kxly's long-range planning council. For
humanitarian service, he received an award of
recognition from the National Conference of
Christians and Jews. After retiring to East
Quogue, Lloyd was elected to the local school
board and served on the Hampton Bays Libraryboard. He also served as chaplain to the East
Quogue Fire Department.
Lloyd is survived hy his wife, Marguerite
Gressle; a daughter, Katherine D. Haritos; two
sons, Richard L. and E. Mark Gressle; and six
grandchildren. Memorial contributions may be
made to the Lloyd Gressle Scholarship Fund,
Ditx:ese of Bethlehem, 826 Delaware Avenue,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015.
Leonard W. Snellman '43 on October 21, 1999,
of cancer and heart failure. He was seventynine and a resident of Salt Lake City, Utah.
A mathematics major, Len graduated cum
laude and joined Delta Phi. He was active in
Kenyon Singers and the cross-country and track
teams. Len joined the U.S. Air Force immedi
ately after graduation and served throughout
World War II and again in the Korean War.
1 le completed graduate work in meteorology at
the University of Chicago. Len spent thirtynine years as a meteorologist for the U.S. govern
ment and seventeen years as the chief scientist
for the Western Region of the National Weather
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Long-time French professor Edward Harvey
dies at eighty-two

J

ohn Edward Harvey, a member of the
Kenyon faculty from 1948 until his
retirement in 1987, died February 12
after an extended illness. Harvey, who
had retired in Gambier, was eighty-two.
A native of Lewiston, Maine, where he
attended French-speaking parochial schools,
Harvey was a 1937 graduate of Bates College.
After high-schix)! teaching assignments in
France and New Hampshire, he went on to
earn master's degrees from Middlebury College
and Harvard University and a doctorate from
Harvard. In 1948, he arrived at Kenyon, where
he was named the Samuel Mather Professor of
French Language and Literature in 1958.
Although Harvey most often taught French
language courses, he offered occasional courses
in Italian and Spanish as well. A specialist in
seventeenth-century French literature, he was a
founder of the International Conference on
Seventeenth-Century French Literature. Also
a founder of the Advanced Placement Program
in French, he served as director of Sweet Briar
College's Foreign Study Program in Paris in
1966 and as a member of the Mixlern Language
Association's journal staff in the 1960s and
assembly in the early 1980s.
Presented in 1986 with Kenyon's William A.
Long Award for his work in clarifying the role
of athletics in campus life, Harvey won recogni
tion in 1990 and again in 1993 from the
College's Black Student Union for his support
of minority students. In the citation for the
honorary doctorate awarded him by Kenyon at
his retirement, he was hailed as a "humanitar
ian and politician by nature [with an] uncom
mon common touch ... a ready and sympa
thetic friend to colleagues and students."
Also active in the larger Knox Ctwinty com-
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munity, Harvey served as a member of the Dem
ocratic Central Committee and the Gambier
Village Council. He was a founding member of
the county's chapter of the National Associa
tion for the Advancement of Colored People.
Harvey, who was interred in Gambier's Oak
Grove Cemetery, is survived by his wife of sixtyyears, Alice Wilson Harvey of Gambier; a
daughter, Janet A. Graddick of Gambier; a son.
James Harvey of Cleveland, Ohio; five grand
children; one great-grandchild; and a brother,
Raymond Harvey. Harvey was preceded in
death by a daughter, Diane Clarke, and a
brother, Robert Harvey.
A memorial service was held on February 19
in the Church of the Holy Spirit. Among
those who participated were such old friends its
Associate Professor of French Mortimer M.
Guiney, President Emeritus Philip H. Jordan
Jr., and Professor Emeritus of Religion Donald
L. Rogan. Jordan remembered Harvey as an
"outsider by birth who lived as a consummate
insider; an egalitarian who understotxl differ
ence; a scholar who could also live, act, and
lead with courage, especially in response to
injustice; a serious and strong and kindly man."
"With Ed and Alice, friendship was always
natural, unself-conscious, and rooted in serious
interests," Jordan added, recalling that the
Harveys were the Jordans' neighbors in their
early years in Cromwell House and again in
their retirement home on Gaskin Avenue.
"The Harveys' natural neighborliness intro
duced us to life in Gambier."
"Growing up when he did, and as a young
graduate student seeing Europe disintegrate in
the horrors of the Holocaust, Ed was perma
nently committed to social justice, and he lived
it," said Rogan. "1 know of no one in my
acquaintance at Kenyon who was more gen
uinely concerned about the welfare of other
people—in the College, in the town, in the
county, in the country—or was so steadily
committed politically—as a Democrat, against
all odds in central Ohio—to the cause of the
common people, of whom he tacitly thought of
himself as one."
After reciting a litany of Harvey's services to
Kenyon, his department, and his profession,
Guiney noted that "there Ls one more debt we
owe, even harder to repay than all the others:
Ed was a good man. To everyone he met, he
made the gift of revealing the meaning of those
simple words. Thanks to him, his colleagues,
students, and friends know what a truly gtxxl
man is: a man with his idealism, his honor, and
his capacity to love. As long as we live, we will
never meet a better one."
Memorial contributions may be made to
Kenyon's Department of Modem Languages
and Literatures in care of the Office of Develop
ment, College Relations Center, Kenyon
College, Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623.
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Service. He was also an adjunct professor of
meteorology at the University of Utah. In
1986, Len was the meteorologist in charge of
Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager's around-theworld, nonstop flight of their Voyager aircraft.
Len received an award from the American
Meteorological Society in 1989 for his efforts in
the successful initiation of the periodical Weather
and Forecasting as well as gold and silver medal
awards from the Department of Commerce, the
American Meteorological Society award as the
outstanding weather forecaster, and the Dale
Gates Memorial Award for outstanding service
to the community.
Len is survived by his wife, Evelyn Snellman;
two daughters, Karen L. Snellman and Kristi
Snellman Stauffer; two sons, Robert A. and
Leonard W. Snellman III; six grandchildren;
and five great-grandchildren. Memorial
contributions may be made to Mount Olympus
Presbyterian Church, 3280 East 3900 South,
Holladay, Utah 84124-2160.
Walter P. Southard Jr. '43 on November 27,
1999. He was seventy-nine and a resident of
Goleta, California.
An honors philosophy major at Kenyon, Bud
was a member of Delta Tau Delta, editor of
Hika, a baseball player, and secretary of the
Kenyon Review. After graduation, he enlisted
in the U.S. Navy, attending Navy Language
School in Boulder, Colorado. He then served
in the Aleutians and in China. In 1948, Bud
joined the Central Intelligence Agency, where
he worked for thirty years as a political analyst
on problems associated with Sino-Soviet
relations and the Chinese Communist Party.
His reputation was such that, in his recent
book A Great Wall, former New York Times
Beijing bureau chief Patrick Tyler refers to Bud
as "the legendary analyst." In addition, Bud
published several poems and short stories, and
he expressed his lifelong love of baseball
through coaching Little League.
Bud is survived by his wife, Kathleen Kane
Southard; a son, Jonathan Southard; and a
sister, Patricia Gourlay. Memorial contribu
tions may be made to the Goleta Valley Library,
500 North Fairview Avenue, Goleta 93117.
Dwight F. Williams Jr. 1943 on January 9,
2000. He was seventy-seven years old and a
resident of Northtield, Minnesota.
Dwight, a mathematics major, commuted to
Kenyon from Mount Vernon. After serving in
World War II, he was employed as a product
manager with Arvey Corporation in Naperville,
Illinois, and later as a prixluct engineer with
Sheldahl, Inc., in Northfield, from which he
retired. In 1994, the city of Northfield pre
sented Dwight with the Mary Wood Award for
Volunteerism. He was active in the American
Red Cross, the Northfield Lions Club, and the
Boy Scouts of America. Dwight also sang with
the Troubadors.
Dwight is survived by his wife, Jean; two
daughters, Barbara Enderle and Nancy
Simonson; two sons, David and James E.
Williams '65; eleven grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren.
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William A. Vogely '45 H'72 on October 31,
1999, in Hershey, Pennsylvania. He was
seventy-five and a resident of Warriors Mark,
Pennsylvania, and Meredith, New Hampshire.
An economics major at Kenyon, Bill graduated
cum laude with highest honors. He was a mem
ber of Delta Phi and the recipient of the Col
lege's highest honor, the E. Malcolm Anderson
Cup, awarded to the undergraduate who has
done the most for Kenyon during that year. He
went on to earn both master's and doctoral
degrees in economics from Princeton Univer
sity. Kenyon awarded him an honorary doctor
of laws degree in 1972. Bill's early career was
with the U.S. government, including service in
the Internal Revenue Service, the Department
of the Interior, the Bureau of Mines, and the
Bureau of Land Management. He served as
director of the Office of Economic Analysis
from 1971 to 1973 and as acting deputy assis
tant secretary of energy and minerals with the
interior department in 1974. From 1974 to
1991, Bill was professor of mineral economics at
Pennsylvania State University, serving as chair
of the department from 1975 to 1988.
Bill is survived by his wife, Elizabeth Kevin
Vogely; a daughter, Margaret K. Krall; a son,
Robert K. Vogely; three grandchildren; a
brother, Emil H. Vogely; and two sisters, Maxine
Vogely and Jean V. Werner. Memorial contri
butions may be made to Kenyon College, Office
of Development, College Relations Center,
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623; the William
Vogely Award Fund, College of Earth and
Mineral Industries, Department of Mineral
Economics, Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802; United
Methodist Church, Route 550, Warriors Mark,
Pennsylvania 16877; or The Hope Lodge of
Central Pennsylvania, 125 Lucy Avenue,
Hummelstown, Pennsylvania 17036.
James W. Pratt '47 on December 12, 1999, of
complications from pneumonia. He was
seventy-five and a resident of San Francisco,
California.
A political-science major,James was a member
of Delta Tau Delta and Philomathesian. He
attended Kenyon from February 1943 until
February 1944, a period in which he was also
enlisted in the U.S. Army Air Force, and again
from April 1946 until June 1947, after being
discharged from active duty. He had also studied
at the University of Akron. After receiving a
law degree from the University of Michigan in
1950, James practiced law in Akron for two
years. He earned a master's degree in public law
and government at Columbia University in
1954 and completed all course work for his
Ph.D. In February 1954, James was appointed
to the research staff of the Institute of War and
Peace Studies at Columbia. After a period as a
faculty member at Wesleyan University and
executive director of Connecticut's Citizenship
Clearing House, he joined the faculty of
Lafayette College as an assistant professor of
government and law. Two years later, in 1961,
James was appointed assistant professor of
political science at San Jose State College, a
position he held until his retirement.

James is survived by his mother, Ruth Rawling
Pratt; two daughters, Anna Pratt Hanson and
Carrie Pratt Meer; a sister, Joanna Pratt; a
brother, David Pratt; and two grandchildren,
Matthew and Rachelle Hanson. Carrie Meer
would welcome correspondence from anyone
who knew her father. She may be contacted
via e-mail at meer@jps.net or regular mail at
1275 Aspen Drive, Pacifica, California 94044.
Robert L. Willis Jr. 1948 on July 5, 1999. He
was seventy-one and a resident of Miami Beach,
Rorida.
Robert attended Kenyon for one year and
went on to earn a medical degree from Wayne
State University in 1951. He served in the
U.S. Air Force during the Korean War and
then practiced radiology in Florida.
Robert is survived by his wife, Patricia Willis.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
Fort Wayne Zoological Society, Heart of the
Zoo, Attention: Norma, 3411 Sherman
Boulevard, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46808.
John B. McFeely 1949 on September 29,
1999. He was seventy-three and a resident of
Delray Beach, Florida.
At Kenyon, Jack was a member of Delta Kappa
EpsHon. He served in the U.S. Army during
World War II. Jack spent thirty-five years
working in sales for U.S. Steel Corporation.
Jack is survived by his wife, Sally Smith
McFeely; a daughter, Marion Brooks Friedman;
a son, John T. McFeely; and two grandchil
dren, Alexandra and Michael Friedman.
Spencer E. Danes 1950 on May 29, 1999. He
was seventy-three and a resident of Alexandria,
Virginia.
Spence entered Kenyon from service in the
U.S. Merchant Marine and became a member
of Psi Upsilon. In 1948, he transferred to the
University of Cincinnati, where he earned a
bachelor's degree in fine arts in radio education.
After thirteen years with Storer Broadcasting in
Miami, Rorida, Spence joined the Voice of
America (VOA) as a news correspondent and
writer. A member of the Washington, D.C.,
chapter of the National Press Club, he was the
assignment editor in the radio newsroom from
1978 until his retirement in 1990. Spence
continued to work for ^OA on weekends from
the time of his formal retirement until his
death. Also in his retirement years, he and his
wife, Adele, established Tender Loving Pet
Care Connection, a pet-sitting service in
Virginia, which Adele continues to operate.
For several years, Spence served the College's
Career Development Center as an extern
sponsor. Also active in alumni admissions work
for Kenyon, he was recognized with the Alumni
Admissions Award for 1989-90.
In addition to his wife, Spence is survived by
a son, Gregory S. Danes, and two stepchildren,
Alicyn and Jan Robert. His father, A. Spencer
Danes, was a 1921 graduate of the College.
David L. Farnsworth '50 on November 5,
1999, of Alzheimer's Disease. He was seventytwo and a resident of Beaumont, Texas.
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David, a political-science major and a mem
ber of Psi Upsilon, entered Kenyon following
World War II service in the U.S. Navy. He
also served in the Korean War. David spent his
career in the steel industry. He worked for
twenty-five years at North Star Steel Texas
Inc., starting as a salesman and retiring in
October 1997 as executive vice president.
David is survived by his wife, Linda H. Farnsworth; two daughters, Melanie Farnsworth and
Pamela Withrow; a son, David M. Farnsworth
*87; and eleven grandchildren. Memorial
contributions may be made to the Alzheimer's
Association, Development Division, 919 North
Michigan Avenue, Suite 1000, Chicago,
Illinois 60611-1676.
William Forbes Barton 1951 on October 13,
1999, following a three-month-long illness. He
was seventy and a resident of Arlington
Heights, Illinois.
At Kenyon, Bill was a member of Beta Theta
Pi. He also attended Beloit College. A design
engineer, Bill was the co-owner of GrisbeyBarton Manufacturing Company, manufacturer
of electronic relays. After selling this business,
he owned a wixxJworking company called
Barton Designs.
Bill is survived by his wife, Janice Mott
Williams; a daughter, Jane Barnett; three sons,
Scott, Paul, and Christopher Barton; a step
daughter, Peggy Langness; two stepsons, Steven
and Robert Williams; thirteen grandchildren;
one great-grandchild; and three sisters, Betty Lou
Ross, Peggy Malloy, and Patsy Von Ranson.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
Oncology Wing, Rockford Memorial Hospital,
2400 North Rockton Road, Rockford, Illinois
61103, or Court Street United Methodist
Church, 215 North Court Street, Rockford.
John F. Furniss Jr. '52 on November 2, 1999.
He was seventy-one and a resident of Lancaster,

Ohio.
John enlisted in the U.S. Army in 1946 and
served ten months of his enlistment with the
Army of Occupation in Japan. Upon his
discharge in 1948, he enrolled at Kenyon,
following in the footsteps of his father, John F.
Furniss '26, who was inducted into the
Kenyon College Athletic Association Hall of
Fame in May 1999. John was a recipient of the
E. Malcolm Anderson Cup, the College's
highest undergraduate award. After graduation,
he worked as an intern for U.S. Congressman
Thomas A. Jenkins before being named assis
tant director of admissions at Kenyon. During
his four years with the College, John also held
the positions of assistant dean, director of sports
publicity, and director of scholarships and
student aid. In 1956, he became an associate of
J.F. Furniss and Company, a Lancaster insur
ance firm founded by his father. John retired as
a partner in the firm in 1988.
A member of Alpha Delta Phi, John
remained active in fraternity affairs as an alum
nus and also founded the Lancaster Kenyon
Alumni Association.
John is survived by a daughter, Marian B.
Furniss; a son, John F. Furniss III '97; and
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his former wife, Judith Bininger Groff. Memonal
contributions may be made to The Georgian,
105 East Wheeling Street, Lancaster 431303706, or to St. John's Episcopal Church, 134
North Broad Street, Lancaster 43130-3701.
James P. Rentschler '52 on October 16, 1999,
of a heart attack. He was seventy-one and a
resident of Cincinnati, Ohio.
At Kenyon, Jim majored in history and was a
member of Delta Kappa Epsilon. A member of
the Dramatic Club, he also was involved with
riding and with Nu Pi Kappa. Jim's career in
interior design lasted nearly fifty years. In 1960,
he became president and owner of James P.
Rentschler Associates, Inc., an interior-design
firm. He was also a member of the board of
trustees of the American Music Scholarship
Association.
Jim is survived by his wife, Ann Taylor
Rentschler; two daughters, Susan Okin and
Ann Kuhlmann; two sons, Jamie Rentschler
and Jeffrey M. Rentschler; nine grandchildren;
and a brother, William H. Rentschler.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
American Music Scholarship Asstxriation, 1030
Carew Tower, Cincinnati 45202.
Robert B. McAlister '54 on December 9,
1999, of a stroke. He was sixty-seven and a
resident of Columbus, Ohio.
A political-science major at Kenyon, Boh was
a member of the football team and Beta Theta
Pi. In 1957, he earned his law degree from the
University of Michigan. Bob started his lifelong
career as a Columbus attorney in the firm of
Alexander, Ebinger, Fisher, McAlister, and
Lawrence, where he ultimately was named a
partner. In 1987, he moved as a partner to the
firm of Baker and Hostetler. Deeply involved in
Democratic politics, Bob chaired George
McGovern's Ohio primary campaign in 1972.
At the time of his death, he was helping to co
ordinate the central Ohio presidential campaign
of Bill Bradley. Bob drew national attention in
1985 when Ohio Governor Richard Celeste
appointed him to take over Ohio's Division of
Savings and Loans following the closing of all
seventy-one privately insured, state-chartered
savings and loan institutions. His efforts in
that appointment earned him the nickname
"Reopening Czar." Bob was known to his
family and close friends as "Bullet."
Bob is survived by a daughter, Betsy Harger;
two sons, Peter D. and Michael R. McAlister;
three granddaughters; and a sister, Sandy
Schraub. Memorial contributions may be made
to Mount Carmel Hospice, c/o Mount Carmel
Health System Foundation, 793 West State
Street, Columbus 43222-9988.
Robert E.V. Kelley '57 on July 21, 1999, after
an extended illness. He was sixty-five and a
resident of Eldorado, Illinois.
An English major. Bob participated in many
pnxluctions of the Dramatic Club, earning mem
bership in the Hill Players, and joined Delta
Phi. He spent the majority of his sales and
marketing career in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylva
nia, area, moving later to southern Illinois.

Bob is survived by a daughter, Elizabeth V.
Kelley; two sons, Robert E.V. Kelley Jr. and Lt.
Col. Douglas Eaton Kelley; six grandchildren;
and a sister, Katherine K. Cremer.
William N. Whisner '60 on December 29,
1999, of complications from thrombotic
thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP), a rare blood
disorder. He was sixty-one and a resident of
Salt Lake City, Utah.
An honors philosophy major at Kenyon, Bill
was a member of Beta Theta Phi who made the
College's merit list every semester. A four-year
member of the football team, as well as a base
ball player, he wrote for the Collegian in his
freshman and sophomore years and served as
secretary of Student Council in his junior and
senior years. Bill, who earned his Ph.D. in
philosophy from the University of Texas, joined
the faculty of the University of Utah in 1964,
retiring at the end of the 1999 fall semester,
shortly before his death. He had also taught at
Union College and the University of Cincin
nati. A professor of legendary status whose
introductory courses were so popular that as
many as four hundred students enrolled in
them, Bill was famous for getting to know all of
his students by name and making each feel per
sonally involved in his class. He was the recip
ient of many awards at Utah, including the
Ramona Cannon Award for Teaching Excel
lence in the College of the Humanities in 1980;
the Distinguished Teacher Award in 1983; the
Distinguished Honors Teaching Award in
1990; and the Calvin and Jeneal Hatch Prize in
Teaching in 1997. Bill was named Professor of
the Year for the state of Utah for 1994-95 by
the Carnegie Endowment and the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education. The
founding director of the University of Utah's
Center for Teaching Excellence, Bill conducted
teaching workshops for the National Endow
ment for the Humanities from 1986 through
1990 and served as a member of the editorial
board of the journal Teaching Philosophy. He
was recently named one of the seventeen great
est professors in the one-hundred-fifty-year
history of the University of Utah. In addition.
Bill conducted research in the area of philosophical psychology and published widely in
journals of philosophy, psychology, and
educational theory.
Bill is survived by his wife, Mary Reddick.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), 125
Broad Street, 18th Floor, New York, New York
10004-2400, or to any cause that advances
social justice.
Thomas D. Clarke '64 on June 21, 1999. He
was fifty-six and a resident of Medfield,
Massachusetts.
A biology major, Tom was a member of Phi
Kappa Sigma. He was a member of the varsity
baseball team as well as the wrestling and rifle
teams and the Chapel Choir. Tom served in
the U.S. Air Force, attaining the rank of
captain. The recipient of a fellowship from the
National Institutes of Health, he completed his
doctorate at the University of Mississippi. At
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Senior Molly Hatcher
dies in van accident

M

oily R. Hatcher, a member of the
Class of 2000, was killed in a van
accident on January 13, 2000.
She was twenty-one and a resident of Evanston, Illinois.
Molly and ten other student members of the
College's swimming and diving teams were
passengers in a van returning to Kenyon from a
meet at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill when the driver lost control of the
vehicle on icy roads near Coshocton, Ohio.
Molly died at the scene, the only one to suffer
fatal injuries in the accident.
A champion swimmer at Evanston Town
ship High School, Molly joined the women's
swimming and diving team upon her arrival at
the College. Winner of first-year, second-year,
and third-year swimming awards, she was
serving as cocaptain of the Ladies team at the
time of her death. A psychology major with a
minor in women's studies, Molly planned to
become a teacher after graduation. Her
bachelor's degree was one of those awarded at
Kenyon's one hundred seventy-second
Commencement on May 20.
Many members of the College community
joined family members and friends at a memorial
service in Evanston on January 17. Among
those who spoke at the service was James A.
Steen, head men's and women's swimming
coach, who movingly recalled his friendship
with Molly.
"All things physical fade with time, while
the spirit shines brighter," said Steen. "Many
of us arc just beginning to recognize the magni
tude of Molly's spiritual presence in our lives,
and in my mind this presence will live on in
you for longer than you can imagine. 'Angels
soar because they carry themselves so lightly':
This is one of my favorites quotes, and today, it
has an appropriate reference in Molly Hatcher.
'Angels soar because they carry themselves so
lightly.' Molly is soaring in our hearts right
now because of how she negotiated her life—
with high ideals, great compassion, and a gentle
touch. Yes, she had her crosses to bear, just as
we all do, but resolution came without a heavy
hand or an indulgent attitude. She demanded
little and gave much, and we, in turn, have
been the beneficiaries of her brightness."
To those still coming to grips with their loss,
Steen said, "In the same way Molly negotiated
her life, we need to negotiate her death: with
hope, with compassion, and with trust."
Molly is survived by her parents, Patricia and
Albert Hatcher, of Evanston, Illinois; five
sisters, Erin, Abigail, Maggie, Grace, and Emily
L. Hatcher '03; a brother, Brett Hatcher; her
maternal grandparents, Dorothy and Herbert
Horwitz; and her paternal grandmother, Vera
Hatcher. Memorial contributions may be made
to the Molly Hatcher Memorial Fund, c/o Edens
Bank, 3245 West Lake Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois 60091, Attention: Robert or Linda.
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the time of his death, Tom was a consultant in
the field of instrumentation research.
Tom is survived by his mother, Margaret
Ailing Clarke; his wife, Mary Rebecca Geiger
Clarke; a daughter, Deborah L. Clarke; a son,
Thomas A. Clarke; and a cousin, Roger Ailing

Jr. '56.

Mark H. Houser Jr. '65 on January 15, 2000.
He was fifty-six and a resident of Everett,
Washington.
An honors political-science major at Kenyon,
Mark was a member of Alpha Lambda Omega, a
writer for the Collegian, two-year chairman of
the Student Peace Union, and a member of
Kenyon Students for a Democratic Society.
After graduation, he worked as a legislative aide
to U.S. Congressman Lloyd Meeds (Democrat
of Washington) in Washington, D.C. Meeds
referred to Mark as "a walking Univac com
puter. And when he gets his teeth into an
issue, he's an absolute bulldog." While working
for Meeds, he helped draft such environmental
legislation as the Alpine Lakes Wilderness bill
and Youth Conservation Corps. Returning to
live at home near Seattle after Meeds's retirement in 1978, Mark did freelance writing for
horticultural magazines and mobilized a lengthy
protest against the U.S. Navy's proposal to
build a home port for the aircraft carrier USS
Nhnitz in Everett.
Mark leaves no known survivors.
Robert D. Lehmann '66 on November 16,
1999. He was fifty-six and a resident of
Bethany, Connecticut.
At Kenyon, Bob majored in English and
joined Psi Upsilon. He received a master's
degree in social work from Columbia University
in 1988. Bob was a psychiatric social worker in
the Connecticut State Department of Mental
Health, from which he retired in 1997 after
several years serving the department as a
consultant in forensic psychiatry. In addition,
Bob pursued a career as an artist, exhibiting his
work in California, Connecticut, and New
York City. A joint exhibition by Bob and his
wife, artist Janet Lehmann, took place at the
University of Connecticut in 1979.
Bob is survived by his wife, Janet Comey
Lehmann; a son, Dwight T. Lehmann; and a
sister, Hilde M. Lehmann.
Richard L. Mueller '74 on July 13, 1998, of a
heart attack. He was forty-five years old and a
resident of Plantation, Florida.
A history major at Kenyon, Richard was a
member of Delta Tau Delta who participated in
a variety of intramural sports, including basket
ball, bowling, football, golf, ping pong, and
track. He assisted New Hope patients on a vol
unteer basis and graduated cum laude. Richard
joined Ernst and Whinney in Cleveland, Ohio,
in 1978, and earned his master's degree in
accounting from the University of Akron in
1980. In 1983, he joined Ryder System, Inc.,
in Miami, Florida, becoming a manager of cor
porate control and analysis. Richard assisted in
establishing accounting policies and procedures
for the company and its subsidiaries. He

opened his own accounting practice in 1989,
providing consulting and accounting services to
small- and medium-sized companies.
Richard is survived by his mother, Suzanne
Mueller; his father and stepmother, Robert and
Susan Mueller; his wife, Janet Mueller; and
three brothers, Edward, Mark, and Robert
Mueller Jr.
Irwin A. Michelfelder (Wynn T. Scott) '77
on October 3, 1999. He was forty-four and a
resident of Temple, New Hampshire.
An English major at Kenyon, Wynn went
on to earn a master's degree at Northwestern
University's Medill School of Journalism. He
later completed a master's degree in counseling
psychology at the Antioch University campus
in Keene, New Hampshire. After working in
real estate, Wynn owned and operated the
Scott Forester Floral Shop of Merrimack before
taking up the counseling profession. At the
time of his death, he was employed as a
counseling therapist at the Dimock Medical
Health Center of Boston, Massachusetts, while
maintaining a private practice in Boston.
Wynn is survived by his mother, Martha
Michelfelder Scott; his father, Kenneth Scott;
and a brother, Mark Scott. Memorial contribu
tions may be made to the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center, c/o Patient Memorial Fund,
330 Brookline Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts
02215.
Mark E. Wiltshire '82 in 1997. Mark was
thirty-seven and a resident of Anniston,
Alabama.

A biology major at Kenyon, Mark was a
member of Phi Kappa Sigma and Sigma Xi, the
scientific research society. Awarded the
College's Robert Bowen Brown Jr. Prize in his
senior year, he went on to earn his medical
degree at the Medical College of Georgia.
Following an internship at the University of
Alabama School of Primary Care in Huntsville,
Mark completed a residency in family medicine
and began private practice in Anniston in 1989.
Mark is survived by his wife, Charlotte, and a
stepson, Jason Hodges.
Brian D. Schneider '92 on November 22,
1999. Brian was twenty-nine and a resident of
Seattle, Washington.''
A chemistry major at Kenyon, Brian was a
member of Peeps o'Kenyon, played ultimate
frisbee, and studied in Leningrad during his
junior year. Graduate work in chemistry at
Rutgers University led Brian to a career in
pharmaceutical chemistry. He was employed at
Hoffman LaRoche in Branchburg, New Jersey,
and at Sonus Pharmaceuticals in Bothell,
Washington. An avid animal lover, Brian also
enjoyed music, skiing, and computer program
ming. Brian and Lynne Taddeo Schneider '93
were married at the Church of the Holy Spirit
in Gambieron August 21, 1999.
In addition to his wife, survivors include his
parents, Sandra and Irwin Schneider; four
sisters, Linda Wharton, Elizabeth Rothenberg,
Bertye Dietrick, and Wendy Schneider; and his
maternal grandmother, Laura Alston.
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Rev. Dr. James M. Lichliter H'56 on August
21,1999, after a long illness. He was eightyeight and a resident of Battle Creek, Michigan.
Lichliter graduated from Harvard University
and also earned degrees from Union Theological
Seminary in New York City and the Episcopal
Seminary in Alexandria, Virginia. In his career
as an Episcopal minister, Lichliter served at
Emmanuel Episcopal Church in Webster Groves,
Missouri, Christ Church Cathedral in St. Louis,
Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, and Akron, Ohio.
Divorced from his first wife in 1958, after
twenty-two years of marriage, Lichliter resigned
as rector of St. Paul's Church in Akron in 1961
when the bishop of Ohio refused him permission
to remarry. He subsequently married Marilyn
Markle Yeager, a widow and mother of two, and
took up a position at the First Congregational
Church in Battle Creek.
Lichliter is survived his wife, Marilyn Markle
Yeager Lichliter; a daughter, Christie Alton; a
son, Bruce Lichliter; a stepson, John L. Yeager;
a stepdaughter, Marilyn Mayhall; five grand
children; and two great-grandchildren.
Marsha Rockey Schermer, a former member of
the philosophy faculty, in an automobile
accident on Mount Desert Island, Maine, on
May 23, 2000. She was fifty-nine and a
resident of Upper Arlington, Ohio.
A graduate of Antioch College with graduate
degrees from Ohio State University, Schermer
went on to earn a law degree at Ohio State after
reaching in the philosophy departments at
Denison University and Ohio State as well as
Kenyon. Her legal practice was primarily in
administrative law and public utilities, most
recently as vice president for regional regulatory
matters with Time Warner Telecom.
Schermer is survived by her long-time com
panion, R. Douglas Wrightsel, who was driving
their rental car when it was struck head on by a
pickup truck that crossed the center line on a
rural two-lane road.
Katherine DuHamel '81 seeks to take the
stress out of being ill
(Continued from page 55)
DuHamel approaches the design of her
studies with the same creativity she brought to
the design of dance pieces at Kenyon. "When I
danced and did choreography at Kenyon," she
says, "I would dream a dance, wake up, and
write it down. Now, believe it or not, 1 dream
of studies. Sometimes I dream about the grant
for a study, and I'm able to write down the ideas
when I wake up."
As a co-investigator with the Katie Couric
Colorectal Cancer Initiative at Mount Sinai,
DuHamel is researching methods to overcome
people's reluctance to undergo the screening
procedure for this disease. African Americans,
as a group with high mortality, are especially
targeted in the studies. "We examine all the
stages of approaching a screening procedure and
then try to design something to overcome the
barriers at each stage," DuHamel explains.
DuHamel comes from a large, close family and
enjoys summer get-togethers with them in Little
Compton, Rhode Island. "I don't have any
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children," she says, "but I adore my nieces,
Katherine, Grace, and Anna, and nephews, Mac
and Gabriel." Around New York, she sees many
of her Kenyon friends and takes advantage of
the many museums and performing-arts events.
"It's a good life," she says. "1 never have a
dull moment. Every time I run a new computer
program, give a talk, lecture to medical students,
interview a study participant, see a patient, or
write a grant, 1 learn something new."
—L.M.
Science and art converge in the work of
"visualization researcher" Ken Eward '89
(Continued from page 58)
excited when he wanted to return to Kenyon to
learn about preparation of specimens for electron
microscopy, says Edwards. "Later, when he
wanted to move his BioGrafx business to Mount
Vernon in order to collaborate on a large-scale
web-based teaching project with past-professor
Marcey and myself, we were delighted."
Eward moved toGambier in 1997. "My
original plan was to stay in the Gambier and
Mount Vernon area temporarily—just for the
two or three years it would take to complete
this portion of the project," he recalls. "My
plans have since changed." In July 1999,
Eward married Rosemary Marusak, an associate
professor of chemistry at Kenyon.
BioGrafx is now established in Mount Vernon,
where Eward has continued his Cell Visualiza
tion Project research, supported by grants from
the National Institutes of Health and the U.S.
Department of Education. One of its goals is to
allow students and other Internet users to
navigate through computer reconstructions of
real human cells as if piloting an airplane.
"This is a new approach to understanding
the internal structures of cells," says Eward.
"The cells are reconstructed from physical
measurements, using advanced computerimaging techniques. Without the limitations of
traditional microscopy, the computer recon
structions permit cells to be explored interac
tively in three dimensions."
The project, which has received favorable
press from a number of magazines, including
Wired (September 1997), will be featured in a
supercomputer-driven virtual reality tour of the
cell in an upcoming life-sciences museum
exhibit, scheduled to open in summer 2000.
Kenyon's biology department has used Eward's
cell videos in the introductory and nonmajors
courses. "Ken has taught us clever waysof using
software that we were previously unaware of or
naive about," says Edwards. "It has been reward
ing and energizing to have him as a visiting
scholar and to participate in his ongoing career."
Eward's artwork has graced the covers of Life
(April 1998) and Time (September 1999)
magazines, and it was published in the retro
spective volume The Art of National Geographic:
A Century of Illustration. His academic contribu
tions include creating the cover for Molecular
Cell Biology, written by Harvey Lodish '62.
Last year, Eward spent four months working
on the final of four millenial supplements for
National Geographic magazine on genomics and
informatics and the universe. The project

involved the creation of scientifically accurate
three-dimensional models of the universe.
"Not knowing much astronomy, 1 had no
idea of the project's true scope," says Eward.
"During the initial meetings, I learned that my
job was to attempt to parallel similar work
under way at NASA and the American
Museum of Natural History in New York City."
The catch was that these institutions had
employed reams of researchers to work on their
respective projects during the previous one to
two years. Eward had only four months. "It was
more than a little intimidating," he concludes.
Where Eward will ultimately he able to take
BioGrafx is still uncertain. What is certain,
however, is that his illustrations of the mys
teries of life at the cellular level will introduce
budding scientists to a world that, though
unseen, is more beautiful and spiritually
uplifting than wasever imagined.
—L.M.
Fast forward to the past: Chris Barth '93
puts Kenyon's history online
(Continued from page 63)
you drive ten minutes outside of the city of
Anchorage, you're completely in the wilderness.
Your cell phone won't work any more, and
there are bear and moose crawling around.
That's a difficult feeling to get anywhere else in
the United States these days." Barth says he
values Alaska as a place where there is still a
strong sense of the balance of nature, and
where people are part of the landscape and part
of the ecosystem, as opposed to being the ones
who control it.
Although he wasn't engaged in a job search
when the Kenyon position became available,
Barth had always said that if he had an oppor
tunity to come back to Gambier, he would take
it. His wife, Rebecca Palash Barth '93, who
earned a master's degree at the University of
Alaska, will teach English at Mount Vernon
High School in the fall. Former members of the
Chasers, the Barths now sing in the Commu
nity Choir, where they stand shoulder to
shoulder with many other Kenyonites.
Barth maintains contact with student groups
by volunteering, especially at Christian student
events. He also enjoys getting to know more
alumni by giving talks on College history at
various gatherings, regaling alumni, parents, and
students with marvelous bits of Kenyon lore.
One such bit involves the experience of a
student who arrived at the College in 1829.
"In his first view of what was then the main
instruction building, erected a year earlier on a
site near the present Ransom Hall, the student
saw a pair of human feet protruding through
the side of the shoddy wooden structure," Barth
recounts. "The feet, he discovered, belonged to
a student who, while reading, was trying to
warm his feet in the sun."
The historian in Barth wants to preserve and
pass on such recollections of a Kenyon predating
the collegiate Gothic architectural style that
characterizes thecampus today, which largely
came into being under the watchful eye of
William FtwterPeirce.
—Amy Blumenthal
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The Meaning of Work
by Rodrigo Joseph Rodriguez '97

H

ad you been born during my
such occasions, I looked forward to a fatherday, you would have known the and-son stroll. Once, while waiting in line,
meaning of work, my father says
one of Papi's coworkers commented that
in Spanish. He looks at my
I'd be a good worker when I grew older.
hands and arms. "Had you not gone to
"He'll work in air conditioning," my father
college," Papi says, "you would be work
retorted in English. "That's what you should
ing." Perhaps 1 would have never boxed
have said," he later told me. At the age of
my books and said goodbye in the pursuit
eight, what did I know; what did I know?
of academic success. More
over, 1 would not spend so
much time in libraries,
universities, and museums.
•
Instead, I would think of the
-\
m
more familiar life: marriage,
family, a steady salary.
To Papi, after all, this
was the dream that founded
*
f
the United States, a country
with immeasurable opportu
nity—the opportunities he
r
rarely had, since he worked
and lived in the shadows,
:
speaking Spanish and fol
lowing the cotton circuit.
For Papi, doing work means
doing physical labor, not
sitting before a computer screen or curled
Now that I am pursuing graduate study, I
up on the foldout La-Z-Boy with a book.
reflect on this academically privileged life,
It means using arm and muscle, putting
a life that has taken me throughout the
your hands to everyday use.
United States and to other countries. Who
Late in the evening, after we finished our
would have thought? I wasn't always a
homework and had our dinner, Papi would bright student in high school. Every grading
arrive from the refinery with dusty hair and period, the Cs and Ds told me otherwise. I
an aching body. His lunchbox often held
remember those who hardly believed in me.
a treat for the first child who'd greet him as
It was an interior voice, a haunting voice
he entered the house. Work, work, work.
that led me to the world of books. As a
He did not want his children to lead such a diligent student of letters, I read until my
life. "If you study hard, you won't have to
eyes squinted; 1 wrote until my arms ached.
work like me," he'd warn us in Spanish.
While still in high school, I remember sit
"Use this," he'd say, while pointing to his
ting, kx)king out the windows of Houston's
head. Then, he'd offer his hands and arms.
MTA buses, and wondering if I would ever
The only life he knew was that of a pipe
receive my diploma to begin my university
titter at the refinery in Pasadena, Texas.
studies. I was not sure I could do it, but I
Before a holiday, a bonus from the refinery's
did. This is not to say everything happened
payroll office usually awaited him. On
all at once, but I knew what I wanted: Uni-
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versity Avenue—a foreign space. Maybe
Papi's voice and Mami's hopes swirled in
the back room of my brain. I like to think
that everything was leading to this
moment—nou>.
In May 1997, my father attended my
commencement in the rural quiet of Ohio,
far away from our native Texas. 1 earned a
bachelor's degree in English
from Kenyon. And, here 1
am, as Abraham once said
in the Bible, far from that
time and place, yet so close.
Soon, I will lead discussion
in a class entitled "Masterworks of American Litera
ture." I will ask my students,
"What is American litera
ture ?" For the sake of
hearing our nation's voices,
I shall speak of American
literatures. I shall raise my
voice against the muffled
noises of the air conditioner.
Unlike family members
who entered through the
back doors of public institutions in Texas,
performing manual labor, I enter academic
institutions through the front door. I am
reminded of their spirit and physical labor,
how they paved the way for me, one day,
to open the pages of books they rarely had
the time and, much less, the leisure to read.
Like the journeys of my forefathers and
foremothers, who forged paths across bor
ders, I must shape my space in the pursuit
of academic success.

/ f}r

This essay, originally entitled " 'Here I Am':
On Labor and the Everyday," was first pub
lished in Hispanic Magazine, October 1999.
Joseph Rodnguez, who earned a master's degree
in English from the University of Texas, is
currently pursuing a Ph.D. in curriculum and
instruction at the University of Ccmnecticut.
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"While all involved in setting the
$100-million goal recognized that
it represented a stretch for the
College's relatively small constitu
ency, Kenyon set out with confi
dence that it could be attained.
The College's alumni, parents, and
friends have more than justified
that confidence, giving at record
levels to help ensure Kenyon's
future."
David W. Horvitz '74
Campaign Chair

n May 1998, Kenyon College
announced the largest fundraising effort in its history.
"Claiming Our Place: The Cam
paign for Kenyon" had the ambi
tious goal of $100 million, a figure
almost three times greater than
that of any previous effort.
Now, as the College looks
toward the end of the campaign on
June 30, 2001, a group of generous
alumni and parents has stepped
forward with a Challenge Fund of
$12 million to help bring the cam
paign to a successful conclusion.
These loyal friends of Kenyon,
many of whom had already made
gifts to the campaign, hope to
provide an incentive to others to
make commitments to the College
in the critical months ahead.

Where does the campaign
j

-

stand now?
As of April 30, 2000, gifts to this
campaign totaled $76 million,
more than twice the sum of donations to the previous campaign.
Significant progress has been made
toward meeting the goals in all the
areas of need addressed by the cam
paign, which include endowment
for financial aid, professorships,
and academic enrichment; facilities
for the natural sciences and the
music department; funds for land
acquisition; and operating support.
However, additional gifts are
needed in almost all areas. Among
the areas still short of their goals
are financial aid, professorships,
and the natural-sciences facilities.
As always, unrestricted annualfund gifts for operating support are

especially important, bridging the
gap between tuition and the true
cost of a Kenyon education.

How does the Challenge
Fund work?
All new gifts made to Kenyon
during the final fourteen months of
the campaign, from May 1, 2000,
through June 30, 2001, will be
matched on a dollar-for-dollar
basis by the Challenge Fund. This
includes donations at all levels to
the College's annual funds, the
Kenyon Fund and the Kenyon
Parents Fund. When the $12million Challenge has been met
with $12 million in new gifts, and
when that sum is added to the $76
million already committed,
"Claiming Our Place: The Cam-

Paign

for

Kenyon" will have met

its goal of $100 million.

Further information
For further information on the
$12-million Challenge and gift
opportunities, contact the Office
of Development at 740-427-5154.
Questions regarding the Kenyon
Fund or the Kenyon Parents Fund
should be directed to the Office of
Alumni and Parent Relations and
Annual Funds at 740-427-5152.
Both offices can be contacted at
the College's toll-free number,
800-KENYONC (536-9662).
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For the stor}o/ this gear's NCAA Division III
men's and women's swimming championships,
see pages 12-13.
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